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On Februal1' 3, 1986, a jury convicted Terrance Williams (appellee) of ftrst-degree 

murder (H-l), robbel1' (F-l) and criminal conspiracy (F-1) in the killing of Amos Norwood 

(victim).' After a penalty hearing that same day, the jul1' found two aggravating 

circumstances,' no mitigating circumstances,' and returned a verdict of death on February 4, 

1986.' AppeUee flied post-trial motions, which were denied in a formal opinion by the 

, 18 P".C.S. §§ 2502(a), 3701, and 903, respectively . 

.:: The TWO aggravating circumstances found by the jury were that appellee committed the killing while 
perrctnl1"ing <l ,Ind that he had a significant history of felony convictions involving the use or threat of 
violence to the pel·son. 42 Pa.c.S. §§ 9711 (d) (6) and 9711(d)(9), respectively. The Commonwealth introduced 
evidence of appellee's convictions for burglarizing the home of Hilda and Donald Dorfman, and killing 
Herbert Hamilton, for which he was tried and convicted of third degree murder in Februmy 1985 . 

. , trial counsel, Nicholas Panarella, Esquire, presented mitigating evidence of appellee's youth at the 
time of the crime and his character and record. 42 Pa.c.S. §§ 9711 (e) (4); 9711(e)(8). Mr. Panarella did not 
m<lke ;\11)' argument with respect to the victim at the penalty phase. Notes of Testimony (N.T.) 2/3/1986 at 
1877-81. 

On .1 1, 1987, appellee was formally sentenced to death on the first degree murder charge, to a term of not 
less than five 1101' more than ten years on the conspiracy charge, and to a term of not less than ten nor more 
than 20 years on the robbery charge. N.T. 7/1/1987 at 72-74. The conspiracy and robbery sentences were to 
run concurrent with the death penalty sentence, but consecutive to one another. 
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Honorable David N. Savitt on July 28, 1987,' and then the judgments of sentence were 

affumed by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court on Februmy 8, 1990. Commonwealth v. 

Williams, 570 A.2d 75 (Pa. 1990) ("Williams I"). 

I\ppellee fIled a pro se petition pursuant to the Post-Conviction Relief Act ("PCRA"), 

42 Pa.e.S. § 9541 et seq. on March 24,1995 6 The PCRA Court denied the petition on 

October 20, 19987 On December 22, 2004, our Supreme Court affumed the PCRA Court's 

decision. Commonwealth v. Williams, 863 A.2d 505 (pa. 2004) ("Williams II"). Appellee 

subsequently fIled a second PCRA petition on Febmary 18, 2005, which was dismissed as 

untimely under 42 Pa.e.S. § 9545-' Our Supreme Court affIrmed this dismissal, without an 

opinion, on September 27, 2006. Commonwealth v. Williams, 909 A.2d 297 (pa. 2006). 

In July of 2005, appellee ftled a petition for a writ of habeas corpus pursuant to 28 

LI.s.e. § 2254 in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 

On May 9, 2007, the Honorable Michael M. Baylson denied appellee's petition for writ of 

habeas corpus pursuant to § 2254, but granted a certifIcate of appealability, pursuant to 28 

U.s.c. § 2253(c)(2) with respect to two issues - whether trial counsel was constitutionally 

ineffective during the penalty phase of trial and whether the Commonwealth exercised its 

peremptory strikes in a racially discriminat01Y manner in violation of Batson v. Kentucky, 

476 U.S. 79 (1986). Williams v. Beard, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41310, ** at 182-83. On 

.; Commonwealth v. \\1illiams, No. 2362-37, slip op. (pa. Ct. Com. PI., July 28, 1987). Judge Savitt was the trial 
judge, and presided over and decided the reRA petition appellee ftIed in 1995. 

(, .-\ppellee's current counsel first appeared on appellee's behalf on 1vIay 14, 1996, and flied an Amended 
Petition on December 17, 1996. 

7 Jlldge Savitt's formal opinion denying this PCRA. petition was flied on January 13, 1999. Commonwealth v. 
:!::'lr12-6 7 , slip op. (Fa. Ct. Com. Pl.,Jan. 13, 1999). 

:-I Commonwealth v. \"\7illiams, No. 2362-67, slip op. (Fa. Ct. Com. PI., l\lfay 26, 2005). In tIus petition, appellee 
claimed that the accomplice Liability allowed tile jury to find appellee guilty of first degree murder 
withollt fll1ding that he possessed the specific intent to kilL 
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( ?'I'larch 9, 2011, the Third Circuit found that the Batson claim failed on its merits. Williams 

v. Beard, 637 F3d 195, 219-20 (3d Cir. 2011). With respect to the ineffective assistance of 

counsel claim, the Third Circuit held that our Supreme Court's determination that appellee 

was not prejudiced by trial counsel's constitutionally deficient failure to present the 

mitigating evidence presented at the 1998 PCRA evidentiary hearings was not an 

unreasonable application of Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984). 

The present litigation evolved roughly ten months after the Third Circuit's March 9, 

2011 decision." On January 9, 2012, appellee's counsel visited Marc Draper (Draper), the co-

defendant in the Norwood killing and a principal Commonwealth witness at appellee's trial, 

while he was servlllg a life sentence for that killing at SCI-Frackville lU Draper signed a 

declaration pursuant to 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904, in which he stated, for the first time that, during a 

prep session prior to trial, he told detectives that the victim was a homosexual who was in a 

relationship with appeUee. Declaration of Marc Draper, 1/9/2012 at 4. (See j\ttachmentA, 

which is pages 11-17 of Exhibit P-16 in the PCRA hearing before this Court). Draper also 

stated that the detectives "wanted the motive to be a robbery and kept coming back to that. 

That's how they wanted me to testify, that it was a robbery." Id. AppeUee's counsel 

returned to SCI-Frackville on March 1,2012 and obtained another signed declaration from 

') :\ ppellee's perition for rehearing in the Third Circuit was denied 011 July 26, 2011. Appellee then prepared 
and fIled a petition for writ of m1ioran' in the United States Supreme Court. The petition was filed on 
December 13, 2011 and denied on June 29, 2012 Sl/b nomine. \Villiams v. \'{Ietzel, 2012 U.S. LEXIS 4903 aune 
29,2012). 

10 Draper pleaded guilty to second degree murder before Judge Savitt on February 21,1986 for his role in the 
killing of Norwood. He was represented by Harry Seay, Esquire. N.T 2/21/1986 at 1. 
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Draper. On the basis of those two statements, appellee flied the instant PCRA petition on 

March 9, 2012 and an Appendix to the petition on July 16,2012." 

On July 24, 2012, appellee flied Petitioner's Memorandum, in which he argued that 

this PCRA Court should advise Governor Corbett that he need not sign an execution 

warrant in this case. IO On July 27, 2012, appellee supplemented his Memorandum with 

l'etiti()ner's Supplemental Petition for Post Conviction Relief and Notice of Filing 

Additional Evidence in Support of Stay of Execution along with an Appendix to that filing. 

The Commonwealth responded on July 31, 2012, filing a Brief in Opposition to Motion to 

Stay. 

On August 6, 2012, this Court briefly heard argument on the issue raised in 

appellee's July 24, 2012 Memorandum that this Court should advise Governor Corbett not 

to sign appellee's execution warrant. However, at the hearing, appellee orally withdrew the 

request in light of the Commonwealth's representation that Governor Corbett planned to 

sign appellee's execution warrant three days later, on August 9, 2012. N.T. 8/6/2012 at 4-5. 

The Governor signed the warrant on August 8, 2012, and scheduled the execution for 

October 3, 2012. 

On August 28, 2012, appellee flied Petitioner's Renewed Motion for Stay of 

Execution, citing public policy reasons to stay appellee's scheduled executionL
; On 

II :\ppdlee filed his current peRA petition through counsel, the Federal Community Defender Office for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania ("FCDO"), who has represented him since 1996. Billy H. Nolas, Esquire, 
Shawn Nolan, Esquire, Eric ivIontroy, Esquire, and Jennifer Givens, Esquire entered appearances on appellee's 
behalf before this Court. Robin Godfrey, Esquire, Cari lvIahler, Esquire and Ronald Eisenberg, Esquire entered 
;lppearances on the Commonwealth's behalf before this Court. 

I:; .Judge Son'itt h:l\'ing retired, this PCR.-\ matter was officially assigned to this Court on l\by 23, 2012, Based 
on the war in which (he Post Trial Unit processes the peM paperwork, this Court fIrst received the pleadings 
on or about July 24, 2012, 

1.1 Commonwealth v. fvlonis, 771 A.2d 727, 739 (Fa. 2001) (<fl\·forris I") clearly dictates that trial courts do 110t 
have discretion to go beyond the corners of 42 Pa.C.S. § 9545(c) when determining whether or not to grant a 
stay of execution: 
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September 6, 2012, appellee filed a l\'lotion for Discovery, requesting "any information 

relating to Marc Draper, Reverend Poindexter, and any informal or formal documentation 

pertaining to any of Marc Draper's other offenses, including, but not limited to, the Donna 

Friedman case" from the police homicide file. 14 Petitioner's Motion for Discovel:Y, 

9/6/2012 at 5. Additionally, appellee requested the production of exculpatory information 

contained in the COl11nl011wealth's "secure archive"15 as well as "any reports or notes lnade 

concerning NOlwood's sexual relationship or sexual abuse of petitioner or any other child 

(FN cont'cI .. ) 

Given that we have concluded that § 9S4S(c) does not violate either Article V, § 9 or 10 of the 
Pennsylvania Constitution and is therefore, within constitutional restraints, we hold a lower court may 
not exercise its inherent right to grant a stay except within the confInes enumerated by § 954S(c). We 
are mindful of the fact that such a conclusion may seem harsh, especially where death is the ultimate 
result of the denial of relief in these instances, but we cannot ignore that at some point in the 
proceedings society's interest in ftnality becomes overarching. Accordingly, we conclude that a peRA 
courr is bound by the requirements of § 9545 and can only enter a stay when it has reasonably 
concluded that such requirements are met. 

Despite Our Supreme Court's landmark decision prohibiting trial courts from allowing factors beyond the 
scope of § 9545(c) to enter into tile equation as to whether granting a stay of execution is appropriate, 
appellee's counsel exerted an enormous amount of time and resources to persuade this Court that public policy 
considerations merited entering a stay of execution. \"'{1hile a statement from the decedent's spouse and support 
from a myriad of sources might have been pertinent to a clemency proceeding, this Court found appellee's 
documentary support and oral argument in this regard to be irrelevant and a waste of the Court's time. And 
the Court agreed with the Commonwealth's position that seeking advisory opinions from the trial jurors as to 
w!UH their verdict at the penalty phase would have been - if they had been told that the victim had molested 
appellee - was innppropriate and improper for a number of reasons. 

14 Donna Friedman, a pregnant woman who lived in the 1vlt. Ail)' section of the city, was murdered on July 3, 
1984. Police were doggedly trying to solve her murder - which remains wlsolved to tIus day - and considered 
Draper and appellee suspects. In the PCRA evidential), hearing before this Court, Draper maintained tlnt, on 
July 20, 1984 - the day he was arrested for Ius involvement in the NOlwood case - police tIueatened him with 
the death penalty for having killed Ms. Friedman. N.T. 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 182-88. He stated that the clm.t 
of being charged with the Friedman murder was one of the reasons why he cooperated with police, and why he 
refrained from speaking about the Nonvood murder over the years. Id. at 188-89. This Court found that 
tesrimony credible, ,H1d considered it as part of the determination regarding jurisdiction under 42 Pa.C.S. § 
95450)), as discussed 

The Commonwealth represented to this Court that it filed "secure arcluve information" during the federal 
h;lbeas corpus lit.igation of this case. According to the District Attorney's Office, it was an "old mental health 
evaluation" in microfilin "maiiltained by a court or some agency, not by the Commonwealth or the police," and 
there was "no overlap" between that evaluation and the evidence uncovered during this PCRA Litigation. NT. 
9/24/2012 at 5-6. 
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under the age of 18." Id. at 5-6. The Commonwealth fIled its Motion to Dismiss and 

Opposition to Stay of Execution on September 7, 2012. 

On September 10, 2012, this Court heard argument on the pleadings, and permitted 

appellee the opportunity to obtain and submit additional information from Draper by 

September 13, 2012 at 5 P.M." N.T. 9/10/2012 at 101-02. The following day, this Court 

heard the Commonwealth's argument that Draper should be appointed counsel prior to 

appellee's counsel being permitted to speak with him. N.T. 9/11/2012 at 8-10. The 

Commonwealth's motion to have counsel appointed for Draper was denied. Id. at 17. 

Appellee's counsel obtained and fIled Draper's third statement, an affIdavit, on September 

11,2012. (See I\ttachment B, which is pages 1-10 of Exhibit P-16 in the PCR.A hearing 

before this Court). 

On September 14, 2012, this Court heard further argnment from appellee as to the 

timeliness of the current petition, after which this Court found that there was an issue of 

material fact meriting an evidentiary hearing pursuant to Pa.R.Crim.P. 909(B)(1) in order to 

determine whether government offIcials pressured Draper to testify that appellee's motive 

for the crime was to rob Amos Norwood, not to kill him because of a homosexual 

relationship between them. The evidentiary hearing was scheduled for September 20,2012; 

Draper and Andrea Foulkes, the trial prosecutor, were the only two witnesses expected to 

testify." ,-\dditionally, in an effort to ensure potential pre-hearing preparation did not 

interfere with the credibility determinations that tllls Court would ultimately have to make, 

1(, the conclusion of the September 10, 2012 argument, appellee, who had been brought in from SC1-
Greene, ;lgreed to waive his presence at all future hearings. N.T. 9/10/2012 at 108. 

1- Pa.R.Crlm.P. 909(B)(3) requires thM an evidentiary hearing be scheduled 00 fewer than ten days nor more 
rhan 45 days afrer the date of the order setting a date certain for the hearing. In light of the extenuating 
circumstances in dlis case - merely 18 days separated the September 14, 2012 argument from the impending 
execution - this Court scheduled the evidential)' hearing six days after that argument. Neither party objected to 
the expedited evidentiary hearing. 
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this Court prohibited both parties from communicating with the two witnesses prior to the 

hearing." Order to Comply, 9/14/2012. On September 18,2012, this Court ordered that 

the Commonwealth produce the trial files for the two cases which Ms. Foulkes prosecuted 

against appellee in 1985 and in 1986, and in which Draper was the key Commonwealth 

witness - the Herbert Hamilton and Amos Norwood murders, respectively." 

This Court conducted the evidentiary hearing on September 20 and September 24, 

2012. On Saturday, September 22, 2012, this Court directed that the Commonwealth also 

produce the Philadelphia Police Department's files concerning the same two cases.''' After 

Draper's testimony conclnded on the 24''', both sides were given an opportnnity to look 

through those police files. On September 25, 2012, the documents nncovered during the 

parties' review, as well as during the Court's independent review of same, were introduced 

.-\5 soon as this Court granted an evidentiary hearing, the Commonwealth's attorneys handed up a writ to 
have Draper, whom they had already requested to be sent from SCI-Frackville to SCI-Graterford, be 
transported by District .\ttorney's Office detectives to their office to be interviewed. N.T. 9/14/2012 at 71. 
The Court declined to issue the writ, but had concerns that "prepping" the two witnesses expected to testify 
would affect their recollection and spontaneity when testifying before this Court. ld. at 83-84. For this reason, 
the Court entered an order prohibiting any communication between counsel and the two witnesses. Prior to 
this Court's Order prohibiting such cOll?-tnunication, the Commonwealth had provided Ms. Foulkes, now an 
.-\ssistant United States in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, with a CD that contained all of the 
pleadings relevant to the instant litigation as well as the Notes of Testimony from all hearings dating back to 
the Herbert Hamilton trial. NT. 9/20/2012 (p.}.;£.) at 34. The contents of the CD are listed in .-\ttachment C. 
\\,/hen this Court issued its Order, j\'Is. Foulkes was nsked to turn over the CD, which she did. f..·fs. Foulkes had 
asked for an opportunity to review the two files to which she had been 'assigned, and she was permitted to do 
so. But this Court found dlat what was on the CD went well beyond that. ' 

I') The Commonwealth did not object to this Court's directive dnt the trial files be produced. Both sides had 
an opportunity to go through these files and mark documents that they intended to utilize at the evidentiary 
hearing before this COutt. The only aspect of the files exempted from disclosure and review was the trial 
prosecuror's notes regarding jury selection. This Court reviewed those files ill camera and found them irrelevant 
to the instant maner other than ;\s discussed in the Appendix. 

:W The Philadelphia Police Depal·tment provided First Assistant District Attorney Edward McCann two boxes, 
labeled H-84-026 (Herbert Hamilton victim) and H-84-127 (Amos Norwood victim). «H" stands for 
Homicide, "84" stands for the year, and the last numbers represent which murder case it was, chronologically. 
;\[r. i'vIcCann had the two boxes immediately transported to this Court. Again, the Commonwealth did not 
object to this Court ordering their production and inspection. 
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c into evidence." Having fued Petitioner's Motion to Conform the Petition to the Hearing 

Evidence and to Supplement and Amend on September 24, 2012, appellee reiterated this on 

September 25, 2012, making an oral motion to "conform the [appellee's] proof to the 

evidence subrnitted at the hearing and to have [the Cow:t] allow us to take the testimonial 

evidence from the hearing and the documents from the hearing as an amendment and 

supplement to ow: petition." N.T. 9/25/2012 at 51. This Cow:t granted appellee leave to 

amend. 22 rd. at 77. Thereafter, appellee in fact amended his PCRA petition, ftling an 

Amendment and Supplement to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief on the morning of 

September 28, 2012, wherein he asserted, among other things, that the Commonwealth 

presented the jury with "sanitized characterizations of the victitns in this case," and argued 

for relief on the basis of Cone v. Bell, 556 U.S. 449 (2009) and Banks v. Dretke, 540 U.S. 668 

(2004). Subsequent to that ftling on September 28, 2012, this Coutt ruled on appellee's 

issues, denying all guilt-phase issues but granting relief in the form of a new penalty phase 

21 The informatlon uncovered from the District Attorney's files and the Philadelphia Police Department's files 
\vill be referred to in this Opinion collectively as the "government's files," based on the holding in Kyles, that 
proseclltors have a duty to learn of any favorable evidence known to others "acting on the government's behalf 
in this case, including the police." Kyles v. \Vhitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437 (1995); Commonwealth v. Gibson, 951 
.-\.2d 1110, 1127 (pa. 2008); Commonwealth v. Burke, 781 A.2d 1136, 1142 n.S (pa. 2001). 

See Pa.R.Crim.P. 905(a) ("The judge may grant leave to amend or withdraw a petition for post-conviction 
collateral relief at any time. Amendment shall be freely allowed to achieve substantial justice.),). 
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( hearing for the reasons discussed below23 The Court also entered an Order staying 

II ' "4 appe ee s executlon,-

FACTS 

The facts presented at trial substantiating appellee's fIrst degree murder, robbery and 

criminal conspiracy convictions have been presented in detail by our Supreme Court and by 

the Third Circuit. Williams r, 570 A.2d at 77-79; Williams, 637 F.3d at 198-202. The basic 

facts underlying appellee's conviction for the murder of Amos Norwood axe as follows": 

On Monday, June 11, 1984, appellee met Draper at Mount Pleasant Avenue and 

Lincoln Drive to gamble with a few other friends. N.T. 1/22/1986 at 665. After gambling 

for close to an hour, the pair ran out of money. rd. at 666. Appellee told Draper that "he 

had an idea that he knew somebody around the corner to get some money from." rd. at 

667. Appellee explained to Draper that this source of money was a man he knew named 

Amos, whom he had met at a bar downtown. rd. Appellee told Draper that he was "going 

to trv to extort him by telling his wife that he was a homosexual." rd. at 667-68. The two 

2., ;\s ;\ component to the Court's ruling, the Court was constrained to conclude that the trial 
prosecutor was less than candid when testifying at the September 2012 PCRA evidentiary hearing. Based On 
her testimony concerning the two cases which she prosecuted against appellee, tlns Court ultimately concluded 
r.hat the trilll prosecutor engaged in "gamesmanship," knowingly suppressing evidence that she believed was 
substantially similar to that which led to a compromise verdict in the Hamilton case. Intentionally rooting 
evidence out of the Norwood prosecution in order to secure a first degree murder conviction and death penalty 
sCluence constitutes "gamesmanship." Some of the credibility determinations that led this Court to that 
conclusion ilre delineated and discussed in the body of this Opinion. The Court has also attached an 
"Appendix," detailing how Ms. Foulkes' testimony before tlns Court and instances from her prosecution of 
appellee led to this Court's credibility determinations. The Appendix is explicitly made a part of tlns Opinion 
and is incorporated herein by reference. 

0.0 September 28, 2012, this Court found that the other claims raised by appellee in his March 9, 2012 
petition with respect to CP-S1-CR-0823621-1984 (Norwood case) were wicl10ut medl. N.T. 9/28/2012 al 12-
13. ;\ not.ice of :Ippeal regarding those rulings was filed on October 25, 2012, but a docketing number has not 
yet been assigned for that cross-appeal. .. A separate opinion regarding that appeal will be filed in due course. 
This Court did not make any decision with respect to CP-SI-CR-0907971-1984 (Hamilton case), as the focus 
was on the matter in which Governor Corbett had signed an execution warrant which was to be effecntated on 
October 3, 2012. 

25 Draper was the sole Commonwealth witness to testify about the events leading up to Amos Norwood's 
death. 
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walked together towards this man's home; however, before they arrived at their destination, 

appellee told Draper to wait at the top of the street while appellee entered the home. Draper 

estimated that he had to wait for 20 minutes before he saw appellee emerge with $10 in 

hand. rd. at 668-69. As Draper asked appellee about the money, a woman walked past them 

towards the Norwood home; appellee told Draper that woman was Mr. Norwood's wife. 

Appellee said, "Excuse 111e, Miss, excuse 1ne, NIiss," but the W01nan did not hear hun. Id. at 

670. 

The pair then returned to the corner where they had been gambling. Roughly ten 

minutes later, appellee stood up and said, "There goes my uncle,,,2(' as Mr. Norwood drove 

past the group. rd. at 671. Appellee ran to the car, got in, and drove off with Mr. Norwood 

on Lincoln Drive. rd. They returned a few minutes later, and appellee stepped out of the 

car. He walked to Draper and told him to get in the car and "play it off like you going 

home, like you want a ride home, and we gonna take some money." rd. at 672. Once he sat 

in the backseat, Draper gave Mr. Norwood "phony directions," directing the car towards a 

dark street adjacent to a cemetery. Around d,at time, Draper grabbed Mr. NOlwood from 

his position in the backseat and appellee ordered Mr. NOlwood out of ilie car. rd. at 673-74. 

A.t appellee's direction, the three men walked towards the edge of the cemetery. Appellee 

jumped the fence into the cemetery Erst, followed by Mr. NOlwood and d,en Draper. rd. at 

674. After walk.ing into the dark, appellee told Mr. Norwood to lay down. Appellee and 

Draper took. Mr. NOlwood's clothes off and used them to hogtie him. Mr. NOlwood said 

the pair could just take the money and leave, but appellee refused, ordering Draper to stand 

with Mr. Norwood while he ran back to the car. Appellee returned with a handful of tools 

1(, _-\( the PCRA evidentiary hearing before this Court, ]\'1s. Foulkes testified that, from her prosecution of 
appellee for killing Herbert Hamilton, she understood the term "uncle" to be a term of "familiarity." In the 
Hamilton trial, Antonio \",{/illiams had referred to his older homosexual lover, decedent Herbert Hamilton, as 
his "uncle." N.T. 9/20/2012 ('\.i\f.) at 16-19. 
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including a socket wrench and a tire iron. Despite Draper's pleading with appellee to leave, 

appellee "started getting mad" and hit Mr. Norwood with a tire iron. Appellee then ordered 

Draper to hit Mr. Norwood with the socket wrench. Id. at 679-81. Together the pair beat 

Mr. Norwood until he appeared to be dead, pulled Mr. Norwood's body between two 

tombstones, and then took Mr. NOlwood's car." Id. at 682. That night, appellee returned 

to the cemetery by himself, soaked Mr. NOlwood's body in gasoline and set it on ftre. Id. at 

688. 

LEGAL ANALYSIS 

Petitioner raises the following issues on appeal: 

1. Was the lower court without jurisdiction to consider defendant's third PCRi\. 

petition where his timeliness exception claims" raised a claim known to him years 

before he filed the petition? 

2. Whether the lower court erred in fInding that the information allegedly suppressed 

by the Commonwealth was otherwise unavailable to defendant, would have been 

helpful to his case and admissible, and met the legal standard for "materiality."" 

Once they left the cemetery, the two men threw rdr. Norwood's possessions into a metal trash can in a 
nearby Pathmark parking lot. The next day, they returned to the trash cans, and fished through them for credit 
cards or money .. -\fter finding Mr. Norwood's credit card and AT&T phone card, the pair went to Atlantic 
City \'lith a man named Ronald Ruckel" to try to get money from the credit card. rd. at 689-90. 

2t1 This Court found as valid only one timeliness exception claim - governmental interference. TIle "claim" that 
\V,lS «raised" by the "timeliness exception claims," which the Commonwealth alleges was known to appellee 
"years before he filed the petition" is presumably the lUlderiying Brady claim upon which this Court found 
appellee is ent.itled to relief under 42 Pa.C.S. § 9543(a)(2)(i). As discussed infra, appellee did not know of this 
Brady chum - based on withheld evidence of Nonvood's sexually inappropriate behavior - "years before he 
filed the pet.1t.1on." 

On October 3, 2012, appellant filed both a Notice of Appeal and a Statement of Enon Complained of on 
_-\.ppeal Pursuant to Pa.R..A.P. 1925(b) (Statement of Errors). On October 12, 2012, appellant applied for leave 
to ilmencl its Statement of Errors and affixed an Amended Statement ofEnors, which included the second 
issue addressed herein. The Court issued an Order on October 15, 2012, formally accepting appellant's 
_-\tnended Statement of Errors. 
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( Appellee's timeliness exception claim of governmental interference, which this Court 

found was established and which accorded this Court jurisdiction, did not raise a claim 

known to appellee for years before he fIled the instant petition; appellee actually learned of 

his claim - a claim of suppressed material evidence which this Court found met all the 

requirements under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) - during the evidentiary hearing 

\vhich was ordered in this case. 

TillS Court found that the Commonwealth suppressed multiple pieces of evidence, 

all of which shared a common feature: each strengthened the inference that Amos Norwood 

was sexually involved with boys around appellee's age at the time of his murder. The 

Commonwealth withheld one such statement entirely'" and turned over to the defense two 

"sanitized" statelnents,31 In those "sanitized" statelnents, direct and inditect evidence oEMr . 

. )(1 This was evidenced by [vIs. Foulkes' handwritten note found in the District Attorney's Office's Norwood 
trial file. i\15. Foulkes had a conversation in which she learned that Ronald House, a 16-year old boy in Amos 
Norwood's church, was groped "on privates" by 1\·1r. NOlwood, and that there were other "possible incidents." 

C)/20/20 12 (p.i\L) at 120-23. (See :\ttachmenr D, marked as Exhibit Coutt-2 before this Court, page 2). 
For rhis Court's discussion of how }'Is. Foulkes' pattern of selective non-disclosure amounted to 
"gamcs1l1;lnship," see 

;,1 This was evidenced by a June 1984 police activity sheet. Mantie NOlwood, Amos Nonvood's widow, and 
Reverend Charles Poindexter, L-\mos Norwood's colleague at St. Luke's Church and friend for almost 30 years, 
both made srtltements to police about Mr. NOlwood's homosexual involvement with teenage boys in his 
community. The police activity sheet revealed that Mrs. NOlwood told police about a time in which she awoke 
,If 2 :\;\1 to find;1 "young n1<lle, slim," standing silently in the hallway of her home. }"Irs. Norwood explained to 
police that her husband woke her to ask her for money. }.-Irs. Norwood told police that «at that point" she 
believed ir to be a kidnapping. She watched as her husband loaded some stereo equipment into his car, and 
then he got in and drove off with the young man. 1\-1rs. Nonvood said that her husband returned home around 
9-10 .-\;'\f the nexr day and told her a "rambling" story about being "abducted," but that he was able to 
"escape" after using "psychology" on the captors "until they fell asleep." Iv-Irs. Norwood remembered that he 
pleaded \vith her not to get the police involved. :-\dditionally, }"·Irs. Notwood's eldest daughter was present 
during the il1telview, "but made no comment on her belief in the veracity of the st01Y." (See Attachment E, 
marked as Exhibit P-24 before this Court, page 2). In the version of IvIamie NOlwood's statement that was 
disclosed to the defense, this entire account was omitted. (See F. marked as Exhibit C-2 before this 
Court, item 17). In f:lct, the only mention of l\.Ir. NOlwood driving young males in his car was Mrs. Norwood's 
statement: "[m.lY husband would drive the lcids home [from church) who didn't have a ride so a lot of people 
were ili his car ,It rimes," and that "he would have to know the person very well to pick them up. He never 
picked tip strangers." Id. 

The s.uue police activity sheet also revealed that Reverend Poindexter told police "in confidence" that Mr. 
Norwood "may have been a homosexual," and that he had "in fact received a complaint about five yeats ago 
from the mother of a 17 year old parishioner that deceased had propositioned the 17 year old for se.x, (male)." 
(See .:\ttachment E, marked as Exhibit P-24 before tllls Court, page 1). Additionally, tlle activity sheet noted 
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Norwood's ephebophilia" had been omitted, the government interfered with appellee's 

abilitv to present the claim that his due process right to a fair trial had been violated. TillS 

claim has not been waived, nor previously litigated, as it is based on information discovered 

in September 2012. The suppression of this evidence, which could have been used to 

develop and pursue an alternate theory at the penalty phase, undermines confidence in the 

jury's death sentence, thereby constituting a meritorious claim of a constitutional violation 

under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) and Cone v. Bell, 556 U.S. 449 (2009).33 

I. Jurisdiction 

For tills Court to have jurisdiction to grant appellee's PCRA petition, the petition 

must have been filed within one year of the date that tile judgment became final, or appellee 

must prove one of the three timeliness exceptions delineated in 42 Pa.C.S. §§ 9545(b)(1)(i)-

(iii). See 42 Pa.c.S. § 9545(b)(1). Given that the judgment against appellee became final 

decades ago, jurisdiction would not exist without appellee satisfying a timeliness exception. 

Additionally, the instant petition had to be filed witllin 60 days of the date that it could have 

(FN cont'd ... ) that Reverend Poindexter "added that deceased had worked with juvenile males in the parish for 
years, doing counciling [sic] work for disturbed males, and males with family problems." rd. In the version of 
Reverend Poindexter's statement that was disclosed to the defense, all mention of homosexuality was removed. 
(See Attachment G, marked as Exhibit C-2 before this Court, item 19). In response to the question by police, 
"Do you know of any problems :tvIr. Nonvood had in the past?," the statement included an answer about how 
five years e,lrlier, men "came to [£vIr. Norwood's] house, and told his wife, they had him in the car and wanted 
1110nev." hl 

"Ephebophilia" is the psychological term for the attraction of adults to adolescents. It derives from the root 
"ephebe," which means "a young man." \V'ebster's New Encyclopedic Dictionary 610 (2002) . 

. U This Commonwealth has had the death penalty in effect since its reinstatement in 197.8 and, as the law of this 
Commonwealth, this COUft has followed it in presiding over more than a dozen capital cases and in imposing 
The jury's verdict of death in three of those cases. An integral part of the jurisprudence of the death penalty is 
that it is for the to decide whether the defendant and the case before them is more - or less - deserving of 
the de,ah penalty. See Commonwealth v. Blount, 647 A.2d 199, 209 (pa. 1993) (fInding that the process of 
weighing aggravating and mitigating factors is the "exclusive function of the jury"). Inherent in this 
determination is that the jury be given the full picture of what the case was about, and what may have 
prompted the defendant's unlawful actions - including behavior of the victim as it relates to the circumstances 
of the offense and of the defendant. By withholding from the jury the full picture in the instant case, the trial 
prosecutor elected to put herself in the role of controlling what the jury's verdict should be, thereby -usurping 
the jury's unique role in the determination of the penalty. 
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first been presented. 42 Pa.C.S. § 9545(b)(2). Our Supreme Court has indicated that the 60-

day rule reguires appellee to "explain why, with the exercise of due diligence, the claim could 

not have been flied earlier." Commonwealth v. Marshall, 947 A.2d 714, 720 (pa. 2008), citing 

Commonwealth v. Breakiron, 781 A.2d 94, 98 (pa. 2001). 

(1) 42 Pa.c.S. § 9545(Q)(1) 

In this case, the Court concluded that appellee satisfied the first timeliness exception, 

"governmental interference." "Although a Brady violation may fall within the governmental 

interference exception, the petitioner must plead and prove the failure to previously raise the 

claim was the result of interference by government officials, and the information could not 

have been obtained earlier with the exercise of due diligence." Commonwealth v. Abu-

Jamal, 941 A.2d 1263, 1268 (pa. 2008), citing Breakiron, 781 A.2d at 98 (combining the 

reguirements of § 9545(b)(I)(i) and § 9545(b)(2)). When a claim of governmental 

interference is rooted in the Commonwealth's failure to produce exculpatory evidence, 

appellee bears the burden to "identify a specific claim that he was unable to discover or 

de"elop due to the District Attorney's conduct." Commonwealth v. Howard, 788 A.2d 351, 

355 (pa. 2002), dlillg Commonwealth v. Yanis, 731 A.2d 581, 588 (pa. 1999). In Howard, 

the petitioner could not demonstrate governmental interference because he failed to "explain 

how the District Attorney's conduct hobbled his development or prevented his discovery of 

any particular claim." Howard, 788 A.2d at 355. Likewise in Commonwealth v. Stokes, the 

petitioner was aware of potentially exculpatolJ' information in illes maintained by the United 

States Postal Service and the Philadelphia Police Department for years before he sought 

them, and he "never asserted that the prosecution (or a11yone else) prevented him from 

gaining access to these illes in the 12 years between d1e date his direct appeal was decided 
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and the date he ultimately sought the flIes." 959 A.2d 306, 310 (pa. 2008). Accordingly, 

Stokes' governmental interference claim was fatally flawed. Id. at 311. 

In the instant matter, this Court found that appellee met its burden of identifying a 

speciflc claim he was unable to discover or develop due to the government's conduct. This 

Court found that the government interfered with appellee's presentation of a claim under 

Brady in two ways. First, the act of removing pertinent infonnation froln a statelnent, and 

providing a "sanitized" version, which purports to be the entirety of the statement, is 

interference in and of itself. The government's sanitization of Mamie Norwood's and 

Reverend Charles Poindexter's statements, and flat non-disclosure of information about 

.-\mos Norwood's sexual advances on Ronald House, interfered with appellee and his 

attorney learning that Iv!r. Norwood had engaged in sexually inappropriate behavior with 

teenage boys other than appellee. By scrubbing these statements of references to Mr. 

Norwood's sexual improprieties and rllen providing the "clean" versions, the government 

created the false impression that appellee was given the full account of what these witnesses 

stated. That false impression "hobbled" appellee's ability to "discover or develop" a Brady 

claim rooted in information removed from the scrubbed statements. That false impression 

was maintained by the Commonwealth until the original statements were fOWld - in the 

government's flles and some in the very handwriting of the trial prosecutor. 

Second, throughout the litigation of this case, the government has disputed the 

existence of information in their flIes about Amos NOlwood's homosexual ephebophilia, 

thus further interfering with appellee learning the facts that form the basis of the instant 

Brady claim. In Stokes, our Supreme Court afflrmed the PCRA Court's determination that 

there had been no governmental interference, as the petitioner was aware of the existence of 

information in the fues of the United States Postal Service and the Philadelphia Police 
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Department for years. Stokes, 959 A.2d at 310. In fact, the trial prosecutor in that case 

mal11tained an "open file" policy, which highlighted how thegOlJemment had given the 

petitioner access to relevant information. Id. at 311. The government's behavior in this case 

is notably different. Here, the government has continually denied the existence of 

exculpatory evidence . 

.. \ t the ·1998 e"identiary hearing regarding appellee's 1995 PCRA petition, the 

government intervened as appellee attempted to put forth evidence that Amos Norwood 

had been sexually abusive towards young boys, including appellee. When appellee proffered 

that evidence, Judge Savitt looked to the Commonwealth for clarification, aslting directly: 

"there is nothing in the case involving Norwood's homosexuality or violation of young 

boys[?]" NT. 4/8/1998 at 237. The Commonwealth responded to Judge Savitt's question, 

"Oh, no, just that he knew about Norwood's behavior and was trying to extort money" 

from it.,,\5 Id. Precisely the evidence that Judge Savitt asked for was sitting in the 

II The "extorrion" plor referenced by the Commonwealth in response to Judge Savitt's question is different 
from the evidence that the government suppressed. In his July 20, 1984 statement to police and again at trial in 
the Norwood case, Draper said that appellee suggested that the two men "extort" j'yfr. Norwood by telling his 
wife that he was gay. See Attachment 0, which was marked as Exhibit P-2 in the PCRA hearing before this 
Court; N.T. 1/22/1986 at 667-68. Ms. Foulkes referenced tills in her opelling statement. N.T. 1/14/1986 at 
44. Draper's testimony that appellee said he might exploit his knowledge of Mr. Norwood's sexual onelltation is 
critically ciifferent from evidence that 1\1r. Norwood molested and/or attempted to molest teenage boys. 

I.'i The record of this discussion reflects that Judge Savitt and Silverstein we1·e talking at the same time 
the rail end of Judge Savitt's question about Norwood's violation oEyoung boys. 

THE COURT: But there is nothing in the case involving Norwood's homosexuality 01· violation of 
young boys-
.\D,\ SILVERSTEIN: Well, that was the secret. 
THE COURT: - that accrued that was involved . 
. -\D . .-\ SILVERSTEIN: Oh, no, just that he knew about NOlwood's behavior and was trying to extort 
money from it. It didn't work so it moved on to robbery and murder, so it was not a secret. It was 
not a secret to anyone at that time. 

NT. 4/8/1998 at 235-37. 

The only reasonable way to read the back-and-forth is that when Silverstein responded, "Oh no, just that 
he knew ,lbollt Norwood's behavior and was trying to extort money from it," that he was responding to Judge 
Savitt's question. 
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government's files. Without that evidence, the Court forcefully attacked the relevance of 

testimony proffered by the defense as to any potential sexual impropriety in Norwood's past. 

Based on the Commonwealth's affIrmative misrepresentation·" that there was nothing else in 

the case involving NOlwood's "homosexuality or violation of young boys," Judge Savitt 

prevented both lay witnesses and expert witnesses from developing that issue. ld. at 158-59, 

181-82; N.T. 4/9/1998 at 360-61; N.T. 4/13/1998 at 597-605. 

There is nothing in the text of § 9545(b)(lW) requiring that the Commonwealth 

malidou.rly interfere in the presentation of a claim. Our Supreme Court has long held that the 

statutory language of the PCRA must be "strictly adhered to." Commonwealth v. Pursell, 

724 A.2d 293, 303 (pa. 1999). The plain language of § 9545(b)(1) requires only that "the 

failure to raise the claim previously was the result of interference by government offIcials 

with the presentation of the claim in violation of the Constitution." Therefore, the PCRA 

prosecutor's state of mind when representing to the Court that there was nothing in this case 

about the victim's violation of young boys is not dispositive. Based on the statement of the 

Commonwealth, Judge Savitt stated that he would "not consider [l'v1r. Norwood's desire to 

have sex with kids] as a fact unless on tl,e - on tills bare assertion. Now, you should 

understand that. There would have to be evidence of it and, in other words, what was seen, 

when it was seen, who was present, who was involved."" N.T. 4/13/1998 at 602. Having 

ren10ved such evidence froln the case prior to trial, the governlnent's continuing assertion 

.I(, As discllssed iJ!Fa, the trial prosecutor is cl1luged with a duty to "learn of" what exculpatory evidence is in the 
police files. Kyles, 514 U.S. at 437; Gibson, 951 A.2d at 1127; Burke, 781 A.2d at 1142 n.5. 11,e peRi\. 
prosecutor was specifically questioned by the Court as to whether exculpatory evidence was in "the case." As 
per rhe dictates of Kyles and its progeny, "the case" encompasses both the District Attorney's Office and 
police files. The prosecutor's manner of response implied that he had gone through all pertinent files in the 
case and found nothing. In fact, the information that he stated did not exist was in the government's files and 

. obviously had not been turned over. 

n This Court does not disagree that bare assertions are insufficient. However, the evidence uncovered in the 
government's files possesses the necessary degree of specificity. 
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that no such evidence existed amounted to continuing governmental interference from the 

time of trial until the government's files were ordered to be opened in September 2012." 

(?l 42 Pa.C.S. § 9545(R)(2l 

Tn its Statement of Errors, the Commonwealth argues that appellee's "timeliness 

exception claims raised a claim known to him years before he filed the petition." In order to 

answer the Commonwealth's claitn of error, tlus Court must identify when appellee's 

titneliness exception claitn became known to hitn. Appellee could not have known that the 

government interfered with ti,e presentation of evidence about Amos NOlwood's 

homosexual ephebophilia until such evidence was uncovered. It became clear for the fIrst 

titne in September 2012 tint the Commonwealth made incomplete disclosures to defense 

counsel at the titne of trial, and that the government's representations to the 1998 PCRA 

Court were, in fact, misrepresentations." Witlun 60 days of the date that the itlstant Brady 

.-\5 there is - and was - a close working relationship between the District Attorney's Office's Homicide Unit 
and the Philadelphia Police Department Homicide Unit, the Assistant District Attorneys assigned to this case 
could have reviewed the contents of the Police Department's files at any time. Yet as late as the September 14, 
2012 hearing before this Court, ADA Ronald Eisenberg himself made a statement which was not entirely true 
<lbout the scope of the evidence: "(\les, there was one piece of a homosexual element to the case. The 
defendant said he could extort money from Norwood by threatening to reveal that he was gay. That's what he 
[Draper] said starting from the first time he ever spoke to police about tllls case." N.T. 9/14/2012 at 57. In 
addition to the note about Ronald House's sexual abuse as discussed supra, there were in fact multiple 
handwritten notes by Ms. Foulkes referencing homosexuality. On a note titled "Ask :tvfarc," Ms. Foulkes 
\'-'Tote, "\\:l1;1t motivates Terry? }.·loney, self, betrayal, homosex." (See Attachment H, which was marked as P-
5 ill the PCR.-\ hearing before this Court). In a note found in the Hamilton trial box titled "prep -lvLDraper 
12-20-84 P_-\B," Foulkes wrote "knew that Terry made $ by going to bed w/men." (See Attachment I, 
which \vas marked as P-8 in the PCR...-\ hearing before tllis Court). on another note titled at,farc Draper 
12-27-85," IvIs. Foulkes jotted down the sequence of events from the NOlwood killing, and included the 
following details: "did he [?vIr. Norwood] know Terry -liked boys." On the next page, Ms. Foulkes wrote, 
"did he like boys," and below that "how long had he known Terry." (See Attachment], which was marked as 
P-9 in the PCR.-\ hearing before this Cmut). Lastly, on another note 115. Foulkes made a more general, tllough 
cryptic, reference about the state of the case: "continued investig. for faggot squad." NT. 9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 
37-40. 

United States Supreme Court's opinion in Banks v. Dretke, 540 U.S. 668, 698 (2004) offered persuasive 
guidance to this Court about the impact of government misrepresentations regarding the existence of evidence 
on whether a defendant can fairly be considered not diligent for pursuing such evidence. 

In summary, Banks's prosecutor$ represented at trial and in state postconviction proceedings that the 
State had held nothing back. 1:vloreover, in state postconviction court, the State's pleading denied that 
Farr was an informant. It was not incumbent On Banks to prove these representations false; rather, 
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( claim fIrst could have been presented, appellee flied his September 28, 2012 amendment to 

his PCRA petition, wherein he explained "why, with the exercise of due diligence, the claim 

could not have been flied earlier," thereby satisfying the second "jurisdictional" requirement. 

42 Pa.C.S. § 9545(b)(2); Marshall, 947 A.2d at 720, ,iting Breakiron, 781 A.2d at 98. 

For a court to have jurisdiction over a PCRA petition flied more than one year after 

the date the judgment became fInal, both § 95450»)(1) and § 9545(b)(2) mandate that the 

petitioner explain the delay in raising "the claim."'" In a Brady case, this claim-centric 

perspective means that appellee must set forth "when and how he discovered the Brady 

material that the Conunonwealth allegedly withheld from him." Breakiron, 781 A.2d at 98. 

Likewise, in Commonwealth ". Hawkins, our Supreme Court analyzed the jurisdictional 

requirements of § 9545 in the context of a Brady claim by asking when "the facts upon 

which [the appellant's] Brady claim is based were first revealed," and whether "due diligence 

would not have revealed them before that time." 953 A.2d 1248, 1253 (pa.2008). 

In the instant matter, the facts substantiating appellee's Brady claim were fIrst 

discovered in September 2012. Appellee's due diligence would not have revealed that prior 

to the PCM hearing before this Court" Based in part on Draper's January 9, 2012 

(FN cont'd ... ) Banks was entitled to treat the prosecutors' submissions as truthful. Accordingly, 
Banks has shown cause for failing to present evidence in state court capable of substantiating his Fan 
Bmdy claim. 

Pa.C.S. § 9545(b)(1)(i) requires that "the failure to raise the claim was the result of interference by 
government officials ... ," (Emphasis added). 42 Pa.C.S. § 9545(b)(2) requires that "[aJny petition invoking an 
exception provided in paragraph (1) shall be filed within 60 days of the date the claim could have been 
presented." (Emphasis added). 

_-\ppellee's September 6, 2012 discovery request for exculpat01Y information about NOlwood's sexual 
relationships with children lUlder d1.e age of 18 was based on statements made by Reverend Charles Poindexter 
and ROll,lld House to appellee's counsel in early 2012 . ..,-\ppendix to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, 
1/16/2012, items 10 and 11 respectively .. At that time, Reverend Poindexter stated that Norwood "seemed to 
have lots of close relationships with young men, most of whom I didn't know. \Y/e began to suspect that Amos 
was having inappropriate relationships with young men." ld. at item 10, paragraph 6. Reverend Poindexter 
also stated th:lt "the mother of a ls-year old boy" told him "dlat while Amos was driving her SOn home from a 

group event, i\mos touch [sic] her son's genitals. She also told me dlat Amos had inappropriately 
touched a number of other boys at the church." ld. at item 10, paragraph 15. Reverend Poindexter identified 
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'-.. .. 

declaration that he had been pressured to testify that appellee's motive for the crune was to 

rob the victim, and not to go into detail about their homosexual relationship, appellee fIled 

the instant PCI'L'\ petition on March 9, 2012. This Court found that appellee's claun had 

arguable merit and, if suffIciently proved at an evidentimy hearing, potentially satisfIed the 

(FN cont'd ... ) Ronald House as a victim of Norwood's sexual advances. Affidavits of Jennifer Givens and 
Eric ;'dontro\', 9/27/2012 at 2 (See Attachment K). On the basis of that statement of Reverend Poindexter, 
,1ppellee's attorneys interviewed lvlr. Honse, who said that 1\-lr. NOlwood propositioned him for sex when he 
was 17, and had done the same thing to a friend of his named Bernard. Appendix to Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief, 7/16/2012, item 11, par!lgraphs 4-6 . 

. -\ppellee's attorneys went to speak with Reverend Poindexter on Januat), 12-13, 2012 after having spoken with 
Draper on J <lnuary 9, 2012. On that date, Draper stated that he had told detectives during trial prep sessions 
that: 

Norw·ood was a homosexual and that. he was in a relationship with Terry and that dlat is what this 
case was really about. They did not want to hear that. They wanted dle motive to be a robbery and 
kept coming back to that. That's how they wanted me to testify, that it was a robbery. 

Declaration of .:\Jarc Draper, 1/9/2012 at 4. (See Attachment .A.., which is pages 11-17 of Exhibit P-16 in the 
PCR. -\. hearing before tIlls Court) . 

. -\fter Draper "disclosed for the first time tIle information stated in paragraphs 4 [quoted above1 and 7," 
appellee's attorneys "looked into potential witnesses who might know something confirming the new 
disclosures by ;\:1r. Draper." Affidavits ofIennifer Givens and Eric Montroy, 9/27/2012 at 2 (See Attachment 
K). 

\X"e reviewed the 6/22/84 police report (with a statement from Reverend Poindexter) pwvided by the 
Commonwealth in discovery to i'vIr. Panarella, which included this comment from Reverend 
Poindexter: "Several years ago, within the last 5 years, he [NIr. Notwood] was abducted and the men 
came to the house, and told his wife they had him in the car and wanted money." 

Draper's January 9, 2012 declaration cast Reverend Poindexter's June 22, 1984 statement in an entirely new 
light. Draper's allegations that the police pushed him to re-shape a story about a sexual relationship gone 
wrong and to call it a "wbbery" would lead a diligent attorney to take a second look at any other possible 
instances in which witnesses had told police about priOlo "wbberies" involving Amos Norwood. The reference 
to Norwood's prior robbery in the disclosed version of Reverend Poindexter's June 22, 1984 statement sounds 
bizarre at first blush. But when vie\ved through the lens of Draper's January 9, 2012 declaration - that 
"robbery" was the brush llsed to sweep homosexual impropriety under the rug - Reverend Poindexter's 
statement called for follow-up. And though that follow-up led to Reverend Poindexter saying there was much 
more to .-\mos Norwood and led to Ronald House detailing his experience with Mr. Norwood, it did not lead 
to knowledge that the government had had this information all along. That only came about after this Court 
ordered the District .-\ttorney's and Police Department's files opened . 

. -\nd, as it turned out, it was shown t.hat the government had removed references to NIr. Norwood's 
homosexual ephebophilia from Revel·end Poindexter's statement, and from Mamie NOlwood's, tIlereby making 
it seem that i'vIr. Norwood was just a kind church volunteer who had been the victim of a -bizarre robbety years 
earlier. 
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requirements of § 9545(b)(2).42 At the evidentiary hearing, appellee discovered exculpatory 

evidence that had been in the government's fIles since the time of trial and had never before 

been turned over to the defense. After the hearing, appellee requested leave to amend his 

March 9, 2012 PCRA petition to include a more nuanced Brady claim focused on the 

evidence uncovered. N.T. 9/25/2012 at 51. That request was granted, and on September 

28, 2012, appellee fued an Amendment and Supplement to Petition for Post-Conviction 

Relief. Therein, appellee argued that he was entitled to relief based on information that 

came to light for the fIrst time in September 2012 -namely that the government withheld 

multiple statements from trial counsel, all of which strengthened tl1e inference that Amos 

Norwood was sexually inappropriate with a number of teenage boys in his community. 

This latter claim could not have been flied earlier with the exercise of due diligence 

because appellee was unable to gain access to tl1e government's trial files until this Court 

granted an evidentiary hearing on September 14, 2012. In fact, appellee was duly diligent in 

pursuing this evidence. Appellee attempted to elicit testimony at tl1e 1998 PCRA hearing 

about the victim's homosexual ephebophilia through fact witnesses James Villareal and 

Donald Fisher. NT. 4/8/1998 at 229; N.T. 4/13/1998 at 597-605. However, appellee was 

stifled in his presentation of that evidence by the Commonwealth's steadfast representation 

that there was no such evidence, and Judge Savitt's consequent limitation on the 1998 PCRA 

-12 In i\torris II, OUf Supreme Court noted that, when deciding whether a stay of execution is appropriate, 
jurisdictional questions "should be well fleshed out in advance and we believe that issues related to timeliness 
should be relatively easy to dispose of by the time they reach this court." Commonwealth v. }.IIorris, 822 A.2d 
684, 692 (P,\. 2003) ("Morris II") (emphasis added). In Morris II, the appellant asserted dlat he was entided to 
an evidentiary hearing regarding witness compensation for testimony as part of a claim of governmental 
imcrference. Our Supreme Court rejected the appellant's claim because it was "speculative ... in the absence 
of any allegations tying the witnesses in a particular case to the District Attorney's policy of paying for their 
services." Id. at 699. Unlike the situation in 1\"101"ri5 II, appellee's governmental interference claim as set forth 
in his l\brch 9, 2012 petition and July 27, 2012 Petition was based on averments which, if believed, 
would have constituted a sufficient basis upon which jurisdiction could have been rooted. This Court found 
th;1t ;Ippellee's claim regarding the government's undue pressure on Draper created a "material issue of fact," 
and rhus required an evidentiary hearing pursuant to Pa.R.Crim.P. 908(A)(2). 
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proceedings. From the time that Judge Savitt denied relief until the Third Circuit denied 

appellee's habeas corpus claims, the litigation had lasted for approximately 16 years. By the 

time the Third Circuit ruled, appellee had alinost no avenue left and execution became a real 

possibility. 

Nevertheless, the defense was sti.ll actively involved in its representation of appellee. 

The defense prepared a petition for a writ of certiorati, which it filed in the United States 

Supreme Court on December 13, 2011. While awaiting a decision from that Court, 

appellee's counsel approached Draper to see if the possibility of appellee's potential nearing 

execution would finally prompt him to speak with them. 

Dating back to the time of trial, Draper had refused to speak with appellee's 

attorneys." Appellee's attorneys again tried to speak with Draper on an occasion when he 

was at which was from N.T. 9/24/2012 (A.M.) at 35. Draper 

testified that he did not speak with appellee's representatives because, "[ didn't want to 

speak on anything to anybody." N.T. 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 210. Draper cited fear that the 

police would sti.ll charge him with the murder of Donna Friedman, as well as feelings of 

anger at himself as reasons for his silence. Id. at 208; 211. This Court found 

Draper's explanations for having refused to communicate credible and therefore accepted 

them. 

Thus, when appellee's attorneys visited Draper at in January 2012 as a 

"last ditch attempt," and told him that appellee was "about to be put to death," Draper 

decided to break his silence. Id. at 215. While testifying before this Court, Draper broke 

down crying, stating that "nobody wants to know that you a transformed person [sic]. 

1.1r. Panarella testified at the post-trial motions hearing, "IvIL Draper would not discuss the case with my 
associate." N.T. 4/24/1987 at 7. 
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Nobody wants to know tbat what type of person you are now from when you was 18 [sic]. 

I'm 46 now." Id. at 216. This Court found credible Draper's reasoning for finally speaking 

up. It made sense. He ta!l,ed about how maturity and his "relationship with the Lord" 

motivated him to speak because "if I call myself a Christian, right, and I live by faitb, not by 

sight, and God loved me so much, then, you know, he blessed me so much tbat, you know, I 

have to share that blessing and I wouldn't want to see anybody put to death." Id. 

"Diligence" is defined as "[a] continual effort to accon"lplish sOlnething"; "care; 

caution; the attention and care required froln a person in a given situation,,,44 Black's Law 

Dictionarv (9th ed., 2009) ("diligence"). Considering appellee's "situation" as part of the 

"due diligence" calculation, this Court found it significant that there were a number of 

instances in which Draper rebuffed appellee's attorneys when they had sought to speak with 

him." Additionally, even after the Third Circuit denied his habeas corpus petition in March 

2011, appellee's counsel were busy pursuing relief on his ineffective assistance of counsel 

claim with the United States Supreme Court. Instead of waiting for the High Court to grant 

or deny ,'o1io/"(//i, or for Governor Corbett to sign his execution warrant, appellee took action 

reasonably quickly after March 2011, to ensure tbat no stone had been left unturned. 

As a result of Draper's two declarations, appellee flled the March 9, 2012 PCRA 

petition, which led to this Court's decision to grant an evidentiaty hearing, to the discovery 

of the exculpatory documents, and thus ultimately to the underlying substantive Brady claim . 

. 1-1 Black's Law Dictiomll:Y defines "due diligence" by referring to its entry for "diligence." Black's Law 
Dictiomllv, (9th ed., 2009) ("due diligence"). 

In the context of Pa.R.Crim.P. 600 - the speedy trial rule - our courts have emphasized that due diligence 
must be determined on a case-by-case basis. "Due diligence does not require perfect vigilance and punctilious 
care, bm rather a showing b}' the Commonwealth that a reasonable effort has been put forth." 
Commonwe .. llth v. Hill, 736 578, 588 (pa. 1999) (emphasis added). A "punctilious care" standard would 
require that an individual renew efforts having been rebuffed multiple times. However, a "reasonable effort" 
standard allows for reliance on a representation that the evidence sought cannot be obtained. 
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This claim satisfies the 60-day provision of § 9545(b)(2), as it was formally flied from 

three to six days after the first date on which it could have been presented." The evidence 

substantiating the current claim comes from the District Attorney's Office's flies and the 

Philadelphia Police Department's flies, which were opened on September 22, 2012 and 

September 25, 2012, respectively. Appellee then filed the Amendment and Supplement to 

his peRA petition on September 28, 2012. Accordingly, this Court found d1at it had 

jurisdiction under §§ 9545(b)(1) and (2). 

II. Not Previously Litigated; Not Waived 

Appellee's claim is not "waived" under § 9544(b). A claim of error is waived if a 

party could have raised the issue at trial, on appeal, or in a prior post conviction proceeding 

but failed to do so. Commonwealth v. Peterkin, 649 A.2d 121, 124 (pa. 1994). There was 

no prior proceeding in which appellee could have raised the claim that the government 

suppressed evidence that Draper had been pressured to call the crtine a robbery-gone-

wrong, or the clatin that d1e government suppressed evidence of doe victtin's homosexual 

ephebophilia, as the latter evidence was uncovered ti1 September 2012. 

Nor is appellee's claim "previously litigated" under § 9544(a). A claim of error is 

"previously litigated" when either the "highest appellate court in which the appellee could 

have had review as a ll1atter of right has ruled on the lnerits of the issue," or "it has been 

raised and decided in a proceeding collaterally attacking the conviction or sentence." .42 

The Commonwealth argued that appellee should not be permitted to amend his PCRA .. petition to conform 
to the evidence produced at the evidentiary hearing because the documents uncovered during the evidentiary 
hearing did nor constitute a meritorious Brady claim. N.T. 9/25/2012 at 61. This Court was cognizant of the 
significant interests that the Commonwealth had, and continues to have in this case as regards finality. These 
are also strong interests in the justice system as a whole and were noted by Ollr Supreme Court in rAon-is II, as 
noted in FN 42, .rupm .. However, on balance, this Court found that appellee was entitled to amend pursuant to 
Pa.R.Crim.P.905(a) .. -\ppellee's request to amend his petition, which was granted and constituted the basis for 
appellee's subsequent "i\mendment and Supplement," distinguishes the procedural posture of this case from 
Commonwealth v. Porter, 3S A.3d 4 (Fa. 2012). 
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( Pa.C.S. §§ 9544(a)(2), (3). None of the claims raised by appellee in his 1995 PCRA petition 

was based on the prosecution having suppressed Draper's statement to the government or 

evidence of the victim's homosexual proclivities towards teenage boys. Not until appellee 

amended his March 9, 2012 PCRA petition in light of the September 2012 evidentiary 

hearing has he raised the specific claim upon which relief was granted. Additionally, it would 

be impossible for a court to have LUled on the merits of appellee's current Brady claim, given 

that the evidence found in the government's files was uncovered in September 2012. The 

"merits" of the current issue revolve around whether or not the three prongs of Brady have 

been met, whereas the "merits" of the issues discussed in appellee's prior PCRA petition 

revolved around whether or not trial counsel was constitutionally ineffective. 

Additionally, the nondisclosure of evidence - and the affirmative misrepresentation 

by the Commonwealth that such evidence did not exist, as noted supra - ensured that the 

issues about Amos Norwood's homosexual impropriety with boys was not "previously 

li tiga ted." 

III. Success on the Merits 

Appellee demonstrated that the government "sanitized" d,e statements of two 

witnesses, lvlamie Norwood and Reverend Charles Poindexter, removing information that 

either direcdy or indirecdy demonstrated dlat the victim was a homosexual ephebophile. 

NT 9/25/2012 at 10-20; 39-40. Additionally, the prosecutor failed to disclose to defense 

connsel evidence in her possession, as well as in the Philadelphia Police Department's file, 

that the victim had made sexual advances on a teenage memQer of his church, and that there 

were other possible instances of sexual impropriety. N.T. 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 121-24. 

With the suppressed evidence in hand, reasonable trial counsel could have pursued an 

alternate theory at the penalty phase, rooted in evidence dlat would have been admissible 
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during the guilt phase and bolstered during the penalty phase of trial. At the guilt phase, 

both Mamie Norwood and Reverend Poindexter testified that Amos Norwood was a kind 

church volunteer who spent his time helping underprivileged children. NT. 1/14/1986 at 

157-58; 166-67; 172-74. The information that each had previously provided to the 

government could have been used on cross-examination to directly contradict their 

characterizations of ML Norwood. And, at the penalty phase, a reasonable defense attorney 

could have called a witness like Ronald House to testify about his experience as a sexual 

target of Amos Norwood. Based on that evidence, reasonable trial counsel could have 

credibly argued that appellee was another one of ML N01wood's teenage sexual targets, 

ultimately bolstering appellee's case in mitigation and undermining confidence in the jury's 

death sentence. Without this evidence, appellee's counsel was given a skewed and 

incomplete picture of the victim which effectively tied his hands while the prosecution 

elicited testimony at trial about his kind and caring character, and then argued to tl,e jury at 

the penalty phase that tl,e victim's "kind" and "innocent" nature should be considered 

against appellee when determining whether to sentence him to death. This Court concluded 

that, if disclosed, the cumulative impact of tl1is evidence would have enabled reasonable trial 

counsel to challenge, if not entirely to preclude, the government's sympathetic portrayal of 

the victim, while also explaining how N01wood's sexual advances amounted to a mitigating 

"circumstance of the offense" under 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711 (e) (8). 

Preliminarily, it is important to note that for evidence to qualify as Brady material, it 

must "involve the discovery, after trial, of information which had been known to the 

prosecution hut unlmown to the defense." U.S. v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 103 (1976). 

Prosecutors do not have to disclose apparently exculpatory evidence "where the parties had 

equal access to the information or if the defendant knew or could have uncovered such 
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evidence with reasonable diligence." Commonwealth v. Morris, 822 A.2d 684, 696 (pa. 

2003), dlillg Commonwealth v. Paddy, 800 A.2d 294, 305 (pa. 2002). The "defense 

diligence" requirement of Brady has been addressed numerous times by the courts of our 

Commonwealth. See Pursell, 724 A.2d at 305; Paddy, 800 A.2d at 305; Commonwealth 

v. lohnson, 863 A.2d 423, 426 (pa. 2004); Commonwealth v. Crews, 863 A.2d 498,502 (pa. 

2004). Throughout these cases, our Supreme Court has limited the prosecutor's duty under 

Brady, finding that prosecutors need not disclose "evidence l
' or "infonnation" in the 

government's possession that the defendant knew or could have known. lohnson, 

863 A.2d at 426 ("No Brady violation where the Appellant knew or could have uncovered 

the evidence at issue with reasonable diligence."). But that limitation is itself limited; when 

determining whether the defendant knew or could have known of the suppressed evidence, 

our courts focus on the .rp"iji," evide","e that the defendant claims has been suppressed, not on 

how that evidence would have been used at trial. When that evidence is either known or 

knowable to the defense, there is no Brady violation. Paddy, 800 A.2d at 305. 

In lohnson, the defendant claimed that an affidavit written and signed by George 

Robles, a Commonwealth witness, was suppressed. The defendant argued that, as a result, 

impeachment evidence about Robles being a drug dealer who colluded with police was 

withheld. Johnson, 863 A.2d at 425. The defendant highlighted six aspects of Robles's 

affidavit as constituting Brady material. Our Supreme Court's response was narrowly 

tailored to each aspect of Robles's affidavit, and whether or not the defendant knew of that 

specific information at the time of trial. Id. at 426-27. Because the Court determined that 

the defendant either was aware, or could have become aware with reasonable due diligence, 

of the individual pieces of evidence/information, the Brady claim failed. 
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In Paddy, the defendant argued that, as part of an unrelated murder, police were 

investigating a suspect who had been described in the same unique way as the suspect in the 

case for which Paddy was charged with murder. Paddy argued that information should have 

been disclosed prior to trial. Paddy, 800 A.2d at 304. Our Supreme Court held that "the 

information allegedly withheld from the defense was published in Philadelphia's two major 

newspapers, the Philadelphia Inquirer and the Philadelphia Daily News, months before 

Paddy's second trial." Id. at 305. The fact that the evidence of this investigation was 

publicly available meant that it could not form d,e foundation of a Brady claim. 

In Crews, the defendant claimed that the government withheld information about his 

own military records and his family background, history of mental illness and substance 

abuse. Our Supreme Court again focused on the precise evidence that the defendant 

claimed should have been turned over. "There is nodung which demonstrates appellant 

could not have supplied his family background information and lrulitaty records hinlself ... 

[N]one of the information he cites was uniquely widun the control of the prosecution." 

Crews, 863 A.2d at 502. 

But where the suppressed evidence is unknown, even if it is part of a larger "theory" 

that includes evidence that zs known to the defense, there may still be a Brady violation when 

the government suppresses that unknown evidence. Kyles, 514 U.S. at 429,447-48. In 

Kvles, the defendant knew that the key Commonwealth witness, Beanie, planted 

incrinunating evidence in his garbage. Id. at 429. Nevertheless, the United States Supreme 

Court held that an internal police memorandum calling for the seizure of Kyles' garbage 

based upon Beanie's suggestion was Brady material. Id. at 447-48. In other words, there 

was an additional "aspect" or "layer" to the evidence, about which the defendant did not 

know. Because that additional component to the evidence would have helped to round out 
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a "theory" favorable to the defendant, the Supreme Court found that it was one piece of 

suppressed evidence which, along with others, cumulatively undermined confidence in the 

outcome at trial. Id. at 448. 

In Cone, the Supreme Court held that evidence crediting and corroborating a 

defense theory could be d,e additional "aspect" or "layer" to the evidence about which the 

defendant did not know, and which the government had suppressed. Cone, 556 U.S. at 470-

71. 1vlr. Cone knew that he was under the influence of drugs and alcohol when he went on a 

crune spree. Id. at 474. However, he did not know that witnesses who had seen 11in1 several 

days before and after the murders described hUn to the police as "wild eyed" and that his 

behavior was "real weird." Id. at 459. The United States Supreme Court found that the 

suppressed statements "strengdlen[ing] the inference" d,at Cone was unpaired at the time of 

the crune could have amounted to a viable claun so long as it was ultin1ately 

considered "material.,,47 Id. at 475. 

The Third Circuit recendy applied that logic of and Cone in Sunmons v. 

Beard, holding that, where suppressed evidence constitutes a crucial part of a larger 

"theory," the non-disclosure of tbat evidence can constitute a viable Brady c1ain1. See 

Simmons v. Beard, 590 F.3d 223, 238 (3d Cir. 2009) ("Without the evidence suppressed by 

d,e prosecution, however, the defense could not credibly proffer such a theory. Had this 

information been available to the defense before trial, it could have much more effectively 

attacked the Commonwealth's case ... "). Our Supreme Court also recendy endorsed the 

principle that suppressed evidence comprising part of a defense themy - whether that iliemy 

D The case was before the United States Supreme Court on a petition for a federal writ of habeas corpus after 
!\Ir. Cone had filed two unsuccessful state petitions for post-conviction relief. Cone, 556 U.S. at 461. The 
issue before the Supreme Court was whether a federal habeas claim is "procedurally defaulted" when it is twice 
presented to the state courts .. -\fter determining that the State's procedural objections "provide no obstacle to 
judicial review," the Court turned to the merits of the Brady claim. rd. at 469. Ultimately, the Court remanded 
the case to the District Court "with instructions to give full consideration to the merits of Cone's Brady claim." 
Id. at 476. 
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has been pursued or could potentially have been pursued - can substantiate a Brady cillim, as 

long as that evidence is ultimately "material." Commonwealth v. Ly, 980 A.2d 61, 75 (pa. 

2009) ([T]he protection of Brady extends to the defendant's ability to investigate alternate 

defense theories and to formulate trial strategy."). 

In Ly, three men who identified themselves as "gangsters" demanded that a 

restaurant owner in Philadelphia's Chinatown pay "protection money." Id. at 66. Soon after 

corralling three restaurant employees in the kitchen, one worker - Janice Wong Ganice) -

escaped out of a side door. The three gangsters ran after her, and eventually the person she 

called "Second l'vIan" grabbed her arm and turned her to face him in a well-lit street corner. 

Id. The three men returned Janice to the restaurant, where they found Jade Wong Gade) on 

the phone with police. After taking several steps toward the dining area, Janice heard a 

gunshot, saw Jade bleeding from her head, and then saw Second Man backing out of the side 

door in the area she believed the shooter would have been. Id. Shortly after the murder, 

Janice identified Ah Thank Lee as the person she had labeled "First Man." Nearly two years 

later, on the same day that Janice identified Cam Ly (the appellant) as Second Man, she 

identified Wong l<:in Fung, not Ah Thank Lee, as First Man. Id. at 66-67. The 

Commonwealth failed to disclose to Mr. Ly that Janice had made an inconsistent 

identification with respect to First Man. Our Supreme Court held that the government 

"improperly withheld" the conflicting identification because it could have substantiated an 

alternate defense the01Y for Mr. Ly: "it could have been used to question Janice Wong's 

identification of Appellant as the shooter, especially given the prosecution's attempt to 

bolster Janice Wong's identification of Appellant with her identification of Ah Thank Lee." 

Id. at 78. The Ly Court ultimately concluded that the non-disclosure of Janice's confhcting 

identifications of First Man did not prejudice Mr. Ly because the other evidence against him 
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was quite strong; she had seen him in a well-lit street corner and never wavered in her 

identification of him. rd. Under 14, evidence substantiating an "alternate defense theOlY" 

may properly be considered the foundation of a Brady claim, so long as that withheld 

evidence is "111aterial.".j1l 

\Vhereas Johnson, Paddy and Crews all involved information that was 

known/knowable to the defense, the precise information that the Commonwealth 

suppressed in the instant case was beyond the scope of appellee's knowledge. The evidence 

that the Commonwealth withheld was that Amos Norwood had engaged, or may have 

engaged, in inappropriate sexual behavior wid1 other teenage boys in the past. Appellee 

411 In Commonwealth v. \Villis, 46 A.3d 648 (pa. 2012), Madame Justice Todd's Opinion Announcing the 
Judgment of the Court e") discussed the principle in W: that "Brady applies not only to purely 
exculpatory evidence or to evidence which relates to the credibility of witnesses, but also to evidence which 
impacts a defendant's ability to investigate alternate defense theol1es and to [onnulate trial strlltegy," and stated 
that it extends to cover both admissible and inadmissible evidence. Td. at 669-70, titing Lt, 980 A.2d at 76. To 
support the notion that Brady applies to inadmissible evidence, }.{adame Justice Todd cited to Commonwealth 
v. Green, 640 A.2d 1242 (pa. 1994). Mr. Chief Justice Castille wrote a forceful concurring opinion, disagreeing 
with the reliance on Green, instead arguing Green was wrongly decided, as it was based entirely on 
speculation: 

Here is the Green Court's dispositive analysis: "knowledge of [the undisclosed, inadmissible evidence] 
certainly would have opened another avenue of investigation for the defense that may well have led to 
further exculpatory evidence. Had the defense been aware of Moser's statements, it may also have 
altered irs trial stnltegy, especially in regards to appellant'S decision not to testify .... " There are no 
specifics in these "may haves." It is simply speculation upon speculation. N? specific evidence is 
identified. 

\'(lillis, 46 .-\.3d 683 (Castille, C.J., concurring). 

The Chief Justice then suggested instead of allowing Brady mate11al to include that which has a "possible 
effect[] upon <defense preparation," he "would require dlat the derivative, admissible evidence be specifically 
identified with an explanation of why it is difference-making under the reasonable pl'obability standard." Id. at 
684. 

As will be discussed in greater detail in the materiality section infra, the withheld evidence in the instant case is 
distinguishable from that which was suppressed in \Villis. Unlike the suppressed statement in Willis, which was 
made by a co-defendant who would have pled the Fifdl Amendment instead of testifying, rendering his prior 
out-of-court statement inadmissible hearsay, the statements crediting and corroborating appellee's account of 
inappropriate sexual activity with the victim would have been the backbone of an "altemate" defense theory, 
and al.f() would have been admissible at trial. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the impact that such evidence 
would have had at the guilt and penalty phases of t11al. \Vhereas the impact of evidence supporting an 
alternate defense theory would not have been "material," this Court found that the evidence withheld in the 
!llstaor case $,Itlsficd the prejudice inquiry because it "could reasonably be taken to put the whole case in such a 
different light as to undermine confidence in the [jmy'sJ verdict" of death. 514 U.S. at 435. 
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obviously would have known about prior sexual encounters that he had had witb Mr. 

Norwood" But evidence tbat Mr. Norwood touched Ronald House's genitals, that 

Reverend Poindexter had received at least one complaint about a specific instance in which 

Mr. Norwood was sexually inappropriate with a teenage male, and that Mr. N01wood's wife 

awoke in the middle of the night as her husband left the house with a "young male, slim" 

and later related a bizarre story to her, was undoubtedly beyond tbe scope of appellee's 

conceivable knowledge. 

I\dditionally, any sexual encounter appellee may have had wid1 Mr. Norwood is 

critically different from the evidence that the government suppressed.''' The suppressed 

Two pieces of evidence from trial suggest that appellee told Ronald Rucker and Draper sometlung about a 
.prior sexual encounter that he had had with Mr. N01wood. In Mr. Rucker's July 18, 1984 statement to police, 
he noted that, 'Terry said was a homosexual and was the type to pay people." Two days later, Draper 
told police that, while appellee was retrieving tools from the car "vith which the murder would eventually be 
committed, Dnlper asked ;\'1r. Nonvood, "So you like boys?" to which i\-Ir. Norwood responded, <'""{ea," 

Dr. David Lisak interviewed appellee 011 January 11, 2012, Janua1Y 27, 2012 and Februa1Y 29, 
2012 for a total of approximately 12 hours. Following these inte1"Views, Dr. Lisak wrote that appellee gave him 
a detailed account of ho'\v his sexual relationship with r.Jr. NOlwood began, and how during their multiple 
sexual encounters, violence had erupted on previous occasions. Appendix to Petition for Post-Conviction 
Relief, 7/16/2012 at Table 12. Due to the posture of the proceedings before this Court, this Court did not 
hear testimony from Dr. David Lisak, and no one has heard testimony from appellee regarding sexual 
encounters between him and Mr. NOlwood. There has thus been no opportunity for theil· credibility to have 
been determined . 

. Had evidence that i\[r. Norwood was sexually involved with other teenage boys been disclosed, it would have 
corroborated and credited appellee's own experience. As noted Sf.Ipra, appellee had never testified as to his own 
experience with r..1r. Norwood 01· others, although there was certainly information from other witnesses - some 
of whom were called by the Commonwealth at his two trials - about his having been sexually active with older 
males from a young age. This Court has certainly seen in recent years and in cases of such high publicity as the 
recent Jerry Sandusky trial dlat young male victims of older male sexual abuse typically do not report such 
behavior and find it extremely difficult and painful to talk about it. 

.-\r tri;l1, appellee testified that, on the night of the killing, a friend, j'vGchael Hopkins, introduced him to 
Nonvood for the first time. N.T. 1/27/1986 at 1178-79. The fact that appellee's trial testimony is inconsistent 
with the argument rhat would flow from the suppressed evidence is not dispositive of whed1er the prosecutor 
had a duty to disclose such evidence under Brady. As stated supra, in 4. our Supreme Court held that evidence 
supporring an alternate defense theory was "improperly withheld" after recognizing how the withheld evidence 
specifically could have been used at trial. L¥, 980 A.2d at 78. The fact that "a defendant may predicate a Brady 
claim upon prosecutorial suppression that causes the defendant to 'abandon lines of independent investigation, 
defenses, or trial strategies that U1e] otherwise would have pursued,'" means that appellee's trial testimony that 
he only met }..Ir. NOlwood the night of the murder does not spoil the instant claim. IVfaynard v. Gov't of the 
Virgin Isl:l1lds, 392 Fed. ,\ppx. 105 (3d Cir. 2010) (non-precedential opinion), ,itillg U.S. v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 
683 (1985) (Blackmun, .1., concurring). Had the prosecution disclosed evidence of Mr. Norwood's homosexual 
ephebophilia in a timely fashion, a reasonable defense attorney could have pursued a penalty-phase strategy 
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evidence would have allowed reasonable trial counsel to argue that Mr. Norwood was not in 

control of his impulses. And it would have afforded appellee the opportunity to compare 

himself to other young victims - whether he testified or not - in contrast to the 

prosecution's portrayal of him during the penalty-phase closing argument as a cold, 

calculating killer.Si But without the suppressed evidence of specific instances of Mr. , 
Norwood's sexual improprieties with other teenagers, any allegation or insinuation from 

appellee that he had a sexual encounter with Mr. Norwood, which in turn played a role in 

the commission of the crime, would have merely seemed like an attempt by appellee to sling 

mud on the victim's character. In other words, that theory would have been incredible. 

Armed with the complete picture of Mr. Norwood's ephebophilia, appellee "could have 

much more effectively attacked the Commonwealth's case" at the penalty phase.52 Simmons, 

590 F.3d at 238. 

(FN cant'd ... ) centered around Ivfr. Norwood's sexual improprieties with teenage boys, and how that was a 
"circumstance of [appellee's] offense" under 42 Pa.c.S. § 9711(e)(8). 

51 During her closing argument at the penalty phase, Ms. Foulkes stated: 

He has taken two lives, two innocent lives of persons who were older and perhaps unable certainly to 
defend themselves against the violence that he inflicted upon them. He thought of no one but 
himself, and he had no reasol1 to commit these crimes. He would have gone on committing those 
crimes had our system of justice not stopped him. I am asking you, ladies and gentlemen, to impose 
the death penalty because our system of justice must stop him. He must be stopped. 

N.T. 2/3/1986 at 1876-77 (emphasis added). 

S:! In Commonwealth v. Martin, a capital case, a 74-year old homosexual male, Guy Goodman, bad written, 
called and \cisited the defendant while he served a sentence at the Lebanon County Correctional Facility. 5 
.-\.3d 177, 180 (Va. 2010). The defendant was given permission to leave the prison for two hours. Along with a 
conspirator, he took that time to go to the home of l'",ir. Goodman, who propositioned the defendant for sex in 
exchange for money. The defendant responded by striking the man in the head with a vase, and then duct-
taped a plastic bag over r--lfr. Goodman's head, stole his property and left him to die. Id. at 181. Our Supreme 
Court concluded that trial counsel had been ineffective for failing to present evidence at the penalty phase that 
the defendant had been treated for mental disorders arising from sexual abuse by his own uncle, as it would 
have supported mitigating factors §§ 9711 (e)(2), (3). Id. at 203. The Martin Court's conclusion that counsel 
was ineffective for failing to present that evidence was grounded in the notion d1at evidence tending to 
est,tbush an illicit relationship between the victim and the defendant is relevant for mitigation. ld. at 202 
(finding that the defendant's history of sexual abuse and "the sexmll advances the male victim made to Martin 
immediately prior to the murdel· placed ll'Iartin under the influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance 
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Brady Components 

There are three essential components that appellee must demonstrate in order to 

establish a Brady violation: (1) the evidence was favorable to the accused, either because it is 

exculpatory or because it is impeaching, (2) the evidence was suppressed by the 

Commonwealth, either willfully or inadvertendy, and (3) d1e evidence was material, in that its 

omission resulted in prejudice to the accused. Striclder v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281-82 

(1999); Commonwealth v. Dennis, 17 A.3d 297, 308 (pa. 2011) (reversing the order of the 

fust and second elel11ents). 

1. "Essential Component" of Brady #1 

The first "essential component of a Brady violation" requires that the evidence at 

issue be admissible, relevant to the jury's decision, and "favorable to the accused because it is 

exculpatory or because it is impeaching." Strickler, 527 U.S. at 281-82. 

In the instant case, the suppressed evidence could have played a role at trial to 

impeach d1e testimony of Mantie Norwood and of Reverend Poindexter, and its absence was 

relied upon by d1e trial prosecutor for her penalty-phase closing argument. The information 

eliminated from the respective statements of Mamie Norwood and Reverend Poindexter 

would have allowed a reasonable defense attorney to impeach them after d1ey testified to the 

following: 

(a) Mamie Norwood: 

ADA FOULKES: You had indicated, in response to questions by the defense 
attorney, that your husband didn't pick up strangers. Did your husband have 
occasion to take young people back and forth from time to time in his car? 
MAMIE NORWOOD: The ones that he worked wid1, yes, that I knew. 
ADA FOULKES: How much of his time would you say, if you know, how often 
would he do that? Often? Rarely? Middle? 
MAMIE NORWOOD: It would be every week at some point. 

(FN cont'd ... ) at the time of the murder," a mitigating factor). The fact that the evidence probative of such a 
relarionship is circumstantial- as the suppressed evidence was in this case - does not make it less relevant. 
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ADA FOULKES: And then from time to time, he would chauffeur young people 
from one point to another; would he not? 
MAMIE NORWOOD: The ones that I know he works with, yes. 
ADA FOULKES: When he would do that, would he take those young people 
home? 
MAMIE NORWOOD: Yes. 

,-\.D,-\ FOULKES: From time to time, did you ever see evidence of d1at chauffeuring 
process by things left in your car? 
MAMIE NORWOOD: Yes, sometimes. 

N.T. 1/14/1986 at 157-58. 

(b) Reverend Charles Poindexter": 

AD,-\. FOULKES: Did Mr. Norwood have any special responsibility in the church 
regarding youth? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Yes, he did. 
ADA FOULKES: What were those responsibilities? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: He was warden for many years of the acolytes or 
the service of the church, and he was in charge, he was the founder and in charge of 
what we called the Youth Theater Fellowship which dealt with youth between the 
ages of seven and eighteen. 
ADA FOULKES: Were d1ere occasions, Reverend, in connection wid1 his duties, 
where Mr. Norwood would come to the church in the night hours to fulfill some of 
these duties? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Yes, there were. 
ADA FOULKES: Also, in your contact with Mr. Norwood, did you obse1ve him 
from time to time transport young people from the church activities to their homes 
or other locations? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Frequendy. 

N.T. 1/14/1986 at 166-67. 

[Re-dim1] 

il In its to Dismiss, the Commonwealth acknowledged that Reverend Poindexter's trial testimony was 
devoid of any reference to Norwood's homosexual ephebophilia: 

Reverend Poindexter did not remotely suggest any of this [impropriety about Amos "Norwood] in his 
testimony at defendant's 1986 trial. In September 1984, Reverend Pouldexter reported to The Inquirer 
that the victim C<devoted his life almost entirely to working with young people." Reverend Poindexter 
further commented that St. Luke's had been packed with more than 1,000 mourners at each of two 
funeral services for the victim and that his ashes were buried in the church yard. See PNladelphia 
IlIqNirer .-\rtide entitled, <C\Xlhen a [..Jodel Teenager is of Murder, dated Sept. 6, 1984 

Commonwealth l\Iotion to Dismiss, 9/7/2012, at 32. 
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ADJ\ FOULKES: Reverend, from time to time, do the church activities extend 
beyond the people who are parishioners and members of the church? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Yes, they do. 

[Re-t"J"OJJj 

MR. PANARELLA: Certainly, church activities or functions are for church 
111ell1bers; is that correct? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Well, the activities that Mr. Norwood 
participated in very often involve young people outside of our parish congregation. 
In fact, many who are now active came in as a result of that kind of inclusion. 
MR. PANARELLA: And that would occur at organized functions; is that correct? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Not necessarily. Sometimes they were simply 
trip services where they were invited to participate. 
MR. PANARELLA: There were no church services occurring late in the evening on 
June 11 th; were there? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Oh, no, of course not. 
MR. PANARELLA: And there is nothing of any youth activities or anything of that 
nature that was going to take place at your church at that time; correct? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: No. 
MR. PANARELLA: So when you make reference to unusual or that it would not be 
unusual to have non-church members come to church functions, it would have been 
extremely unusual to have a non-parishioner at the church when no church functions 
were going on? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: No, it would not have been. 
]'v1S. FOULKES: Objection. 
THE COURT: Overruled. 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: No, it would not have been. 
MR. PANARELLA: It would not have been unusual to have a non-church member 
at a non-church function late at night when the church wasn't open to the public? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: No. 
i\IR. PAN[\RELLA: That's correct? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Would you like me to explain? 
MR. PANARELLA: Yes. 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Very often, Mr. NOlwood had friends of some 
of the young people to help with the building of the sets for the plays and, quite 
often, I saw him with young people or the people who were working with him 
people that I never knew before. 
MR. PANARELLA: Again, you never knew Mr. Williams? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: I never knew Mr. Williams. 
MR. PANARELLA: Or Mr. Draper? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: No. 
MR. PANARELLA: Now, you were aware, were you not, that Mr. Norwood had 
some problem in the past? 
REV. CHARLES POINDEXTER: Some problem? 
ADA FOULKES: Objection, Your Honor. 
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( THE COURT: Just a moment. I am going to sustain it. I don't know quite what it 
is or how it is related to the circumstances here, so I will have to sustain the 
objection at this time. 
MR. PANARELLA: I have nothing further. 

Id. at 172-74. 

Reasonable defense counsel, having had this evidence prior to trial, would have 

pursued an alternate strategy in the defense case-in-chief. Though the decision to testify in 

one's defense is a decision that a defendant must make for himself/herself, defense attorneys 

have a responsibility to advise their clients about that decision. See Commonwealth v. 

Carson,741 A.2d 686, 689 (pa. 1999) ("It is well settled that the decision to testify on one's 

behalf is ultimately to be made by the defendant after full consultation with counsel."). With 

the withheld evidence of Norwood's sexual improprieties with other teenage boys in hand, 

thereby strengthening the inference tlnt appellee had been sexually exploited by a man 

almost 40 years his elder, reasonable defense counsel could have attempted to convince his 

client to stay off the stand. Non-disclosure adversely affected trial counsel's preparation, as 

consulting with one's client - and being able to discuss the implications of all of the 

evidence, and particularly of the exculpatory evidence - is a staple of trial preparation. 

Had the information in the police activity sheet, containing the full statements of 

both Reverend Poindexter and Mamie Norwood, been included in the statements which 

were turned over in discovery, it could have been used by a reasonable defense attorney to 

properly cross-examine both witnesses where they characterized Mr. Norwood as a kind 

church volunteer who wanted to help out the kids of the neighborhood. When Manue 

Norwood testified that her husband only chauffeured young people that he knew from the 

church, the Commonwealth "opened the door" to her being cross-examined about her 

knowledge of Mr. N01'\vood bringing a young, slim male into their home before driving away 

with that young man in his car and not returning until the next morning. Likewise, when 
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( 
Reverend Poindexter testified that Mr. Norwood spent a great deal of time with the acolytes 

and young people building sets for the church's youth theater group, the Conunonwealth 

"opened the door" to cross-examination about Reverend Poindexter's knowledge that Mr. 

NOlwood had been sexually inappropriate with parishioners. 

In addition to the cross-examinations of Mamie Norwood and Reverend Poindexter 

during the trial, reasonable defense connsel would have called Ronald House to testify 

during the penalty phase to further flesh out the circumstantial evidence demonstrating that 

Mr. Norwood was a homosexual ephebophile.54 Even if appellee never testified about 

experiencing :evIr. Norwood's sexual itnproprieties, this collection of evidence \.vould have 

been a sufficient basis upon which a reasonable defense attorney could have vigorously 

attacked Ms. Foulkes' penalty-phase characterization of the victim as "innocent," and argued 

during Ius/her penalty phase closing argument that Mr. N01wood had victinUzed appellee 

just as he had done to others, and that those sexual advances had impaired appellee's 

judgment on the night of the murder. 

Facts which strengthen the inference that Mr. N01wood made sexual advances on 

appellee sigluficantly color "the circumstances of the offense," adding another dimension 

crucial to 111aking a truly "individualized asseSSlnent" and itnposing a sentence that "should 

reflect a reasoned moral response to the defendant's background, character, and crune." 

California v. Brown, 479 U.S. 538, 545 (1987) (O'Connor,]., concurring) (emphasis in 

original). A reasonable defense attorney would have lughlighted how Mr. N01wood's 

Ronald House's testimony that }"1r. NOlwood attempted to take advantage of him sexually when the two 
were alone would have been admissible at the penalty phase in 1986, just as it would be admissible today. 
Pa.R.E. 401 codified the definition of relevance set forth in Commonwealth v. Scott, 389 A.2d 79, 82 (pa. 
1978): "Evidence which tends to establish some fact material to the case, or which tends to make a fact at issue 
more or less probable, is relevant." Evidence that 1'v1r. Norwood had sexually inappropriate relationships with 
underage males tends to establish the fact that he also had a sexually inappropriate relationship with appellee. 
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pattern of impropriety was a "circumstance of [tlus] offense,"" offering a reason to view 

appellee through a mitigating lens. Having established that tI,ere is "some" evidence of a 

nutigating circumstance, a trial judge "shall" instruct the jury on that nlitigating 

circumstance. 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711 (c) (1) (ii). When viewed in combination willi llie details of 

the crime, e,·idence of Mr. Norwood's prior improprieties would cast this offense in an 

entirely different light; the withheld evidence credits and corroborates appellee's own 

account of having been victi.l1uzed by Mr. NOlwood." Thus, the fIrst essential component-

that the witllheld evidence was favorable to the accused - has been established. 

2. "Essential Component" of Bradv #2 

The second "essential component of a Brady violation" requires tllat the evidence at 

issue be "suppressed by the government, eitl,er willfully or inadvertently." Strickler, 527 

u.S. at 282. Evidence, whether in the possession of ti,e prosecution or llie police, is subject 

to the duty to disclose. In order to comply with Brady, "ti,e individual prosecutor has 

a duty to learn of any favorable evidence known to the others acting on the government's 

behalf in this case, including ti,e police." Kyles, 514 U.S. at 437. For over a decade, our 

Supreme Court has endorsed that same principle. Commonwealth v. Burke, 781 A.2d 1136, 

1142 n.s (Pa. 2001) (fInding it i.mmaterial that a prosecutor was unaware of relevant 

statements in police files, given that "[t]his Court cannot ignore the obvious implications of 

Kyles."); Commonwealth v. Gibson, 951 A.2d 1110, 1127 (pa. 2008) ("The prosecution's 

duty under incorporates disclosure of all exculpatory evidence, regardless of whether 

the defense specifically requests such materials, and extends to evidence in ti,e possession of 

is 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(e)(8). 

Sf> For a full disclission of how the withheld evidence would have altered the jUly'S perception of the "details of 
the crime," see the "materiality" section h!fra, p. 50-51. 
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police agencies of the same government bringing the prosecution.") (internal citations 

omitted).'7 

In the Supreme Court held that "the suppression by the prosecution of 

evidence favorable to an accused upon request violates due process where the evidence is 

material either to guilt or to punishment irreJpedziJe oj the good fazth or bad fadh oj the proJecutioll." 

Bradv, 373 U.S. at 87 (emphasis added). Though the prosecutor's intent is unimportant in a 

pure Brad), analysis, Pennsylvania courts have found that prosecutorial "gamesmanship" 

amounting to a violation of discovery rules can be an independent reason to shape a remedy 

for a defendant where such gamesmanship prejudices the defendant in his ability to present a 

defense. Commonwealth v. Moose, 602 A.2d 1265, 1273-75 (pa. 1992) (finding that where 

the prosecutor hid a statement from defense counsel and told the court that "all available 

evidence had been provided" required that a new trial be granted because it prejudiced the 

defendant and otherwise, the court "would be condoning and encouraging such last minute 

disclosures and gamesmanship."). The Moose Court relied on Commonwealth v. Thiel, 470 

A.2d 145, 149 (Pa.Super. 1983), where the Superior Court fashioned a remedy for a 

defendant after the government withheld information that should have been disclosed under 

Pa.R.Cri.111.P.305(B)(1)(f). The Thiel Court referred to Pa.R.Crlln.P. 305(E), which "gives 

the trial court broad discretion in formulating remedies for a failure to comply with 

discovery requirements," as the foundation for its decision to grant a new trial. In both 

Thiel and Moose, the courts of our Commonwealth found that the proper remedy for 

37 There is no dispute that the Philadelphia District Attorney's Office and the Philadelphia Police Department 
are parr of the "same government." rAs. Foulkes' handwritten note about Ronald House being touched on his 
genif;lls and hearing of other possible incidents of sexual abuse was found in the District .Attorney's Office trial 
box for the Norwood case. (See D, which was marked as Court-2 in the PCRA. hearing before tllls 
Court.) The.J une 1984 activity sheet, which detailed the complete versions of the Poindexter and NOlwood 
intervie\vs, was found in the H-84-127 police box. (See Attachment E, which was marked as P-24 in the PCRA 
hearing before this Court.) Under Kyles and Burke, all of tlus evidence is properly considered to be within the 
scope of the prosecutor's controL 
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prosecutorial "gamesmanship" which violated the rules of discovery and highly prejudiced 

the defendant was a new trial; here, this Cow:t found d,at the proper remedy was a new 

penalty phases" 

The "sanitization" of the statelnents turned over to defense counsel, and the n011-

disclosw:e of the information contained in Ms. Foulkes' handwritten notes demonstrates iliat 

evidence was plainly "suppressed." That suffices to establish the second prong of a Brady 

violation. 

3. "Essential Component" of Brady #3 

The third and final "essential component of a Brady violation" requires that 

"prejudice ... ensued." Strickler, 527 U.S. at 282. "Prejudice" in dus context is defined by 

the concept of "materiality." For suppressed evidence to be considered "material," there 

must be a "reasonable probability iliat, had ilie evidence been disclosed, ilie result of the 

proceeding would have been different. In other words, favorable evidence is subject to 

constitutionally mandated disclosw:e when it 'could reasonably be taken to put ilie whole 

case in such a different light as to undermine confidence in the verdict."''' Cone v. Bell, 556 

U.S. 449, 470 (2009), citing Kyles, 514 U.S. at 435. 

:iN See the for this Court's detailed findings. 

3<) In its October 2, 2012 filing in the Supreme Court, the Commonwealth argued that the Supreme Court has 
,dready decided that, had evidence from the 1998 peRr.o\. hearing been presented to the jury, the jury would still 
have voted for death rather than life: "That 'evidence' pales in comparison to the evidence before tIus Court in 
the prior appeal- evidence from witnesses who claimed that defendant himself was abused by the victim. This 
Court ruled such evidence insufficient to change the sentencing verdict." Commonwealth's Reply to 
DefeIH.."hlnt's Response to Emergency Application to Lift Illegal Stay of Execution, 10/2/2012 at 12-13. 

In fact, the Supreme Court's 2004 opinion did not rule that evidence of the victim's homose;..;:ual ephebophilia 
,\ilL! jls porential impact on appellee W,lS insufficient to change the sentencing verdict. OUi" Supreme Court 
divided the evidence appellee put f01·th about counsel's ineffectiveness at trial into three different categories. 
The Court's review of "the prejudice prong of the ineffectiveness inqu.i1Y," which is "in terms of whether 'there 
is a reasonable probability that at least one juror would have struck a different balance,'" practically was limited 
to the evidence that appellee claimed trial counsel should have presented. \Viggins v. Smith, 539 U.S. 510, 537 
(2003). \,\lriting for the majority, NIL Justice Eakin first affirmed Judge Savitt's decision that trial counsel was 
not ineffective [or failing to rely on Dr. Edwin P. CamieI's 1985 presentence report given that the report gave 
"no indication of petitioner's mental impairment at the time of the murdeL" \X1illiams II, 863 A.2d at 520. ll1e 
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( 

( 

'-. 

A prosecution that withholds evidence on demand of an accused which, if made 
",'ailable, would tend to ... reduce the penalty helps shape a trial that bears heavily 
on the defendant. That casts the prosecutor in the role of an architect of a 
proceeding that does not comport with the standards of justice. 

Bradv, 373 U.S. at 87-88. 

When undertaking the "materiality" analysis, the Court in Kyles echoed that "[fJour 

aspects of materiality under Bagley bear emphasis" to help guide the determination. Kyles, 

514 U.S. at 434. The fourth aspect is particularly relevant to this case: "materiality is to be 

judged by reference to the "suppressed evidence considered collectively, not item-by-item" 

with the focus on the "cumulative effect of suppression." Kyles, 514 U.S. at 437; 1y, 980 

A .2d at 84. Practically, courts analyze the "cumulative effect of suppression" through two 

inquiries: whether suppression negatively impacted the defense's case, and whether the 

government took advantage of the fact that evidence favorable to the accused was withheld. 

In U.S. v. Perdomo, the Third Circuit measured the impact of suppression on the 

defense's case by considering the "possible effects of non-disclosure on the defense's trial 

preparation," and by asking whether had that evidence been "disdosed and tlsed ejjedive/y, it may 

make the difference between conviction and acquittal." 929 F.2d 967, 971-72 (3d Cir. 1991) 

(FN cant'd ... ) Court then affirmed Judge Savitt's conclusion that trial counsel was not ineffective for failing to 
present witnesses who could have testified to appellee's abusive childhood. Id. at 519-21. Lasdy, the Court 
endorsedJudge Savitt's conclusion that trial counsel was not ineffective for failing to present mental health 
experts on 'lppellee's behalf. rd. \\lhen upholding Judge Savitt's decision that appellee failed to demonstrate a 
re'l,.:;onable probability that the introduction of mental health expert testimony would have undermined 
confidence in rhe verdict, i'.Ir. Justice Eakin deferred to Judge Savitt's determinations in weighing the evidence: 
".\ccordingly, we perceive no abuse of discretion by the PCM court in weighing the evidence, and we will not 
disturb the comt's determination." Williams II, 863 A.2d at 520. 

But, as noted itlpra, after the Commonwealth confirmed Judge Savitt's incomplete understanding of the 
evidence that "there is nothing in the case i.nvolving NOlwood's homosexuality or violation of young boys," 
Judge Savitt dismissed the impact that such information would have had when he engaged in weighing the 
testimony. NT. 4/8/1998 >It 158-59, 181-82; N.T. 4/9/1998 at 360-61; N.T. 4/13/1998 at 597-605. In other 
words, Judge Savitt found that any evidence of Amos Norwood's homosexual impropriety was not worthy of 
consideration in light of the Commonwealth's misrepresentation that it did not exist. Accordingly, neither 
Judge Savit.t nor om Supreme Court has ever had occasion to address whether or not there is a reasonable 
pwbability that, had reasonable trial counsel presented to the jUlY the suppressed evidence of Amos 
Norwood's sexual impwprieties "vith teenage boys, such evidence would have undermined confidence in the 
verdict at" the penalty phase. 
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(emphasis in original). In that case, the government unknowingly misrepresented to the 

defense that its key witness did not have a criminal history, despite that witness in fact 

having two prior convictions. Id. at 970-72. "Such infortnation would have been critical in 

presenting the witness' mental state, demeanor and behavior to the jury, and in questioning 

the witness' credibility." rd. at 972. The Perdomo Court stressed that the impact of 

suppression on the testimony that the defense "would have been able to elicit" was 

magnified by the government's misrepresentation, which misleadingly induced defense 

counsel into believing that the witness could not be impeached. Id. The cumulative impact 

of suppression presented an "undisputable argument that a Brady violation occurred." Id. at 

974. 

While the Perdomo Court tackled the "materiality" question from d1e perspective of 

how suppression impacted the defense's case, a number of other cases have emphasized that 

evidence is more likely to be considered "material" when the government seizes upon and 

exploits the presence (or absence) of the suppressed evidence. The Kyles Court considered 

the "word of the prosecutor" relevant to the materiality computation. The United States 

Supreme Court found impeachment evidence of two witnesses to be material in part because 

that evidence contradicted the argument set forth by the prosecutor during dosing 

arguments. Kyles, 514 U.S. at 444 ("The likely damage is best understood by takii1g the 

word of the prosecutor, who contended during dosing arguments that Smallwood and 

Williams were the State's two best witnesses."). In Banks v. Dretke, as part of its 

"materiality" or "prejudice" analysis under Brady, the Supreme Court echoed that a 

prosecutor's comments mal' be relevant('" The fact that a prosecutor exploits the absence of 

(,f! Though Banks discussed whether or not there was a violation of the due process l-ight to a fair trial for the 
prosecution's failure to Correct false testimony, the Supreme Court explicidy stated that it granted relief under 

and did not reach the issue as to \vhether or not relief was merited under Giglio v U.S., 405 U.S. 150 
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suppressed evidence during its penalty phase closing argument - as the trial prosecutor did 

here - is another reason to consider the suppressed evidence "luaterial": 

Regarding "prejudice," the contrast between Strickler and Banks's case is marked ... 
Most tellingly, the witness' testimony in Strickler "did not relate to [the defendant's] 
eligibility for the death sentence"; it "was not relied upon by the prosecution at all 
during its closing argument at the penalty phase." In contrast, Farr's testimony was 
the centerpiece of Banks's prosecution penalty-phase case. 

Banks, 540 U.S. at 700-01 (citations omitted). 

Recently, the Third Circuit blended both components of the materiality inquiry into 

one" overall" analysis. The Simmons Court engaged in the "materiality" analysis by 

contrasting the picmre that trial counsel would have presented had the suppressed evidence 

been disclosed against "what actually happened" at trial. Simmons, 590 F.3d at 238. 

Overall, the picture of what Simmons's trial would have been like had these four 
Bracjy violations not occurred is vastly different from what acmally happened. The 
two key witnesses presented by the state would have been substantially less credible, 
thus undermining the main evidence implicating Simmons in I<naze's death and 
Cobaugh's assanlt. Therefore, we agree with tl,e District Court and hold that, 
cumulatively, the Commonwealth's Bracjy violations leave us without confidence in 
Sin11TIOnS'S conviction. 

Id. at 238-39. 

Thns, it was particularly helpful to this Court, in assessing materiality, to compare the 

evidence in the government's possession against that which was given to appellee's counsel 

in discO'very.(" See Dennis, 17 .A.3d at 309 ("A reviewing court is not to review the evidence 

in isolation, but, rather, the onussion is to be evaluated in the context of dle entire record."). 

(i) A June 1984 police activity sheet revealed that the police learned during a 

June 22, 1984 interview with Reverend Charles Poindexter that the victim 

(FN cont'd ... ) (1972). 540 U.S. at 690 n.l1 ("Because we conclude that Banks qualifies for relief 
we need not decide whether a Giglio claim, to warrant adjudication, must be separately pleaded."). 

(>I .-\ November 15, 1984 letter from Arnold H. Gordon, Esquire, Chief of Homicide Unit to Nicholas 
Panarella listed the discovery other than the j\·Iedical Examiner's report, which was sent under separate cover 
- that was passed upon 1\:1r. Panarella's request. (See the first two pages only of Attachment F, marked Exhibit 
C-2 in the hearing before this Court). 
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( 

(ii) 

''tnay have been a homosexual," and that Reverend Poindexter had "in 

fact received a complaint about five years ago from the mother of a 17 

year old parishioner that deceased had propositioned the 17 year old for 

sex, (male)." Additionally, the activity sheet notes that Reverend 

Poindexter "added that deceased had worked with juvenile males in the 

parish for years, doing counciling [sic] work for disturbed males, and 

males with family problems." (See Attachment E, which was marked P-

24 in the PCRA hearing before this Court, page 1). However, the version 

of the June 22, 1984 interview that the prosecution turned over to the 

defense omitted those portions of Rev. Poindexter's statement entirely. 

(See Attachment G, which was marked C-2 in the PCRA hearing before 

this Court, item 19). 

The same June 1984 police activity sheet also revealed that the police 

learned that Mamie Norwood had told them about a time in which she 

awoke at 2 AM to find a "young male, slim," standing silendy in the 

hallway of her home. Mrs. Norwood explained to police that her husband 

woke her to ask her for money. She then watched as her husband loaded 

some stereo equipment into his car, and then he got in and drove off with 

the young man. Mrs. Norwood said that her husband returned home 

around 9-10 AM the next day and told her a "rambling" story about being 

"abducted," but that he was able to "escape" after using "psychology" on 

the captors "until they fell asleep." Mrs. Norwood remembered that he 

pleaded with her not to get the police involved. Additionally, Mrs. 

Norwood's eldest daughter was present during the interview, "but made 
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no comment on her belief in the veracity of the story." (See Attachment 

E, which was marked P-24 in the PCM hearing before this Court, page 

2). However, the version of Mrs. NOlwood's statement turned over to 

the defense omitted this portion of her statement entirelv. (See 

Attachment F, which was marked C-2 in the PCRA hearing before this 

Court, item 17). 

(ill) A handwritten note by Assistant District Attorney Andrea Foulkes in the 

District Attorney's Office's flie for the NOlwood matter recounted 

evidence of a specific instance of Amos NOlwood's homosexual 

ephebophilia. She wrote the name of d1e young man, "Ronald House," 

"touched 011 privates," and that he "heard about other possible incidents." 

(See Attachment D, which was marked Court-2 in the PCRA hearing 

before this Court). However, none of that information was turned over 

to d1e defense. 

Without the evidence in hand that explicidy or inferentially connected Amos 

Norwood to acts of homosexual ephebophilia, the information that was actually provided to 

the defense created the false impression that references to Amos NOlwood's homosexuality 

and alleged "kidnapping" had nothing to do with who he really was or with d1e case.'" The 

government did disclose Jesse Lofton's and William Scott's statements, both of which 

(,2 The version of Reverend Poindexter's statement turned over to the defense mentioned the supposed 
"kidnapping." In the statement disclosed to the defense, Reverend Poindexter speculated that the kidnapping 
had something to do with "drugs" because :tv!r. NOlwood worked as a chemist in New Jersey. Reverend 
PoindeXTer thought the incident \vas reported to the police. He was generally unclear as to what really 
happened. (See ttachment G, which was marked C-2 in the PCRA hearing before this Court, item 19). The 
fact that there was a clear version of this story from the one person who was an eyewitness and would actually 
knO\v whllt happened - r..-Jamie Norwood - goes to show dlat the defense was given a misleading, confusing 
picture based on the speculat.ion of others. 
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included one question as to the interviewee's possible knowledge regarding Amos Norwood 

being h01TIOSexual. Both interviewees answered in the negative.63 

Without the evidence above, the defense had two pieces of information suggesting 

that Mr. Norwood was a homosexual: Ronald Rucker's statement that "Terry said Amos was 

a homosexual and was the type to pay people,"" and Draper's statement that, shortly before 

killing Mr. Norwood, appellee "was going to tell [Mamie NOlwood] that Amos was gay. He 
, 

wanted to extort money from him, but she did not pay no [sic] attention to him, she just 

kept walking to the house."" And tl1e defense had one nebulous piece of information 

suggesting that Mr. Norwood was an ephebophile - Draper's statement that when he was 

alone with the victim in the cemetery, he asked Mr. NOlwood, "So you like boys?" to which 

NIr. Norwood responded, "Yea."M 

In two different places during her penalty-phase closing argument, tl1e trial 

prosecutor's comments about appellee's motive for the commission of this crime could have 

been effectively rebutted - or precluded - had the suppressed evidence been disclosed. 

First, she said: 

Now ladies and gentlemen, you know tl1e horrible circumstances of the death of 
"-\mos Norwood. You know that tl1e defendant, Terrance Williams, for no other 
reason but that a kind man offered hino a ride home, that he and another man tied 
him up in the darkness of a cemetery, and beat hino to death, squashed him like a bug 
that you might be irritated with against a windshield, beat him with two blunt 
instnllnents. 

NT. 2/3/1986 at 1873. 

(,;, See Attachments L (page 2) and M (page 3), marked C-2 in the peRA hearing before tIus Court, referring to 
items 13 and 24, respectively. 

(..I See Attachment N, which was marked P-I0 in the PCR..,-\ hearing before this Court. 

(,5 See .-\ttachment 0, \vhich was marked P-2 in the reRA hearing before this Court. 
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Shortly thereafter, the trial prosecutor concluded, "He has taken two lives, two 

innocent lives of persons who were older and perhaps unable certainly to defend themselves 

against the violence that he inflicted upon them. He thought of no one but himself, and he 

had no reason to commit these crimes." ld. at 1876-77. 

However, as someone who had the privilege of viewing the suppressed evidence in 

the government's possession collectively during the kind of trial preparation in which 

reasonable defense counsel would also have engaged, Ms. Foulkes admitted at the PCRt\ 

hearing before this Court, "Did I suspect that there was a sexual connection between them? 

Yes I did." When this Court asked her, "so maybe [Williams] is doing N01wood and getting 

money?" she responded, "No. Of course it occurred to me .... " N.T. 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 

109-10. Ms. Foulkes stated "of course" she felt that there was a hOl';'osexual relationship 

between appellee and N01wood because she was able to connect all the dots. Without 

access to that same evidence, defense counsel was misleadingly induced into accepting the 

characterizations of Norwood tl1at were included in the discovery packet, such as William 

Scott's state111ent that Norwood was "one of the straightest persons as far as I knew." (See 

Attachment M). Had evidence of N01wood's sexual proclivities for teenage boys been 

"diJdoJ'ed and med effi'tively,,,(,7 a reasonable defense attorney could have drawn the jury's 

attention to such evidence during the penalty phase, enabling the jUlY to connect the dots 

about a man in his mid-50s having a sexual relationship witl1 yet another teenage boy. 

Instead of having the trial prosecutor rebut her own penalty-phase closing argwnent 

more than 26 years after delivering it, had she disclosed the suppressed evidence, a 

reasonable defense attorney would have been able to directly contradict or prevent her 

argument that day. Not only would reasonable defense counsel have directly rebutted the 

(,7 PerdomQ, 929 F.2d at 972. 
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centerpiece of the Commonwealth's penalty-phase closing argument - that appellee killed 

Amos Norwood "for no other reason but that a kind man offered him a ride home"" - but 

that attorney would have then explained how the sexual pressure imposed on appellee by 

Norwood was a "circumstance of his offense," as it clouded his judgment. The United 

States Supreme Court suggested in Cone there was a reasonable probability that, had the 

suppressed evidence crediting and corroborating an explanation for a defendant's aberrant 

behavior been disclosed, the result of the proceeding at the penalty phase would have been 

different. Cone, 556 U.S. at 470. Under Tennessee law, evidence tending to establish that a 

defendant's judgment was "substantially affected" is relevant to a jury's consideration as to 

whether death is the appropriate sentence. rd. at 456 n.3. Though the Supreme Court 

found that it would be inappropriate to be the Erst court to make the "materiality" 

determination, the Court noted that the suppressed evidence "may have persuaded the jury 

that Cone had a far more serious drug problem than the prosecution was prepared to 

acknowledge, and that Cone's dmg use played a mitigating, though not exculpating, role in 

the crimes he committed." Id. at 475. 

Likewise, each of the documents withheld by the government in this case shared a 

.common feature: each strengthened the inference that the victim was sexually involved with 

multiple teenagers in his community, and that potentially included appellee. As in Cone, the 

suppressed evidence would have been pertinent to explaining the bizarre behavior of the 

accused, as well as circumstances which might have motivated the killing. In both cases, the 

accused committed atrocious, violent crimes. See Williams, 637 F.3d at 200-01; Cone, 556 

U.S. at 453. And, in both cases, the suppressed evidence could have been used at trial to 

persuade the jury that the defendant's judgment was "substantially affected," in contrast to 

", N.T. 2/3/1986 at 1871-75. 
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the government's presentation of Mr. Cone as a "calculating, intelligent criminal who was 

fully in control of his decisions and actions at the time of the crimes,"'" and in contrast to 

the government's presentation of appellee as a calculating, heartless killer,'" despite having 

"all kinds of advantages." NT 2/3/1986 at 1873-75. 

Though the government suppressed only a few choice statements, the impact of 

suppression was far-reaching." As part of tl,e consideration of "the defendant's ability to 

investigate alternate defense tl,eories and to formulate trial strategy"" tl1is Court found that 

reasonable defense counsel could and would have taken the following measures had tl,e 

suppressed evidence been disclosed: during the penalty phase, reasonable defense counsel 

would have re-called Reverend Poindexter, questioning the Reverend about the basis of his 

belief that Mr. Norwood was a homosexual, that Mr. Norwood had used his position at the 

church to surround himself with adolescent boys - he had in fact established a Youth 

Theater group, and that complaints had been lodged about Norwood's sexual advances on 

some of those boys. That testimony would have changed at least one juror's view of Mr. 

Norwood. It would have been natural to second-guess whether Mr. Norwood intended to 

engage in a sexual act with appellee on the night of tl,e murder. Viewed tl1rough that lens, 

m Cone, 556 U.S. at 454. 

70 The prosecution at"gued that appellee decided to pursue a life of erune, which culminated in his decision to 
"sql1ash[] [the victim] like a bug tint you might be irritated with against a windshield." N.T. 2/3/1986 at 1973. 

71 In Lapointe v. Commissioner of Correction, _ A.3d _> 138 Conn.App. 454 (Oct. 9, 2012), the Appellate 
C<;mft of Connecticut held that a police detective's note - which read "30-40 mins. Poss." - reflecting 
information that the detective had received from fire marshals as to a possible burn time of a fire allegedly set 
by the defendant, was suppressed. 111e Lapointe Court found that tIus evidence, which would have been used 
to buttress an alibi defense, was "material." As demonstrated by Lapointe, even small handwritten notes found 
in the government's files will be considered "material" when supporting a the01Y that contradicts evidence of 
guilt put forth by the prosecution. \"'{Ihile tlus recent case obviously has no precedential value in Pennsylvania, 
this Court found Lapoinre to be helpful, as 1"1s. Foulkes' handwritten notes and the other items suppressed 
would have supported a theory contmdicting evidence of culpability meriting death put forth by the 
prosecution. 

n Lv, 980 _\.2d at 76. 
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reasonable defense counsel would also have re-called Manue Norwood in order to highlight 

the parallels between the decedent's actions on the night of the killing and the night in which 

Mr. Norwood brought a "young male, slim" into his home, then drove that person away in 

his car and did not return until the next morning. Draper testified at trial that appellee - a 

young, slim male - went into Mr. N01wood's home "for like 15, 20 minutes, and I was 

wondering what was taking him so long, so I walked back down the street, and that's when 

he was coming out of the house." N.T. 1/22/1986 at 668. After appellee emerged from 

Tv!r. Norwood's home with $10, Mr. Norwood picked appellee up in his car and cli:ove off 

for a few minutes. ld. at 671-72. When they returned, appellee told Draper to ask for a ride 

home; Draper got in the car and directed N01wood, ultimately ending up at the cemetery, 

where he was killed. ld. at 672-75. The similarities between the night of the murder and the 

previous suspicious late-night activity with an adolescent boy supports the argument that 

appellee was another one of NOlwood's teenage sexual targets. And finally, appellee would 

have called Ronald House to testify d1at when he and Mr. N01wood were alone, Mr. 

Norwood propositioned him for sex and touched his genitalsn 

Viewed cumulatively, the non-disclosed evidence would have enabled appellee's 

attorney to argue tredibly in his closing argument during the penalty phase that Amos 

Norwood was a homosexual ephebophile who had taken advantage of a number of boys, 

including appellee. Appellee's penalty-phase closing argument could have focused on 

explaining how appellee's judgment was "substantially affected" by Norwood's sexual 

impropriety, which "may have been enough to have one juror frnd a mitigating circumstance, 

/,) Of course, armed with all of this evidence connecting these dots, reasonable defense counsel would also "have 
hired an investigator to speak to the acolytes and youth theater participants with whom "'\11105 Norwood 
worked at Sr. Luke's. See N.T. 1/14/1986 at 157-58; 166-67; 172-74. ivfany more victims of 1vIr. Norwood's 
ephebophilia might well have turned up. 
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at which point the jury would have had to weigh the mitigating circumstances against the 

aggravating circumstances."" 14, 980 A.2d at 85, titiltg Commonwealth v. Rush, 838 A.2d 

651,661 (pa. 2003). 

Considering the totality of the circumstances, including possible effects of non-

disclosure on the defense's trial preparation, an argument by a reasonable defense attorney 

about how evidence of Norwood's sexual misbehavior widl teenage boys meant that 

appellee lashed out as a result of having been sexually abused may have been enough to have 

one juror find a mitigating circumstance under § 9711(e)(8). Had evidence crediting 

appellee'S experience with N01wood been available, it would have "tend[ed] to ... reduce 

the penalty," thereby "cast[ing] the prosecutor in the role of an architect of a proceeding that 

does not comport with the standards of justice." Brady, 373 U.S. at 87-88. Cumulatively, 

this evidence "could reasonably be taken to put the whole case in such a different light as to 

undermine confidence in the verdict" of death. Cone, 556 U.S. at 470. 

Appellee demonstrated d,at dus Court had jurisdiction and, for all of the reasons 

stated herein, that he is entided to relief in the form of a new penalty phase. 

BY THE COURT: 

M. -ERfSA SARMJ:A,j. 

If the jury was deadlocked, unable to unanimously vote for death, dle judge would be required to impose a 
sentence of life imprisonment. See 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(c)(v) ("The court may, in its discretion, discharge the jury 
if it is of the opinion thar furthcl" deliberation will not result in a unanimous agreement as to the sentence, in 
which Cilse the court shall sentence the defendant to life imprisonment."). 
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APPENDIX 



At the outset of the trial of appellee's case, the Honorable David N. Savitt explicitly directed 

the trial prosecutor, Ms. Foulkes, to not only fulfill her ordinary obligations to disclose exculpatory 

evidence, but to go beyond that and to turn over to the defense evidence that could be 

"peripherally" construed as exculpatOlY: 

Any evidence that is exculpatOlY to the defendant in this case, the Commonwealth is 
directed to make available to counsel. In determining what is exculpatory, I would ask that 
you construe it liberally, even peripherally so and that does not mean it is admissible. It is 
simply something to show Mr. Panarella. It is important you have eve1ything." 

NT 1/6/1986 at 105. 

Ms. Foulkes, however, did not comply with the Judge's directive. Instead of showing Mr. 

Panarella "everything," Ms. Foulkes did not share evidence favorable to appellee which was squarely 

within her possession. She did not inform Mr. Panarella that she knew Mr. Norwood had groped 

16-year old Ronald House "on privates"'; that Reverend Poindexter knew that parishioners lodged 

"complaints" regarding Mr. Norwood's sexual impropriety'; that as part of Draper's plea agreement, 

she would write to the Pennsylvania Board of Probation & Parole (parole Board) on his behalf, 

detailing his cooperation with the government"'; and that Mamie NOlwood had informed her that 

after seeing appellee'S photograph in the newspaper she remembered he was the one on her porch 

the day her husband disappeared4 Additionally, Ms. Foulkes failed to locate and turn over 

exculpat01Y evidence located in the police files. She did not provide a June 1984 Activity Sheet, in 

I NT 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 120-23; see Attachment D, marked as Exhibit Court-2 before this Court, page 2. 

2 See A ttachmen t Q . 

. '> See P, marked as P-15 in the PCRA hearing before this Court. 

N.T 1/14/1986 at 120; see Attachment R, which was not marked as an exhibit in the peM hearing before this Court. 
Prior to the evidentiary hearing on September 20, 2012, appellee'S counsel reviewed the contents of the District 
Attorney's trial boxes for less than six hours. Given the tight deadline imposed by the fact that appellee's execution was 
scheduled for October 3, 2012, a complete review of the flies was not practicable for anyone in the time allotted. In the 
interests of concluding its review, this Court again went through the contents of the fIles after the completion of the 
evidentiaty hearing. Again, this Court cautions that, due to the hurried posture of the proceedings, neither of the parties 
has seen this document. 
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which Mrs. N01wood recounted a night where she woke up and saw both her husband and a young, 

slim male in the house, and then watched from the window as they got into Mr. N01wood's car and 

drove offs That same activity sheet also detailed a complaint from the mother of a 17 -year old 

parishioner about Mr. N01wood propositioning the boy for sex. Instead of following Judge Savitt's 

order to get "everything" to Mr. Panarella, Ms. Foulkes did not do so, even though the discovery 

packet containing the statements of Mrs. Norwood and Reverend Poindexter did not include the 

portions of their statements direcdy and indirecdy substantiating Mr. N01wood's homosexual 

ephebophilia. 

There is a common thread tying together the evidence that the trial prosecutor failed to 

disclose: almost every piece of evidence strengthens the inference that Mr. N01wood was sexually 

inappropriate with teenage boys, and had some semblance of a relationship with appellee. Not only 

does that pattern of non-disclosure violate appellee's due process rights under Brady, as well as the 

mandatory disclosure provision of the Pennsylvania Rules of C1iminal Procedure', but it also calls 

into question the trial prosecutor's intent as the architect of this prosecution. This Court found that, 

based on her decisions to disregard Judge Savitt's directive and based on her testimony at the 

September 2012 PCRA evidentiary hearing, Ms. Foulkes exhibited "gamesmanship," choosing not 

to disclose evidence that would have supported the contention that appellee had been the victim of 

Mr. Norwood's sexual advances. 

In the Herbert Hamilton case, for which Ms. Foulkes had prosecuted appellee in early 1985 

- nearly one year before prosecuting him in the Amos N01wood case - Ms. Foulkes aggressively 

sought a frrst degree murder conviction and imposition of the death penalty. She described the 

See ;\ttachment E, marked as P-24 in the peRA. hearing before this Court. 

c. P".R.Crim.P. 305(B)(1), now codified at 573(B)(1), controlled at the time of appellee's t11al. Rule 305(B)(I)(a) required 
that the Commonwealth disclose material evidence in the possession of the Commonwealth's attorney. Rule 
305(B)(1)(d) mandated disclosure of "circumstances and results of any identification of the defendant by voice, 
photograph, or in-person identification." 
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Hamilton prosecution to this Court as "an appropriate fIrst-degree case." N.T. 9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 

10, 80. This Court concurs that it was, in fact, an appropriate case for fIrst degree murder. 

However, the jury returned a verdict of third degree murder. The trial judge, the Honorable Alfred 

F. Sabo, J r., himself commented at appellee's sentencing that the verdict did not match up with the 

evidence presented: "This was a most horrible crime. How they came to third-degree, the intent to 

do bodily harm but not to kill, is beyond me." N.T. 6/3/1985 at 19. Despite the trial court's 

admission that the third degree verdict shocked him, Ms. Foulkes testifIed in the hearing before this 

Court that "[t]here was certainly a lot of issues [sic] here in any event and I didn't think it was an 

inappropriate verdict." N.T. 9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 80. Ms. Foulkes stated that she "didn't mind 

what the - what the verdict was." Id. And again later in the hearing, Ms. Foulkes reiterated that 

position: 

I didn't care what the verdict was as long as the jury considered all the evidence. I presented 
it to the best of my ability. If this had not been a death penalty, if the jury had not come 
back with the death penalty, that would not have worried me. If the juror [sic] had come 
back with third degree in the second case, that would not have bothered me. 

N.T. 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 95. 

However, this Court did not fInd that testimony credible. This Court found that the third 

degree verdict in the Hamilton case colored Ms. Foull<es' decisions when she prosecuted appellee 

for the murder of Amos Norwood. First, Ms. Foulkes identifIed what she believed to be the reason 

that the jury returned a "compromised" verdict. 7 And then she attempted to eliminate evidence 

which caused the "compromised" verdict from being presented to the jury. In the hearing before 

this Court, Ms. Foulkes hypothesized that "a lot of issues" in the Hamilton case explained the jUl'y's 

decision to return an inconsistent verdict. When asked what she meant by "issues," Ms. Foulkes 

responded, "Well, there were these sexual overtones and relationships and what have-you." N.T. 

9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 80. The "sexual overtones and relationships," which she credited with leading 

7 NT 9/20/2012 (.UL) at 79. 
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the jury to reach a compromise verdict, revolved around the fact that a middle-aged man may have 

been paying appellee, still in his teens, for sex. 

In her opening statement in the Hamilton case, Ms. Foulkes had stated: 

However, Terrance Williams also had a secret life, and that secret life was his engagement in 
making money by hustling homosexuals for favors, for money, for clothing, for anything of 
value to him, and Herbert Hamilton was one of a number of people that Terrance Williams 
engaged in tlus. 

Herb Hamilton was not the only individual witll whom Terrance Williams engaged in this 
kind of enterprise. You'll hear from Marc Draper that Terrance Williams had told him that 
he on other occasions sought to earn money, make money, what have you, by having 
homosexual acts with various individuals. 

NT 2/14/1985 at 23 .. 

And, during the trial of the Hamilton case, Ms. Foulkes represented to the Court, during her 

direct examination of Draper, that appellee was sexually involved with multiple older men. 

ADA FOULKES: Let me ask you this: do you know on how many occasions he had 
engaged in tlus kind of activity, that is, in exchange for sexual favors for money or for 
clothing or something of that nature -
MR. GALLAGHER: Objection. 
ADA FOULKES: - based on what he told you? 
l\·fR. Gf\LLAGHER: Objection. 
THE COURT: Could I see you? Where are you l1ying to go? I don't understand your 
question. 
ADA FOULKES: That we're not talking about one person, we're talking about several 
different people, not just one individuaL The purpose of the testimony is to indicate that 
Herb Hamilton is not the only person that he has ever engaged in this kind of activity with. 

NT 2/20/1985 at 350-51. 

ADA FOULKES: All right. Now, on the other occasions that Teny discussed how he 
obtained money, had Terry indicated to you that with other individuals from whom he 
obtained money or clothing, that he engaged in sexual relations? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 

Id. at 354. 

Ms. Foulkes admitted to this Court tl,at her knowledge of appellee's sexual past created an 

obvious implication that his relationship with Amos Norwood was substantially similar to his 

relationship with Herbert Hamilton. She testified, "Did I suspect that there was a sexual connection 
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between them [appellee and Amos NOlwood]? Yes I did." N.T. 9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 110. But Ms. 

Foulkes made certain that the jury did not see that sexual connection. When confronted about the 

existence of evidence supporting ber own suspicion that Mr. NOlwood had been sexually 

inappropriate with appellee at the PCRA hearing before this Court, Ms. Foulkes grossly 

misrepresented the evidence in the government's meso She stated that she "had not a scintilla of 

evidence that Mr. Williams had actually had any sexual relationship with Mr. NOlwood." N.T. 

9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 135. She told this Court that all witnesses who were asked about Mr. 

Norwood's homosexual tendencies "all said no." N.T. 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 99. Specifically, Ms. 

Foulkes stated that she "had no information from Reverend Poindexter at the time there was 

anything untoward about any conduct in the church." Id. at 106. 

This, however, the Court found to be absolutely contraty to the evidence which Ms. Foulkes 

had in hand. Hard evidence uncovered during the review of the government's trial flies directlY 

contradicted Ms. Foulkes' assertions. A note in Ms. Foulkes' own handwriting" recounted a specific 

instance in which Ronald House had been molested by Mr. NOlwood. 

THE COURT: Does that refresh your recollection at all? It's a Ms. House and her son 
Ronald who is 16 years old. He had been in a play and was touched on his private [sic] and 
then it has some notation, I think in your handwriting, "Heard from others about possible 
incidents." 
MS. FOULKES: "Touched on privates, I don't do that, nobody would have to know" - I 
didn't remember this, but yes, there must have been this one report from a Ms. House. 

So when it goes onto [sic] the part that you've highlighted, it says, "Son in play, Ronald, 
touched on privates, I don't do that, nobody would have to know, brought boy home and 
asked him not to say anything, and then he stopped COining to church, disappeared," and it 
says, "Never verified it, and 29 years, first time," and then it says at the bottom, "Heard from 
others about possible incidents." That must have been Ms. House. 

Id. at 121-22. 

Additionally, a police activity sheet in the government's trial flie revealed that Detective 

Daniel Bennett had uncovered information about Mr. NOlwood being "linked to possible 

.-: See .-\rt<lchment D, marked as Exhibit Court-2 in the peRA hearing before this Court. 
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homosexual activities."') A handwritten note found in the District Attorney's Office's trial flie 

demonstrates that Ms. Foulkes knew that Detective Bennett's investigation produced specific 

information about Mr. N01wood's sexual involvement with parishioners at his church. III 

Ms. Foulkes' statements to this Court about the deardl of evidence regarding Mr. N01wood's 

homosexuality weighed heavily on her credibility considering the evidence found in the 

government's trial files. This Court was unable to believe that she "had not a scintilla of evidence" 

about a sexual relationship between appellee and Mr. Norwood. This Court was constrained to find 

that Ms. Foulkes intentionally rooted out information which strengthened the inference of a 

homosexual connection between appellee and Amos Norwood from being presented to the jury by 

the defense. 

This Court found that Ms. Foulkes chose not to disclose that evidence in an attempt to cure 

the "issues" that had led to a compromise verdict in the Hamilton case, and to keep as much as 

possible regarding those "issues" out of the trial of the N01wood case. 1l And after having failed to 

disclose this evidence, Ms. Foulkes then made a closing argument d,at contradicted her own belief 

See .Attachment U, which was marked as Exhibit P-28 in the PCRA hearing before tIus Court. 

III The note in i\-Is. Foulkes' handwriting, which was not introduced as an exhibit at the peM evidentialY hearing, as it 
was not uncovered until this Court conducted a final review of the government's trial files following the conclusion of 
the evidentiarr hearing, reads: "D. Bennett talks to Rev. Poindexter who advises of other complaints by parishioners re. 
dec'd's homosexuality." (See 1\ttachment Q). This note suggests that 1vfs. Foulkes not only knew about Mr. Norwood's 
sexual orientation, but that she also knew of specific examples ofMr. NOlwood's homosexual ephebophilia. Thus, this 
note is yet another piece of evidence corroborating this Court's conclusion that Ms. Foulkes was not credible when she 
said that all witnesses asked about rvIr. Norwood's interest in teenage boys "said no." Again, tlus Court cautions that, 
due to the hurried posture of the proceedings, neitller of the parties has seen this latter document. 

II Not only did i\fs. Foulkes keep these "issues" from being presented to the empaneUed jury, but she also chose the jury 
with an towards weeding out jurors who might have been sympathetic to victims of sexual impropriety. ?vfs. Foulkes 
resr.ified before this Court that a "second reason" she struck venireperson \"{/}ute was because £Vis. \"{/}lite's "son 
had been sexually assaulted and one of the things that I look for in jurors is whether or not they would be emotionally 
able to separate out their personal experiences from issues that might arise during triaL" N.T. 9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 131. 

Foulkes had also testified about striking tvfs. \"{/}lite as part of the Batson claim raised in the 1995 FCRA petition. 
N.T. 4/16/1998 at 712. 
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about the true nature of appellee's relationship with Amos NOlwoodu When asked by this Court 

whether it occurred to her, "maybe he's [appellee's] doing Norwood and getting monel'," Ms. 

Foulkes admitted, "Of course it occurred to me." rd. at 109. Nonetheless, she argued: 

Now ladies and gentlemen, you know the horrible circumstances of the death of Amos 
Norwood. You know that the defendant, Terrance Williams, for no other reason but that a 
kind man offered him a ride home, that he and another man tied him up in the darkness of a 
cemetery, and beat him to death, squashed him like a bug that you might be irritated with 
against a windshield, beat him with two blunt instruments. 

N.T. 2/3/1986 at 1873. 

The major difference between the Hamilton and Norwood cases is tl,at evidence of a sexual 

relationship between the middle-aged victim and appellee was presented to the jury in the fIrst, but 

not in the second. The Court is quite mindful that Ms. Foull,es had no duty to do the defense's job 

for them, and she had tl,e right to present a different theory of the case that focused on a robbery of 

the victim and not on a relationship that existed or might have existed between the victim and 

appellee. However, she did have a duty to provide the defense with that evidence, because it was 

exculpatory and "material." The fact that a portion of Ms. Foulkes' penalty phase closing argument 

- the culmination of prosecuting appellee for both the Hamilton and N01wood murders - focused 

on an aspect of the evidence tl,at could have been rebutted by the withheld information more than 

suggests that Ms. Foulkes was aware of the signifIcance of what was brushed under the rug. This 

Court concluded that intentionally rooting that evidence out of the NOlwood case in order to secure 

12 During the penalty phase of the Norwood case, lvIs. Foulkes called ADA Jeffrey Kolansky to testify about appellee's 
conviction for the burglary and robbery of Don and Hilda Dorfman. During her direct examination oEM!". Kolansky, 
]\15. Foulkes elicited details of the facts underlying that conviction. She asked 1"lr. Kolansky about the time of the 
offense, the nature of the offense, the type of weapon used, and how that weapon was used on Mr. and 1rIrs. Dorfman. 
N.T. 2/3/1986 at 1821-23. However, when Ms. Foulkes called Detective Lawrence Gerrard to testify about appellee's 
conviction for third degree murder in the killing of Herbert Hamilton, she slued away from asking questions about the 
facts of the offense. Besides basic information like the location, date and age of the victim, the only other question Ms. 
Foulkes asked was about the cause of death. rd. at 1826-28. The fact that Ms. Foulkes chose to present to the jmy in 
the Norwood case some details of the Dorfman robbery, but not to do so with respect to the Hamilton killing is yet 
another indication that ['vIs. Foulkes did not want the jury in the Norwood case to learn about what she felt had been 
"issues" in the Hamilton case. 
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a death penalty sentence amounted to "gamesmanship." As in Thiel," where the government failed 

to rusclose information and then "used [it] skillfully in rebuttal," Ms. Foulkes failed to disclose her 

knowledge of evidence of Norwood's sexual improprieties with teenage boys, as well as her belief 

that Norwood was sexually involved with appellee.'4 And, then, she skillfully used the non-

disclosure of that evidence in her penalty-phase closing argument, seizing the opportunity to 

characterize Amos NOlwood as a sympathetic victim who had merely offered appellee a ride home. 

In Thiel, as noted in the body of tIus Opinion, our Superior Court labeled the prosecutor's 

gamesmanship "trial by ambush." Here, Ms. Foulkes' decisions constituted "penalty phase by 

ambush." Accorrungly, this Court considered Ms. Foulkes' conduct as part of its decision to grant a 

new penalty phase hearing. 

In adrution, this Court found other behavior of Ms. Foulkes during the course of the 

N01wood trial to weigh into the fll1ding that she was not creruble when she said that she "rudn't care 

what the verdict was as long as the jul)' considered all the evidence," which she maintained that she 

presented "to the best of [her] ability." N.T. 9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 95. Instead of following Judge 

Savitt's directive to make sure that Mr. Panarella had "evelything," which would thereby have 

enabled the jUlY to consider "all the evidence," Ms. Foulkes withheld evidence that as part of 

Draper's deal to plead guilty to second degree murder, she promised to write a letter on his behalf to 

the Parole Board. Ms. Foulkes elicited testimony from Draper indicating that his Ollly agreement 

. with the Commonwealth was that in exchange for his truthful testimony against appellee, he would 

)\ .:J.'O .-\.2d :It 1.:J.9. 

1-1._\ review of i\Is. Foulkes' notes prior to and during witness preps shows that she was an extremely thorough and 
meticulous prosecutor who did not want any surpllses. When preparing for trial she had no way of knowing that 
appellee was going to testify that he had just met Mr. Norwood on the day of the killing. Everything in her possession 
pointed to the opposite. Appellee was admitted into Mr. NOJ:wood's home, where he stayed for approximately 20 
minutes. Shortly thereafter I\.{r. N Olwood stopped and picked appellee up. and drove off with him for a few minutes. 
:\dditionally, Ronald Rucker, who was called as a Commonwealth witness, had noted in his July 19, 1984 police 
intervie\v that "Terry said Amos was a homosexual and was the type to pay people." See Attachment N. 
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plead guilty to second degree murder, robbery and conspiracy for the murder of Amos Norwood. 

NT. 9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 165-66. 

ADA FOULKES: Now, when an agreement was made between yow: attorney, yow:self and 
the Commonwealth, was an agreement that was signed, which you have seen, made between 
the Commonwealth and your attorney at the time, Mr. Kenneth Dixon? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 
ADA FOULKES: Have you seen that agreement? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 
ADA FOULKES: Could I have this document marked C-18? Yow: Honor, if I may 
substitute a copy for the exhibit, so I may retain the copy that we have marked. 
THE COURT: Sw:e. 
ADA FOULKES: Is that agreed, counsel? 
MR. PANARELLA: Yes. 
ADA FOULKES: Mr. Draper, do you recognize the document that's marked C-18? 
MR. DR.APER: Yes. 
ADA FOULKES: Is that the agreement between you and yow: attorney and the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in reference to this case? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 
ADA FOULKES: Is it dated August 16, 1984? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 
,\DA FOULKES: Does it read as follows: "This letter will conf1J:m the agreement entered 
into this date between the Commonwealth -

[Discussion at sidebar, after which Ms. Foulkes read the August 16, 1984 letter to the jury.] 

ADA FOULKES: Was that the agreement that you understood and entered into with the 
Commonwealth in this matter? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 

NT. 1/22/1986 at 660-63. 

On cross-examination, Mr. Panarella followed up on Ms. Foulkes' questioning regarding 

Draper's "deal" with the Commonwealth. Draper's bolded responses to Mr. Panarella's pointed 

questions were false: 

MR. P ANARELLA: You have a deal; correct? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 
MR. PANARELLA: And that deal, at some point, was put down in a writing; is that correct? 
MR. DRAPER: Yes. 
MR. PANARELLA: Can I have C-18. Was there anything more agreed upon 
between you, your attorney, your family and the police or the District Attorney's 
office other than what is embodied within this document? 
MR. DRAPER: No. 
MR. PANARELLA: Nothing at all? 
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MR. DRAPER: No. 

N.T. 1/23/1986 at 778-79 (emphasis added). 

This Court found that testimony was false, as the letter Ms. Foulkes personally wrote on 

June 23, 1988, addressed to the Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole (parole Board) 

lnentioned {lnotber agreement between Draper and the C01TI1TIOnwealth - an agreetnent she never 

disclosed to anyone else." During the PCRA hearing before this Court, Ms. Foulkes read aloud the 

following portion of that letter: 

Therefore, it is proper for you to consider the cooperation of this inmate when determining 
his eligibility for parole or commutation at some future date. That I provide you with the 
particulars of Mr. Draper's cooperation was the only benefit or promise conveyed to him in 
exchange for his complete truthful cooperation. I hope this information will be useful in 
your evaluations. 

N.T. 9/20/2012 (A.M.) at 169 (emphasis added) (See Attachment P, marked as P-15 in the PCRA 

hearing before this Court). 

The fact that Ms. Foulkes knowingly withheld evidence of an agreement with Draper and 

permitted him to testify falsely that there was no additional agreement contradicts her assertion 

before this Court that she wanted the jury to have "all the evidence." It is a reason why tlus Court 

I;' In Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264, 269-70 (1959), the Supreme Court of the United States expressed disapproval for a 
conviction supported by a lie: 

lie is a lie, no matter what its subject, and if it is in any way relevant to the case, the district attorney has the 
responsibility and duty to correct what he knows to be false and elicit the truth ... TInt the district attorney's 
silence was not the result of guile or a desire to prejudice matters litde, for its impact was the same, preventing, 
as it did, a trial that could in any real sense be termed fair. 

However, this Court was without jurisdiction to consider a claim under Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 259 (1959) or Giglio 
\'. C .S., 405 U.S. 150 (1972) based on Draper's false testimony, given that the letter j\,1s. Foulkes addressed to the Parole 
Board had been in the public record since Draper filed a PCR,-\ petition in his own case on 1\:1ay 10, 2000. Accordingly, 
appellee had failed to raise that claim with reasonable due diligence under 42 Pa.C.S. § 9545(b)(2). It is worth noting, 
however, that i'ds. Foulkes' solicitation of false testimony on direct examination, and her failure to correct Draper's false 
testimony on cross-examination, could have been a potentially viable claim under Giglio, as non-clisclosure of a promise 
made to a witness by the government, and subsequent testimony that there was no promise, violates a defendant's due 
process tight to a fair trial if "the false testimony could ... in any reasonable likelihood have affected the judgment of 
the jury." Giglio, 405 U.S. at 154, titillg Napue, 360 U.S. at 271. 
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( could not ovoid finding tbat Ms. Foulkes' testimony about being faithful to her discovery obligations 

was not credible, and that ber conduct constituted prosecutorial "gamesmanship." 

Yet another indication of Ms. Foulkes' "gamesmanship" was her decision not to provide Mr. 

Panarella with notice that the decedent's widow, Mrs. Mamie Norwood, was going to identify 

appellee as the mole she bad seen on her porch tbe day her husband went missing. Mrs. Norwood 

testified that she told Ms. Foulkes that she was able to identify appellee as the man she saw on Jnne 

11,1984 at some point after the August 22,1984 preliminary hearing. N.T. 1/14/1986 at 130. Ms. 

Foulkes' knowledge of Mrs. Norwood's ability to make the identification was corroborated by her 

handwritten notes. See Attachment R, which was not marked as an exhibit in the PCRA hearing 

before this Court.'" At the time of the Norwood trial, Pa.R.Crlin.P. 305(l3)(1)(d)" stated that the 

following information Was subject to "mandatory" disclosure: "the circumstances and results of any 

identification of the defendant by voice, photograph, or in-person identification." But Ms. Foulkes 

went ahead and osked Mrs. Norwood to make an in-court identification of appellee without ever 

baving notified Mr. Panarella that she would be able to do so. N.T. 1/14/1986 at 103. Before the 

Court recessed for lunch, Mr. Panarella objected and moved for a mistrial based on a violation of 

the Pennsylvania Rules of Crlininal Procedure. 

MR. PANARELLA: If it hasn't, then that will allow me to proceed with my cross 
examination. At SOlne point, she calne fonvard and indicated that there was a positive 
identification of Mr. Williams, because I cannot believe that the Assistant District Attorney 
would just ask that question blindly. I believe, Your Honor, that that significant event is 
something that would have been, should have been made available to the defense. 
THE COURT: When did you - did you know she was going to identify the defendant? Did 
she sal' that previously? 
MS. FOULKES: Well, she told me that when she saw him in Court, and when she saw him 
in tbe newspapers, that she knew that that was the same made who had been on her porch. 
THE COURT: Don't you think that is something that the defense counsel should have been 
apprised of? 

1(, _-\gain, this Court cautions that, due to the hurried posture of the proceedings, neither of the parties has seen this 
document, although the issue of the withholding of tllls information was discussed at trial and on appeal. 

17 Pa.R.Crim.P. 305 was renumbered on IvIarch 1,2000 as Pa.R.Crim.P. 573. 
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MS. FOULKES: Your Honor, there are a number of things that are certainly discoverable. I 
don't think that it, in any way, that prejudices him to know or not to know. 
THE COURT: If he is entitled to it and it's part of the discovery and it is an identification of 
a witness, the extent of the prejudice, of course, I am not characterizing or determining but 
the question ftrst is shouldn't he have been given that information? You really had a 
statement of a witness who was going to identify a defendant at a crucial circwnstance in 
court, and the order was to give the defense counsel copies of all statements. 
:'lIS. FOULKES: I gave copies of all statements. 
THE COURT: You had an oral statement. You are saying that an oral statement, you don't 
have to give him? 
MS. FOULKES: I think not, obviously. 

N.T. 1/14/1986 at 103-05. 

During Mr. Panarella's cross-examination of Mrs. N01wood, both Mr. Panarella and the 

Court clarified that, after the preliminary hearing, Mrs. N01wood told Ms. Foulkes that she was able 

to identify appellee as the person she saw on her porch on the night of her husband's murder. 

THE COURT: Did you ever tell the Assistant District Attorney or anyone that you were 
able to do that? 
MRS. NORWOOD: Yes. 
THE COURT: You may proceed. 
]\[R. P,-\NARELL\: When you refer to an Assistant District Attorney, and I am correct to 
say that you are referring to this lady here? 
MRS. NORWOOD: Yes. 

N.T. 1/14/1986 at 120. 

MR. PANARELLA: It is only after the preliminary hearing that you apparently come 
forward and discuss this with the Assistant District Attorney. Is that correct? 
MRS. NORWOOD: Yes. 

Id. at 129. 

Whether Ms. Foulkes' decision not to inform Mr. Panarella that Mrs. N01wood would 

identify appellee in court constituted a violation ofPa.R.Crim.P. 30S(B)(1)(d) is unimportant." This 

I)) l\.fr. Panm"elJa moved for a mistrial on the basis 0£1-15. Foulkes' failure to disclose lYfrs. Norwood's ability to identify 
appellee. Judge Savitt did not consider 11rs. Norwood's statement to Ms. Foulkes to be an "identification" falling within 
the purvie'\v of Pa.R.Crim.P. 30S(B)(1)(d). Had he considered it such, the identification would have been subject to 
mandatory disclosure. Instead, Judge Savitt fOlui.d that this was a "substantially verbatim oral statement" falling under 
Pa.R.erim.P. 305(b)(2)(ii), which was subject to discretionary disclosure. On appeal from the peRA. Court's denial of 
appellee's petition, the Supreme Court stated that there was no indication that the identification was deliberately 
\\lithheld, nor had the identification been obtained by "suggestive means or by any other means in violation of 
appellant'S constitutional rights." \Villiams II, 863 A.2d at 516. 
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Court found that Ms. Foulles' decision to withhold this identification from Mr. Panarella was 

indicative of her state of mind while prosecuting appellee, and reflected on her credibility at the 

PCRA hearing before this Court in light of her steadfast claim that she "didn't care" about the jury's 

verdict." !'vIs. Foulkes asserted to this Court that she wanted the jUlY to have "all the evidence," but 

this Court is disheartened to sal' that her actions leading up to and during the NOlwood trial 

demonstrate that she only wanted the juty to see the evidence over which she exerted control. 

The last instance of Ms. Foulkes' conduct during the NOlwood prosecution that this Court 

wants to highlight here for the sake of completeness, is that she failed to turn over a criminal 

C0111plaint and an arrest warrant for a Inan llmued Andre Peterson, for having stolen A1TIOS 

NOtwood's credit cards and forged his signature at a jewehy store on June 13, 1984.20 The 

Commonwealth did disclose to the defense a statement from Jesse Lofton in which he was asked 

whether he knew a man nan1ed Andre Peterson, as well as three separate statelnents frDIn Nlaceo 

Waring, a jeweh" store21 clerk who sold gold chains to a man claiming to be Amos Norwood." In 

Mr. Waring's first statement, he identified the man who produced Mr. NOlwood's non-photo 

identification and paid for the gold chains with Mr. NOlwood's credit card as Andre Peterson23 

1'1 f--bd \[$. Foulkes ,ldvised the defense in advance that 1-vIrs. Norwood would be able to identify appellee in court, a 
reasonable defense attorney would likely have that a lineup be conducted. Commonwealth v. Sexton, 400 
_-\.2d 1289, 1292 (pa. 1979) (holding that a trial court cannot arbitrarily and capriciously deny a request for a lineup). 
Identifying someone in a lineup is much more difficult than when he is sitting alone next to defense counsel. 

211 :\s seen on pages ·one and two of Attachment F - the table of contents of the discovery packet passed by the 
Commonwealth on September 15, 1984 - the documents supporting Andre Peterson's arrest for theft by deception and 
forgery of Amos Norwood's signature were not turned over to the defense. See Attachment S, which was not marked as 
an exhibit in the PCRA. hearing before this Court. Again, this Court cautions that, due to the hurried post.ure of the 
proceedings, neither of the parties has seen these documents. This Court did not consider this evidence in its credibility 
determination of i\.fs. Foulkes as the Court had no indication prior to its final review of the government's files that 
anyone but appellee had ever been a suspect regarding the purchase of the gold chains. However, coming across these 
documents reaffirmed the Court in its earlier determination regarding Ms. Foulkes' credibility. 

21 The jewelry srore was called \'qalntlt Solid Gold at 1312 \Valnut Street, Philadelphia, PA. 

See .-\ttachment L, which was marked as Exhibit C-2, item 13 in the PCRA. hearing before this Court, albeit for a 
different reason. 

See .-\ttachment T, which was marked as Exhibit C-2, item 29(a) in the PCR.-\. hearing before this Court. 
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However, at trial, Ms. Foulkes called Mr. Waring to testify that it was appellee who had purchased 

the chains. N.T. 1/24/1986 at 933-34. This Court did not give consideration to whether Ms. 

Foulkes' failure to turn over the documents, which illustrated that there was probable cause to 

believe that Andre Peterson was the person who used Mr. NOlwood's card,amounted to a violation 

of Pa.R.Crim.P. 30S(B). Instead, it is apparent that Ms. Foulkes' failure to turn over the criminal 

complaint and arrest warrant for Andre Peterson is yet another instance in which the prosecutor 

erred on the side of not disclosing evidence that could have been favorable to appellee. It is further 

substantiation for this Court's finding that Ms. Foulkes' assertion that it would not have "bothered" 

her if the jury in the N olwood case returned a verdict of third degree murder was not credible24 

This Court also examined Foulkes' prosecution of appellee in the Hamilton case, and found that she exhibited a 
pattern of playing "fast and loose" there as well. In the Hamilton case, after she had rested and appellee testified in his 
defense, 0."15. Foulkes attempted to introduce prison letters written by appellee to Draper as evidence of appellee's 
consciollsness of guilt. NT. 2/21/1985 at 13. \,{!hen she did so, appellee's trial counsel- Steven Gallagher, Esquire-
objected on the grounds that he had previously requested all statements made by appellee, but had not yet received such 
letters. Id. at 619-20. Afte1' i\'h. Gallagher reiterated his strong objection, wIs. Foulkes brought up the chronology of 
when she got the letters, clarifying a vague statement that she made earlier that she "got it in the last week." In what 
appeared to be an attempt to soften the blow of having failed to disclose the letters, Ms. Foulkes clearly stated that she 
only received them the same week as the hearing, in late February 1985: 

i\iS. FOULKES: I might also point out for the record that the specific page or document that will be referred 
to or \vould be referred to in this erial I received only tlus past Monday. So tllat the record is clear on that. 
i\IR. G.-\.LL-\.GHER: \\lhat was that? You received these documents when? 
"[So FOULKES, This past Monda),. 
'[ll.. G.-ILL-\GHER. ,ronda), of tills week? 
,IS. FOULKES, 111at's right. 
i\.[R. G"-\.LL-\GHER: That's the first time Draper turned them over to you? 
iv[S. FOULKES: No. That's when Ius father turned them over to me. He sent them to Ius father and his 
father kept them in safekeeping and tllen he met with the fadler for the first time on wIonday, the Court 
holiday, dus past week in Mr. Dixon's hospitaL Mt. Dixon was in the hospitaL That was for the first time. 

ld. at 642·43. 

However, the documents found in the government's t11al file in the proceeding before tIus Court revealed that rl'fs. 
Foulkes had access to these letters roughly two months before the date that she told Mr. Gallagher and Judge Savitt that 
she had received them. Her handwritten notes inclicate that during a prep session on Thursday, December 20,1984, 
Draper told her that appellee had been provicling him with '<written alternate false seories," and "Marc will provide them 
to [Detectives] Cimino/1.fcNesby next Fri" (See Attachment I, marked as P-8 in the PCRA hearing before this Court). 
Even if i\1s. Foulkes \vas technically correct that she had only «received" the letters the week of the proceeding in 
February, her statement was a shade of the truth. Instead of being forthcoming "vith the Court and stating that Draper 
told ller about appellee's letters in December, 1v1s. Foulkes justified not having disclosed the documents by stating that 
she bad received them that week. Ms. Foulkes' credibility was assessed by tIus Court in Light of her decision to 
deprive the trial court of relevant f<lets in order to improve her chances of securing admission of evidence favorable to 
her case. 
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i\S the courts of this Commonwealth stated in both Moose and Thiel, prosecutorial 

gamesmanship may playa role in a trial court's decision to fashion an appropriate remedy. Moose, 

G02 A.2d at 1273·75; Thiel, 470 A.2d at 149. This Court did not find Ms. Foulkes' assertions that 

she "didn't care what the verdict was as long as the jury considered all the evidence" credible. Ms. 

Foulkes represented to this Court at the September 2012 PCRA evidentiary hearing that she did not 

have a "scintilla" of evidence suggesting a homosexual connection between appellee and Mr. 

Norwood, and that all witnesses who were asked about Mr. Norwood's homosexual impropriety "all 

said no." However, those representations turned out to be false, as there were dOCUlnents in Ms. 

Foulkes' own handwriting that turned up in the government's files directly contradicting her 

statements that such evidence did not exist. Thus, this Court was constrained to find that Ms. 

Foulkes was not credible, and that she suppressed evidence which strengthened the inference that 

appeUee had been the victim of Mr. Norwood's sexual advances. As such, Ms. Foulkes' conduct as 

the trial prosecutor in the Norwood case would properly be labeled "gamesmanship." 

(FN cont'd ... ) Just as i\.fs. Foulkes took questionable measures to help her case for the admissibility of the prison letters, 
it appears as though she employed a" questionable tactic in preventing evidence favorable to appellee from being 
presented to the jury. Ms. Foulkes admitted to this Court that, during dle Hamilton case, she sent Detectives John 
Cimino and James r-v!cNesby to talk to a potential defense witness, Gregory Lowe, before he was to take the stand. N.T. 
9/20/2012 (p.M.) at 136-37. 1IIL Lowe testified at the September 9, 1990 PCI-L\ Hearing before Judge Sabo that 
Draper had told him in prison that he got Herbert Hamilton's keys from appellee, went to Hamilton's apartment and 
stabbed him in the neck after appellee had assaulted Hamilton. N.T. 9/10/1990 at 16. :NIr. Lowe explained that he did 
nor proffer that testjmony at appellee'S trial in the Hamilton case because the detectives told him that ifhe testified for 
appellee, "I can kiss my deal out, you know, kiss it down the river." rd. at 19. When questioned by this Court about her 
involvement regarding i\Ir. Lowe's decision not to testify, £..:15. Foulkes denied playing a role. This Court did not accept 
i\"fs. Foulkes' testimony on that point, and considered her decision to send the detectives to speak with Mr. Lowe as an 
indication that she wanted to secure a first degree murder conviction in that Hamilton case and not, as she testified to 
this Court, that she "was not disappointed in the verdict" of thil·d degree murder. N.T. 9/20/2012 (A.1.-'1.) at 79. 1\11s. 
Foulkes maintained a tight and careful control over all aspects of the evidence. 
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r hereby certifY that the facts set forth. above are true and correct to the best of my personal 

knowledge, information, and belief, subject to the pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1746 and 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904. 
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§ 1746 and 18 PaC.S. § 4904. 
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AFFIDAVITOF Mt(.Jt DrCtger-
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.c. § 1746 AND § 4904 
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knowledge, infonnation, and belief, subject to the nalty<>f-peljuIY, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1746 and 18 Pa.C.s. § 4904. 
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I hereby certii'y that the facts set forth above are true and correct to the best of my personal 

knowledge, infonnation, and belief, subject to the enaity-ofpeijury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1746 and 18 Pa.C.B. § 4904. 
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I hereby certify that the facts set forth above are true and correct to the best of my personal 

knowledge, information, and belief, subject to the penalty ofpe:rjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 
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knowledge, information, and belief; subject to the penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 u.s ,C. 

§ 1746 and 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904. 
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List of contents of CD given to Andrea Foulkes 

Pretrial discovery packet in Norwood case (in CD's Exhibits foider, as sent to FD's in 2006 
as part of federal habeas litigation): 

November 15, 1984 discovery letter from Amold Gordon and all enclosures, including 
11119/84 follow-up letter from Mr. Gordon enclosing M.E. 's report 

Notes of Testimony: 
Dorfman robbery: 

MTS and Bench Trial (3/1184) 
Sentencing (7/25/84) 
Amenability Hearing Reconstruction (8/10/87, 9/15/87, and 10/1187) 

Hamilton murder: 
9/6/84 - preliminary hearing 
217/85 - motion to suppress 
2/8/85 - motion to suppress 
2/13-14/85 - voir dire 
2/14/85 - trial 
2/15/85 - trial 
2/19/85 - trial 
2120/85 - trial 
2/2li85 - tria! 
2/22-23-25/86 - trial 
6/3/85 - sentencing 
9/10/90 - Hamilton PCHA hearing 

Marc Draper: 
1130/86 continuance listing 
2/21186 Guilty Plea 

Norwood murder: 
8/22/84 - preliminary hearing 
1/6186 - pro se motion to dismiss counsel, motion to suppress 
117/86 - motion to suppress, voir dire 
118/86 - voir dire 
119/86 - voir dire 
1110/86 - voir dire 
1113/86 - voir dire 
1114/86 - pro se motion to dismiss counsel, trial 
1115/86 - trial 
1116/86 - trial 
1122/86 - trial 
1123/86 - trial 
1124/86 - trial 
1127/86 - trial 



( 1/30/86 - trial 
1/31/86 - trial 
2/3/86 - trial, verdict, sentencing 
2/4/86 - sentencing verdict and proposed pts for charge 
4/24/87 - post-trial motions 
5/20/87 - post-trial motions 
7/1/87 - post-trial motions and sentencing 
9/21195 - Norwood PCRA continuance listing 
11130/95 - Norwood PCRA argument, request for psych exam, continuance 
2/22/96 - Norwood PCRA continuance 
5/14/96 - Norwood PCRA continuance listing and 1st appearance of Federal Defenders. 
9/19/96 - PCRA continuance listing 
12/17/96 - PCRA, listing for CW compliance 
4/8/97 - PCRA, discussion of CLEADA's representation and continuance 
7/23/97 - PCRA continuance for CW compliance 
10/21/97 - PCRA CW MTD filed, continuance 
12/10/97 - PCRA listing to schedule hearing 
4/7/98 - PCRA hearing 
4/8/98 - PCRA hearing 
4/9/98 - PCRA hearing 
4/13/98 - PCRA hearing 
4/16/98 - PCRA hearing 
4/17/98 - PCRA hearing 
7/28/98 - PCRA argument, continued for ruling 
10/20/98 - PCRA ruling 
9110112 - PCRA listing before Judge Sarmina 

All trial exhibits from Norwood case: 
Commonwealth Exhibits: 

1. A, B, & C (3 Photos) 
2. Phone Bill 
3. AT&T credit card (2 pieces) 
4. Cash Call Bill 
5. Master Card Receipt 
6. Photo of Body 
7. (C-7 (A-I» 9 photos 
S. (C-S (A-G» 7 photos 
9. Sketch 
10. Lab Report 
11. Mobile Crime Report 
12. Fidelity Bank Statement 
13. Comchek and copy of Master Card Receipt 
14. Original Transcription of C-20 
15. Original Transcription ofC-22 
16. Photocopy ofC-27 
17. Photocopy of C-24 

,.' . 



( 18. Agreement between DA and Draper 
19. Navy Blue Jacket 
20. Original Letter 
21. Redacted Transcription of C-20 
22. Original Letter 
23. Redacted Transcription of C-22 
24. Original Letter 
25. Transcription ofC-24 
26. Redacted Transcription of C-24 shown to jury 
27. Original Letter 
28. Redacted Transcription of C-27 
29. a. Handwriting Spec (Written) b. Handwriting Spec. (Printed) 
30. (a-b) 4 pep. Of Examples (printed) 
31. Examples (written) 
32. A. 73-3318- 75-331e & IIR of Marc Draper detail Aug 13, 1984 
33. Cancelled clerks of Amos Norwood 
34. A. report of William Ries (12/27/85) b. report of William Ries (1/9/86) 
35. Photo copy of C-22 
36. Questioned Signature & known samples 
37. Composi te Sketch 
38. Search Warrant 
39. Affidavit of probable cause for search warrant 
40. Computer message .. '. 

41. Computer message 
42. Post-mortem report 
43. Photograph 
44. A&B (2 slips of paper) 
45. Photo 
46. Photo 
47. LLP of Ronald Wilson 
48. Quarter session File CP83-01-3274-3282 
49. Quarter session File CP82-FOL 464-466 
50. Quarter session File CP84108-797-801 
5 i. Quarter session File CP i 784-08-2362-67 

Defense Exhibits from Norwood case: 
1. Report of Mrs. Howard 
2. IIR Eugen Tatom 
3. Criminalistics Unit Lab Report 
4. IIR Ronald Rucker (7/18/84) 
5. IIR Ronald Rucker (7/19/84) 
6. Photograph 
7. Criminal Complaint 
8. Pair of Shoes 
9. Box Containing trophies and medals 



Exhibits from the Motion to Suppress in the Norwood case: 
Commonwealth Exhibits: 

Search Warrant 
Warrant for Arrest 

Defense Exhibits: 
Statement of Ronald Rucker 
Investigation Interview 
Interview Record 

Exhibits from the 1995-1998 PCRA in the Norwood case: 
D-IA (Volume I): 

1. Psychiatric Report of Dr. Edwin P. Camiel generated in regard to Nos. 797-
801, September Term, 1984 (Original and Typewritten) 
2. Juvenile File 
3. Affidavit of Julie Kessel, M.D. 
4. Affidavit of Patricia Fleming 
5. Aftidavit of Raulf Kaufman, M.D. 
6. Affidavit of Eugene P. Ericksen 
7. Declaration of Patricia Kemp 
8. Declaration of Teresa Fields 
9. Department of Veterans Affairs Records for Teresa Fields 

D-IB (Volume II): 
10. Declaration of Thomas Williams 
11. Declaration of Marlene Cruse 
12. Declaration of James Villarreal 
13. Declaration of Peter Robinson 
14. Declaration of Lucille Rogers 
15. Declaration of Harriet Clark 
16. Declaration of Steve Clark 
i 7. Declaration of Gwendolyn 10hnson 
18. Declaration of Eleanor Hampton 
19. Declaration of Nan lee Mitchell 
20. Commonwealth v. Williams, Nos. 3274-82, January Term, and 464-66, 
February Term, 1983, Notes of Testimony 3/1/84, pages 23, 36-7, 53-3,132-35; 
Notes of Testimony 7/25/84 page 13 
21. Commonwealth v. Williams, Nos. 3274-82, January Term, and 464-66, 
February Term, 1983, Docket entries 
22. Commonwealth v. Jones, Givens, Robinson, N.T. 3/30/83 and 3/31183 pages 
1414-1415 
23. Declarationl Affidavit of Nelson R. Zullinger, Secretary of the Pennsylvania 
Board of Pardons, Nelson R. Zullinger, filed with the United States Court of 
Appeals Third Circuit in Smith v. Hom, No. 96-9001 (3d Cir.) 



( 24. Voter registration Cards from the Philadelphia Board of Elections Regarding 
Race of Challenged Jurors 
25. Declaration of Scott Carter-Eldred 
26. Department of Corrections Records on Terrance Williams 

D-2: Declaration of Donald Fisher 
D-3: Mental Health Evaluation 
C-3: Mt. Airy Leaming Tree catalog of dream therapy course by Jim Villarreal 

Recent Commonwealth Filings in Norwood case: 
Letter to Clemency Board written by Ronald Eisenberg (filed 91712012) 
Suzan Willcox filings: MTD and Exhibits (filed 911112012) 
Cari Mahler filings: MTD and Exhibits (filed 91712012) 

Recent defense Filings in Norwood case: 
Petition for PCRA (3/9/2012) 
Appendix to Petition for PCRA (7116/2012) 
Petitioner's Memorandum (7/24/2012) 
Supplemental PCRA Petition (712712012) 
Supplemental Appendix to PCRA Petition (7/27/2012) 
Petition for Stay of Execution (8/28/2012) 
Notice of Filing (8/3112012 and 914/2012) 
Motion for Discovery (9/6/2012) 

Opinions in Norwood case: 
Third Circuit 
District Court 
PA Supreme Court Majority Opinion 

Justice Baer's concurring Opinion 
Justice Nigro's Dissent 
Justice Saylor's Dissent 

Exhibits to the Commonwealth's 2006 two Habeas Responses in U.S. District Court: 
A. Court of Common Pleas Docket Listings 
B. One-page agreement with Marc Draper 
C. Motion to Dismiss Counsel 
D. Post-Verdict Motions, 2112/86 
E. Supplemental Post-Trial Motions, 11110/86 
F. Brief in Support of Guilt-Stage Claims, 4/10/87 
G. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Vacate Death Penalty, 4115/87 
H. Supplemental Post-Trial Motions, 5/6/87 
1. Supplemental Post-Trial Motions, 5/8/87 
J. Supplemental Post-Trial Motions, 712187 
K. Appellant's Brief on Direct Appeal, 9128/88 
L. PCRA petition, 3/24/95 



M. 
N. 
O. 
P. 
Q. 
R. 
S. 
T. 
U. 
V. 
W. 
X. 
Y. 
Z. 
AA. 
BB. 
Cc. 
DD. 
EE. 
FF. 
GG. 
HH. 
II. 

. JJ .. ' 
KK. 
LL. 

MM. 

NN. 
VV. 

PP. 
QQ. 

RR. 

SS. 

TT. 
Uu. 
VV. 
WW. 
XX. 

Counseled supplemental PCRA petition, 11130/95 
Counseled amended PCRA petition, 12112/96 
Counseled amended PCRA petition, 12117/96 
Notice of Filing Affidavits, and Affidavits, 2124/97 
Supplemental Notice of Filing Affidavits, and Affidavits, 3/18/97 
Supplement to PCRA, Pre-Hearing Memorandum, 3/20/98 

Post-Hearing Memorandum, 7122/98 
Motion for New Trial, 7/24/98 
Initial Brief of Appellant on PCRA round of appeal, 311 /00 

Appellant's Reply Brief, 6/22/00 
Appellant's Motion for Remand, 11120/01 

Letter from Prothonotary to Mr. Wiseman, 11121101 
Application to File Post-Submission Communication, 11/26/01 
Order denying Application to File, 6122/04 

PCRA petition (second), 2/18/05 
Notice ofIntent to Dismiss PCRA Petition without Hearing, 4/6/05 
PCRA court order dismissing PCRA petition, 5/4/05 
PCRA court opinion, 2005 
Appellant's Brief, Second PCRA round of appeal, 2006 
Report of Dr. Camiel (clearer copy). 
N.T. 3/1184 (motion to suppress and bench trial) 
N.T. 7125/84 (post-trial motions and sentencing) 
Presentence report by Dominic Brunelli, 3129/84 
Mental health evaluation by MelvinS. Heller; M.r:J.,3/14i84··' 
Order to reconstruct transcript, Superior Court of Pennsylvania, 5/6/87 

,'- . . 
• _. > ,'e",," •• 

Statement of Proceeding at Amenability Hearing in Absence of Transcript, 5/24/87 
including original proposed Certification Findings presented to Judge Meade, but missing 
report of psychologist Elliot J. Davis. 
Commonwealth Objections and Additions to Statement of Proceeding, 6118/87 
including psychiatric report of Anthony L. Zanni, M.D., 1114/83 
also including two original school attendance and grade records that had been submitted 
at juvenile proceeding to Judge Meade 
N.T. 8/10/87 (amenability hearing reconstruction) 
NT 9ilSI87 (amenability hearing reconstruction) 
N.T. 10/1187 (amenability hearing reconstruction) 
Petitioner's school records, a portion of which was placed on record at amenability 
hearing reconstruction 
Known extant portions of juvenile file, placed on record during amenability hearing 
reconstruction 
Commonwealth v. Williams, Pa. Super. No. 3247 Philadelphia 1996 (1. S34018) 
(November 12, 1997) (unpublished) 
Counseled amended PCRA petition, 12/12/96 
Counseled amended PCRA petition, 12117/96 
Notice of Filing Affidavits, and Affidavits, 2/24/97 
Supplemental Notice of Filing Affidavits, and Affidavits, 3/18/97 
Supplement to PCRA, Pre-Hearing Memorandum, 3/20/98 

"-" ;.,;'", ':".' 



YY. 
ZZ. 
AAA. 
BBB. 
CCC. 
DDD. 
EEE. 
FFF. 
GGG. 

Post-Hearing Memorandum, 7/22/98 
Motion for New Trial, 7/24/98 
Initial Brief of Appellant on PCRA round of appeal, 3/1/00 
Appellant's Reply Brief, 6/22/00 
Appellant's Motion for Remand, 11120/01 
Letter from Prothonotary to Mr. Wiseman, 1 1121101 
Application to File Post-Submission Communication, 11126/01 
Order denying Application to File, 6/22/04 
PCRA petition (second), 211 8/05 

'. "-', '. 
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3 Plt. ' 
; 
; 

H84-12/f , 
.' ; 

0800xl600 ACTIVITY SHEET 

Dec: Amos N-ollwocd 

Fri 6-22-84 Supv: 11, cGowan 
Barlow 

Assgn: Coogan 

On thii' date processing was completed of deceased's auto with the removal 
of the right front door, as an a; parent identifiable print was devebped by 
by the isuper-glue on the inside of the window, and normal attempts at lifting 
same may have destroyed it. The door removed' !'1ith aceytaline torch and 
taken tio Crime Lab for processing by Pol. Pasman and Warner, HCDU. 

! 
AssignErl was contacted by Mr. Nathaniel Dandridge, 16'Ojil Eurdoch 5t, 1st flr, 
who he happened to notice a piece of mail addressed to Jacqueline Evans, 

• laying lin the hallway of the building. The letter was from Pollino Buick, 
Ft. Pa.,' instructing her to bring her car in for service. 

i 
Detectives went to Pollino Buick and spoke with the service manager, "lho stated 
that t1)e only address he had for Evans \'1as j·lurdoch. He did ,however, have 
a "ark iphone number for her, "hich he stated he often' reached her at. The 
number 1 641-2082, was revealed to be for Rohm & Hass Go, Norristown Rd, Spdng-

The personnel office was closed at this time. 

"ent to 7762, Bennett Rd, liyncote Pa., attempt to contact Harvey 
Bro"n, 100-m.er of 1608 1'!1)rdoch Rd, but he was not at horne at this time. Message 
"as requesting him to contact us. 

Detect:j.ves interv:iewed Rev. Charles Poindexter, 52yrs H/k, 7111 FcCallurn st, 
Pastor: of Luke's church,. who stated in surrunri.ry tr:.c-.l. he .. ' def:;":':::':::;I.:d jn 
'cLe chili-eh office, around 8:30PH, l-CondaY, 6-11-84, and saw him leave around 
9,: PH , but did not speak to him, himself. He did not see deceased leave vlith 
anyone! and did not see him return. He further stated that sometime in the 
past 3! or 5 years, deceased had been abducted arid held for ransom. He Nas 

if any ransom "as paid or if the incident Was to the Police, 
's wife was allegedly contacted foX' the ransom. ' He refused to 

but related in confidence that deceased may have been a 

(
homosexual, al}tl that' he ill fact had receiv6d a complaint about five years 

tAe-ffiother of a 17 year qld parishioner that deceased had propositioned 
'----tlLe17,year old for sex, (male). The Reverand 'stated that .he hirose]! handJ&d 

the internall' and the complaint never went any further than that. 
He a e that deceased Q d worke WL e rna es the arish for 
d.o.ing counciling work for disturbed males, and males with family prob1 ems. 
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H84-127 

OSOJxl60D o'3UjJV: r.·:cGol,'lan 
Barlow 
Coogan 

/ 
I 

lhe "ai:xiuction" "'ore than ten years. a(;o. 3he sLteJ. that S,,8 
WiJ,S one fl'IOrni:1L: 2:iiM .by her husbi:tntl ';J110 foi." SOF.·(. 

. tv'oney. At thE: she OiX3C::"V6d a l1G£.:)10 rna.1L ill. thE;. 
who ri shE.; had n'JV(;l' S0t!1l :;Gfore (Y'OUfl[ tr';.tlc, slim; didn' t 

!Jl1ar,"'oo; ner hL1Sb,",l(: .tol:':. ho' so stay in bed d1d 1'lent dOirJflstc:,irs. ShG' 
.:}..00k6d out "her 'i;lil"lLl."OW dnd S:J.VJ a 'second. Uflk. N/M, in l!.::...r h!lSband':; 

car. .. t11':"'_1 OOi32.1'VE:d he.;.· husbanJ G.ncl the first :':&..11':". carry t!'}C 
fa1"ily stereo (mt to th", car anc, her husband ell'ov6 off. 0'3:,& called thE: 
police to 1'8];;0:"'t. "lhatcshe. at t.l"lat b''-.;liev2Ct to bl: a Itl·:::idna)pin<z1i 
9f i18r hLlSOu...t""J.d. TLl8 Police arlrivE:.c1 Mel I.leUI'ing th· .... cil'qutrlstancE..S, 

her to .. ·;:::.it she hecUlct her husL)and 01' )'kic.lnapl.:ersll. 

Her husb':lDd C:'6C.) r- st;UI'nsd hO"'6 ,2bout 9 or 10: iil·1 tolel her tilJ.t 
11e h,-,d been "abducte<l" by' the ne,j'o male "he sm"i in th·:, hOLJ.::;c, He the:1 

hcl' a ra'11blinc, story about beinS'stop, eJ for <] liGht at 
M'0.Pleaseant and. Lincoln Drive, and a necco ;-':ale jUl11pe,,,- int:. his auto, 
pointed a handGun eet lliT!' 2nd had iliJ'1 dr.ive to an unkno·<111 location, where 
ii: second ne61'o p",,;le :cot in to tIl(. car. Th"se t\W r121cs th"n told him he 
V's b.'dnS roobed, ,wu de"landed money, He ha,.l no mon",:: on hir' 'so he 

ve them to hi" home and Got ;:,'5. from his >vife. 'ih(. :CiI'st male said 
'tnat that »Iasn' t GllOUic:h J'1on",y ao they "talc: tll<'- family steI'Go. don'lOod 
bhGn told hur tl1a t the, "'ales had hil11dr i to an LJn),. 1101"C in the 
are c ; where they traded the steri_o in for "are clru;,;Cl. lbe then 
'lad' h11'" drive to c.: third home wh",rG the tv-iO males L1G8d ·.,I'u'-··s. 
" 

1\': thsn ",unt on to state to her that he used. "pDycholo, .. y" on Lnc "'alLs,·'· 
me. talk-ed to them "LUltil they f"ll aslE-ep" then he. WJ.C abJ.._ to 

fro!"n hom(;. 

this pOint his ·'::ifGinsiste;l ol1cullin2: the Polic" back, but i'Jol'l'lOod 
:efused, statin", to her that he was I[just thankful to· escape" \·;ith his 

and the H,POOr- boys" welle jUf).t drug ad.dicts anG. nGGdi.:::.d .. 1I1iGlpu more.. 
han jail. 

!rD, '!JorvlOoJ stated tl1ather husband never tcilkGd much about incidl.nt 
Lain, althoush h'" was upset und vcrynervous for· S"V(£dl t'1onths after • 

. .' 
1:'s. Horwcod's eld"st (laughter waG present (turing' the. int8.l'viE-w an ,lbO'll .. 
icn hies. horViOOCl, DLlt I?1dde no coml:1Ejnt on ilr....!' in veracity 
f tile s tor y. " ,'. 
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1300 CHESTNUT STREET 
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 19107 

EDWARD G. RENDELL 
DI .. nUO::T ATTORNItY 

November 15, 1984 

N.icholas Panarella, Jr., Esquire 
2019 Spruce Street 2nd Floor 
Phila., Pa. 

Re: Common;'!ealth v. Terrance ':li11iams 
CP 2h08-2362-2367 

Dear Mr. Panarella: 

(),\ 
Lo\ 

/"'1) (7 i l>l2· . _ (J,- \.. _. __ . 

I'-f,/! -! / 
I ! ... /,,.. ;' .:-
- I"" 

In response to your request for discovery in the above-captioned 
case, enclosed please find copies of the following: 

l. 
.2. 

A. Statements of: (defendant, Terrance ,Villiams gave no 
statement, chronology enclosed) 

Marc Draper, chronology and warnings 
.Contents():(:.tf'lephone call made hj{ Terrance '!lilliams to 

Abington Task Force as recorded by Cindy Cook, 7/22/84, 10:45 am I'c 3. Douglas Bland • ! 4. Nathaniel Dandridge 
! 65. Davie Drysdale 

< Kelly Edrn· 'J'r1 s I 
,i ; Z· ?J" -i ta C.S 

o. accueline Zvans. 
i . 9. Sheila Bacconda Hamil ton 
i 10. Terry Henderson 
;: 11. Dr. Hirnmelitebber 

12. George.Hines 
13. Jesse Loften 
lL Ola Loften . 
15. Jose Martin 
16. James Morgan 
17. r,lamie Norwood 

Troy: Pierce 
19. Rev. CharTes-·PoTriuexter·--·--------------·--·-··-· ----.-.--.---.... - ... - ........... --............ . 
20. 1\1ar1ene Rogers . 
21. Althea 'Rucker 
22. Renee Rucker 
23a. :tonald Rucker, 7/18/84, 2: 50 pm ,·r/statements made to polygraph 

examiner 
23b. Ronald Rucker, 8/02/84, 1320 hrs. 
23c. Ronald Rucker, 7/19/84, 1550 hrs. 

/";! '. 
",."( 

-' 
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• • 
Nicholas Panarella, Jr., Esquire 
Page 2 
November 15, 1984 
Re: Connnonwealth v. Terrance Williams 

24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
2$ • 
29a. 
29b. 
29c. 
30. 
3l. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 

'l'lilliam Scott 
O. Stallings 

Eugene Tatom 
Allan Keith TO;-lllsell 
Valerie Turner 
Naceo 6/19/84, 
Maceo ,,\faring, 6/16/84, 
f.1aceo ;''faring, 7/19/84., 
Christ0;p,her Wells 
Ronald .'lilson 
'P/O Thoma-s Bm'ldren 
P/O Malcolm Hopkins 
plo Debbie Murphy 
P/O Loren Osbourne 

3:00pm 
1:55pm 
11:00 am 

Chemical Laboratory Reports (2) 
Mobile Crime Report 

B. 
C. 
D. E. -.... . Affidavit of Probable Cause for Arrest of Terranc· 

. .. AfficiavitO'f Porbable Cause for Arrest of Marc-Dr; 
1<' . . g. 

" I: '" 

Copy of Comchek . 
Copy of Master Card Account Statement in the name 

Amos Norwood, Account #5217-0003-5105-0578, in 
time period of 6/27/84 to 7/22/84 

Search & Affidavit #1249';, 
Search '!Jarrant & Affidavit #124%· 
Police 75-48's (33) 
Criminal Extract of defendant, Terrance Williams ... 

Please be advised that a copy of the Examiner's R 
,-.rill be for,larded \,!hen received at the District Attorney's Off 

.. -_ ... _-_._ ...... _._ .. ---.-.. -._--_ .. _._---_ .. -. . -... --.---.--... .. ---"- - -_." .. -._-_.---"-_.- .... _-_._ •.... _----_._ ... -- --_ ... -- ._". -_. __ .. _-----_ .. _-_._- .. -,---
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY·S OFFICE 
1300 CHESTNUT STREET 

PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 19107 

EDWARD G. RENDELL 
OlllJTl'tlCT ATTOR".a;y 

November 15, 1984 

N.icholas Panarella, Jr., Esquire 
2019 Spruce Street 2nd Floor 
Phila., Pa. ;1-9103 

Re: Common1,-Jealth v. Terrance ;!illiams 
CP 2h08-2)62-2367 

Dear Mr. Panarella: 

/,-:,.r"'j'/ _ / I 
,!/i,; ; .;.. 
- f" 

In response to your rec;uest for discovery in the above-captioned 
case, enclosed please find copies of the following: 

A. Statements of: (def2ndant, Terrance lVilliams gave no 
_ statement, chronology enclosed) 

Jefendant, Marc Draper, and 1\rarnings 

/;: '. 
"';:.( 

Contents_ ofteleDhonecall maide by Terrance 'Nilliams to 
. -Abingt-on.--Task Force as recd'rded by Cindy Cook,7/Z2/84, 10:45 am 

, 
I_ 

3. Douglas Bland • 
4. Nathani_el Dandridge 
5. Davie Drysdale 
6, Kelly Edrn.',cis 
7.. Rita E6nonds 
S. Jacouellne 6vans_ 
9. Shella Bacbonda Hamilton 
10. Terry Henderson 
11. Dr. Himmelit.ebber 
12. George_Hines 
13. Jesse Loften 
E_. Ola Loften -
15. Jose Martin 
16. James Morgan 
17. Mami e Non-Tood 

. ____ __ Pi erc e 
- 19. Rev. Char r es--PoTnaen er---------·----------·---------··- ----.----.----_.-- ------- --.--.. ---------.----.----- .----- -

20. l'-1arlene :'togers . 
21. Althea:'tucker 
22. Renee Rucker 
23a. :tonale. Rucker, 7/18/84, 2: 50 pm '·f/statements made to polygraph 

examiner 
23b. Ronald Rucker, 8/02/84, 1320 hrs. 
23c. Ronald Rucker, 7/19/84, 1550 hrs. 
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• • 
Nicholas Panarella, Jr., Esquire 
Page 2 
November 15, 1984 
Re: Commonwealth v. Terrance tHilliams 

24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
2$ • 
29a. 
29b. 
29c. 
30. 
31-
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 

William Scott 
James O. Stallings 
Eugene Tatom 
Allan Keith Tm'lDseli 
Valerie Turner 
Maceo 6/19/84, 
Mac,eo ;"Taring, 6/16/84, 
Maceo Waring, 7 /19/84" 
ChristoJiher Wells 
Ronald :lilson . 
1'/0 Thoma-s Bowdren 
P /0 lVlalccilm Hopkins 
plo Debbie Murphy 
P/O Loren Osbourne 

3:00pm 
1:55pm 
11:00 am 

B. 
C. 

Chemical Laboratory Reports (2) 
'l-1obile Crime Report 

D. .', 

g. 

I. 
J. 
K. 

Afi'idavit of I:robable Cause for Arrest ofT·erranc' 
Aff,ida:vitofRorbable Cause foi-'Air-est dY'Mif¥c' -Dr; 
Copy of Comchek . 
cODY of Master Card Account Statement in the name 

• Amos Nonvood, Account #5217-0003-5105-0578, in 
time period of 6/27/84 to 7/22/84 

Search ;'larrant & Affidavit #1249';, 
Search ,{Jarrant & Affidavit #12494· 
Police 75-48's (33) 
Criminal Extract of defendant, Terrance 1'li:J,liams 

Please be advised that a copy of the 1·1edical Examiner's R 
'·Jill be forwarded \,rhen received at the District Attorney's Off 

. - _ .... __ .. __ . __ .... _-_ ... _ .. ---_.- - .-_ .. - .. _. __ ._--_ ...... _-_._----_.--_.- - --_ .. ' -- ._ .. __ ._------------_._. -.------.. ,.--.. ---.-.-.---.. 
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INVESTIGATION INTERVIEW RECORD!' 
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( AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER GIVENS 
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 1746 AND 18 PA.C.S. § 4904 

I, Jennifer Givens, do hereby declare and verifY as follows: 

I. I have read the attached emails from Mr. Nolas to Mr. Katz dated 9/27112, (Subject "Re: 
Ronald House"), and they are accurate. 

I hereby certifY that the facts set forth above are true and correct to the best of my personal 
knowledge, information, and belief, subject to the penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.c. 
§ 1746 and 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904. 

',,!.\ i.:._ ,1, 

\ {' .,., .,', 

. . ':. ,NOT RI Public 
CtlIeen EIilJ!be1h unty 

2014 M8Idl1 , 

$ept. '27 2D I d--. 
) 

Date 
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Dear Andrew-

Re: Ronald House - CORRECTION QJ 
Billy Nolas to: andrew.katz 
Sent by: Tina Marie Decandia 

"Billy_Nolas@fd.org", "cari.mahler@phila.gov", Eric Montroy, 
Cc: Jennifer Givens, "junaylor@aol.com", Robin 

Godfrey@phila.gov, "Shawn_Nolan@fd.org" 
Bec: Tina Marie Decandia 

09/27/2012 12:39 PM 

Please note that Reverend Poindexter's Declaration is Appendix Item 10 and Mr. House's is Appendix 
Item 11. I erroneously identified both declarations as Appendix Item 11 in my email of a few minutes ago. 

Thanks you, 

Billy 

-I b.a.ve co-.cou, ... 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Date: 
Subject: 
Sent by: 

Dear Mr. Katz, 

Billy Nolas/PAEG/03/FDO 
"Katz, Andrew" <andrew.katz@courts.phila.gov> 
"Billy_Nolas@fd.org" <Billy_Nolas@fd.org>, "cari.mahler@phila.gov" <cari.mahler@phila.gov>, 
"junaylor@aol.com" <junaylor@aol.com>, Robin Godfrey@phila.gov<robin.godfrey@phila.gov>, 
"Shawn_Nolan@fd.org" <Shawn_Nolan@fd.org>, Eric Montroy/PAEG/03/FDO@FDO, Jennifer 
Givens/PAEG/03/FDO@FDO 
09/27/201212:27 PM 
Re: Ronald House 
Tina Marie Decandia 

I have conferred with my co-counsel, Mr. Nolan, Mr. Montroy and Ms. Givens. In response to your inquiry 
from earlier today, the circumstances that led to our learning Ronald House's name and securing his 
declaration were as follows: 

On January 9, 2012, my co-counsel, Mr. Montroy and Mr. Nolan, met with Mr. Draper, who disclosed for 
the first time the information stated in paragraphs 4 and 7 of his January 9, 2012, declaration. We looked 
into potential witnesses who might know something confirming the neW disclosures by Mr. Draper. We 
reviewed the 6/22184 police report (with a statement from Reverend Poindexter) provided by the 
Commonwealth in discovery to Mr. Panarella, which included this comment from Reverend Poindexter: 
"Several years ago, within the last 5 years, he [Mr. Norwood] was abducted and the men came to the 
house, and told his wife they had him in the car and wanted money." (page 3) (copy attached). 
Consequently, on January 12-13,2012, Ms. Givens travelled to Richmond, VA, and met with Reverend 
Poindexter. We then learned Ronald House's name for the first time. As a result, Mr. Montroy and Mr. 
Nolan located and met with Ronald House on February 3,2012, at which time he signed the handwritten 
declaration included as item 11 of the Petitioner's Appendix. Reverend Poindexter subsequently signed a 
typewritten declaration on February 9,2012 (Appendix item 11). 

We thank the Court and you for your consideration. 

Billy Nolas 

[attachment "poindexter.pdf' deleted by Tina Marie Decandia/PAEG/03/FDO] 
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From: 
To: 

Date: 
Subject: 

Dear All: 

"Katz, Andrew" <andrew.katz@courts.phila.gov> 
"Shawn_Nolan@fd.org" <Shawn_Nolan@fd.org>, "Billy_Nolas@fd.org"<Billy_Nolas@fd.org>, 
"junaylor@aol.com" <junaylor@aol.com>, Robin Godfrey <robin.godfrey@phila.gov>, 
"cari.mahler@phila.gov" <cari.mahler@phila.gov> 
09/27/201207:48 AM 
Ronald House 

How and when did petitioner learn about Ronald House prior to securing his affidavit from February of 
2012, which is in the PCRA petition appendix? 

Please advise as soon as possible. 

Thanks very much, 
Andrew 

Andrew Katz 
Law Clerk to the Hon. M. Teresa Sarmina 
(21S) 686-7920 



( AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC MONTROY 
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.c. § 1746 AND 18 PA.C.S. § 4904 

I, Eric Montroy, do hereby declare and verifY as follows: 

1. I have read the attached emails from Mr. Nolas to Mr. Katz dated 9/27112, (Subject "Re: 
Ronald House"), and they are accurate. 

I hereby certifY that the facts set forth above are true and correct to the best of my personal 
knowledge, information, and belief, subject to the penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1746 and 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904. 
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Dear Andrew-

Re: Ronald House - CORRECTION Gil 
Billy Nolas to: andrew.katz 
Sent by: Tina Marie Decandia 

"Billy_Nolas@fd.org", "cari.mahler@phila.gov", Eric Montroy, 
Cc: Jennifer Givens, "junaylor@aol.com", Robin 

Godfrey@phila.gov, "Shawn_Nolan@fd.org" 
Bce: Tina Marie Decandia 

09/27/201212:39 PM 

Please note that Reverend Poindexter's Declaration is Appendix Item 10 and Mr. House's is Appendix 
Item 11. I erroneously identified both declarations as Appendix Item 11 in my email of a few minutes ago. 

Thanks you, 

Billy 

Nolas- (i;rr:- bave .. -: _O!,l!2712012 12:27,:ofpM 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Date: 
Subject: 
Sent by: 

Dear Mr. Katz, 

Billy Nolas/PAEG/03/FDO 
"Katz, Andrew" <andrew.katz@courts.phila.gov> 
"Billy _Nolas@fd.org" <Billy _Nolas@fd.org>, "carLmahler@phila.gov" <carLmahler@phila.gov>, 
"junaylor@aol.com" <junaylor@aol.com>, Robin Godfrey@phila.gov <robin.godfrey@phila.gov>, 
"Shawn_Nolan@fd.org" <Shawn_Nolan@fd.org>, Eric Montroy/PAEG/03/FDO@FDO, Jennifer 
Givens/PAEG/03/FDO@FDO 
09/27/201212:27 PM 
Re: Ronald House 
Tina Marie Decandia 

I have conferred with my co-counsel, Mr. Nolan, Mr. Montroy and Ms. Givens. In response to your inquiry 
from earlier today, the circu mstances that led to our learning Ronald House's name and securing his 
declaration were as follows: 

On January 9,2012, my co-counsel, Mr. Montroy and Mr. Nolan, met with Mr. Draper, who disclosed for 
the first time the information stated in paragraphs 4 and 7 of his January 9, 2012, declaration. We looked 
into potential witnesses who might know something confirming the new disclosures by Mr. Draper. We 
reviewed the 6/22/84 police report (with a statement from Reverend POindexter) provided by the 
Commonwealth in discovery to Mr. Panarella, which included this comment from Reverend Poindexter: 
"Several years ago, within the last 5 years, he [Mr. Norwood] was abducted and the men came to the 
house, and told his wife they had him in the car and wanted money." (page 3) (copy attached). 
Consequently, on January 12-13,2012, Ms. Givens travelled to Richmond, VA, and met with Reverend 
Poindexter. We then learned Ronald House's name for the first time. As a result, Mr. Montroy and Mr. 
Nolan located and met with Ronald House on February 3,2012, at which time he signed the handwritten 
declaration included as item 11 of the Petitioner's Appendix. Reverend Poindexter subsequently signed a 
typewritten declaration on February 9, 2012 (Appendix item 11). 

We thank the Court and you for your consideration. 

Billy Nolas 

[attachment "poindexter.pdf' deleted by Tina Marie Decandia/PAEG/03/FDO] 
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From: 
To: 

Date: 
Subject: 

Dear All: 

"Katz, Andrew" <andrew.katz@courts.phila.gov> 
"Shawn_Nolan@fd.org" <Shawn_Nolan@fd.org>, "Billy_Nolas@fd.org"<Billy-Nolas@fd.org>, 
"junaylor@aol.com" <junaylor@aol.com>, Robin Godfrey <robin.godfrey@phila.gov>, 
"cari.mahler@phila.gov" <cari.mahler@phila.gov> 
09/27/201207:48 AM 
Ronald House 

How and when did petitioner learn about Ronald House prior to securing his affidavit from February of 
2012, which is in the PCRA petition appendix? 

Please adVise as soon as possible. 

Thanks very much, 
Andrew 

Andrew Katz 
Law Clerk to the Hon. M. Teresa Sarmina 
(215) 686-7920 
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CONCERNING: . . ; The mllrc1er by beat'ing of· An:os· 561?/tfJ r".;;:; . .J<>.jIJcP. 
336· ;.; .. ... Ave., who Vicif; :Col1nq dBa·t,·i ..... 
6-14-;8t, at in the ,Iv,!, fl.G· 
8600 Rugby St. '.' ',' 

Det. John Cimino 1981, .Homicide Unit· 
Det: Jame$IT!cNesby j1721, ,Uni't 

. , . ... 
." 1··.· 

1)" ,-::.-1-
r-iY:' ... \I <-

Det. 

:', . 

'.-; .. ' .:" 

.. ,.. 
net.· JohnCItEillO t'9B1 R"CQRDEO BY,- '. 

,'" .. ::. :.:> :f 

A. 

B. 

G. 

D. 

.... . 

":, :; , .' .. " .:. ' 
,'. ' .. '.' ... 

r' .w'" IYc;,;rde,,' ti.rW, . or 
reG;!..Lt8tl.:.:e ?)(;. h. 1!'/t" • .it2r-,;r Ave w'bo, waG found in tJI0 

Ivy Hill. Cemetal'Y fJt 8:;00 :;·t 1:;'1,1--84 

.. " . 

We have a duty tc explain to Yot! and to warn you that Y011 have tne: ,fe.powing legal right3: 

You have a right to remain silent and do not have to ;s;e.y at ,all. .. " ". ." 

. Anything you say ""d will.be used you \n 
• ' 

YOll have a" right to e of your ow:: cho!.-:-e any p..no 
;.d50 to have a la .... with you while we ask ( .... ;t .. ,. 

If yoa cannot .Bfford to! hir;: lOt a.1:::l you '.;.'lnt t:.ne, w .... · wiLl :"e.e thill-yotl 
videa to you .. f[€'e of ,:hErge. bei"re 1,::": ask you .!l:'!Y. "":J'?"'ij,·L. 

7!:-):;: D {f<cv. 7170) 

! 



,. . ... 

I. Q. Do yot! t,hat have a right to keep quiet, "and do not to,S8? all? 

2. Do you understand anything you say can A.nd be you? 

A. 

,.' " 

3.- Q. Do you want to remain silent? . 

...... A. . ..... 

4. Q. Do· you un'derstand that you have"a to talk with fl'lawyer we questions? 
. . ." ';. . 

:- .. : you ar:.y questio'ns u'ntil a lawye.r is for ,y9U free of :narge. 

A. . .•. : 

,,",' 

6: Q. Do to talk lay/ye': at time, or t? a we 
" .. ',." 

. you questions? 

A. , . 

. 7. Q. Are you willing to answer questions of yqur own without or and wHholll 
, ," 

any threats or promis7's been made to yoUr. . '. 

St:atement of: 
Date: 

-- ._----'---------,., 
E (P..· .... 6/69) 



0 .... T]' ---------- -----:----'-

:"OD ---- -- .-.-----

. t 
--'.-. _.-._-,- ._- --------------- -------,-._---- --,-, 

A. l ian Dral)er 
'----------------.------.------------------------------;-------------,--------- --.-- -c---- --' _--

. . 
-----_ ---;--------'--. ----- ------,---------------:-------------

t..l. Are you };novin by any.other name or fll.ckname? . ' 
f----------r,------------------------------. --------------------. -------- -----.-

A he" c-' '1 me "ark . .0. • .I..::f <..L J.Jj# _ . _ • 

-'---'-- -_._----------._---------------',------.---.-------_._--_._-----_.---

- ----.-------- ... ---'--" :---------.---------
Q. How do you spell ·';ark? 

/'----_ _=_-----,-----------.- ------'-.---------. -----.--.--
A. I\iAEC 

.--------------'-----.---------.----.-.---... -·····--c--·- -.---- ------

-------.. _---_.-- .. _--.-._----_. --._-------_._.----.-. 
Q. How far did-y;-u go-in school? 

/'------------------------'---------------------_._. __ ._-----'-------
A. I am a sophomore in Cbeyney University. 

---------_.--,----- --------.. -- --- --

.... ... ::-.-... --.- .--- ----- ------ .. ---.----'-----
e.g]: you reClG and w:ci te . 

c--- -------------.. --.--- -------- ----- --- .. --- ---.. ______ .--c-----.. --- ---- -- .. --- -- --
L. Yes 

------------- -.---------- _._,- ,-.--.------- -- -- -.- --

[_) Yo. 0 No I -r.:--.:- --- --- -- --- ----- -------,- ----- ---- ---- -- - - ---- - - ---- -- --- -- -- - - --- -- -- ----
REVIC:WE::O ev In 

____ f/J---tL·V,,--J',,,,l,:)./l.( 
., l; '" . '" ___ ,I "'1 

-.-- --_.,-- --'-- ---- -.--------
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1-' IN V i: STi CiA 1'1[) mH.llVIii!\Y I'lECDFlD CITY OF ; , 
POI.. 0"2:: P A Po T M T , reE 1 CONTiNUATiON SHeET i-.....:.... __ ____ •• . i ;;"''''!1:: 1.I::1 :;::·c :Draper 1 PA2E .'.1 CASE 

NO. 
I 
t . .• 
; .', Lrc 11 O'N under the inf lue nce of an;)!" urugs'or alcphol? ; '<. 

r---
I " dcn¢t door no at all, I had 'a beor .yest·urday. " . .L 

• ; 

, 
,<, rc do you. realize tbat . you .:£1re now under arrest ang cbarged ':i i th 

-- --_ ... -. 
the :;:U1:-der by beating of fToTwoqd Ylhich occur!? 4 8round ,J U:1fJ 11 I 

, whose body vIas found burned in tile Ivy Hill .Ge.tilf}tary on 6-, ,t-8§ 

2t 151'11? .. 
. G' 

A. Yes 

.-------.-;---. -.' ._----
J '\ . ' ','< ." , -' , .. .. '. .. .. ·!...>o ,VuLt t\. flO on in your- .0\.">"11 d:::- d J ld ;, ... ' fv;. t YGt.; kr..c;'! C\', <)UL: 

"--. '. -... -'---.--.... ' ...... --... -, ........ >---.-.. .J 
.tr;e IT!\li'der by beating and. the 'hurnif!gcif l'ii.x·, AhtOD Nc"i:'wood?' 

if anyone was HJ:'ouric"! the corner. rie ·st':'lrt;e.r)',e;ambling. 
• • , • J 

:i'erry sa'id he .could. go get SOlhe mar" money .• ·.· ,'Ie w')nt 

up the the street 8:;C-
.£;rO-t;ud t!-;e -co:i:"i":8r 'to. l'Je tbis. vlas th'::: f3u.Y=·; r:0re 

!:ouse '\Vith him Dnd he . .'sal/ino, to go u.p the .. str:::r.!t. . : .' 
-';' l' + i):-e:-C:-r'e 

..1 '. 'p". ... 

hoi:::J:?, was 'Na.J.king OU.t':3 j de "'of i t 

._,------_. __ . -----_ .. _----.. .. -.-----:..---.--.-.. - ---_. - -----._.-._--------
Y:8!i.t-"!:1 t'J mCH1.ey !i it:", , out robe didnot 'S':)] no to 



'. " ':.,: ' .,,';'; ... 
:., 0-.,., ... . 

I· WVi!SmiATIOH l1IT::H ViEW HE(;OHO CITY OF PHILA.DELPHIA· . POLICE o EPA R' T M i! N'T ! COMTINlIAT}ON SHEET . ' .. --.-- .. --- - - .. ' . . '. j!.r.l.Ml:. . r AOE
' 111D rc DrapeX' . ;> 

Mm.} she just kept 'IIa lking to the ·house. L '. d on¢ t· even· tbinks)1e beard im • 

We walked back to the corner where was was- at the first. 4-' ',. staye() the re. 
--

to see whD t \"'3S he ppen ing. Then Terry Sa"N s'o'mebody in the cer, it turned 

out to be Amos. Terry .said,. there goea 
, 

U)y Uncle '. let me get· a 

went over <flO the car, he sat in tho c.ar, he got in the 

side, up .fran t GIld the cal" ·we11 t doyrn around ·thra corner, .1 . for :;; 
.' 

"-110. rr.inll,te s . \ ... ·'2.8 leC:)ving me. Tile carwen t around the corne·r and C3me bGGk 

audTerry got out andcaIile Live.!' to·me and ,sf.! ia aot like you "Nan t ·a ri!-ie 'L ':)f!le • 

I i!/e n t ova'r' to the car with Ter:ry, X in, the back. '1 said how 2X'0 :Y{: lJ. 
. - ----'-_ . .. _--

iloiJ1G_ 0rove off, '.ye wetH dast on ·Mt. Pleasant 1 \'1e went 8 1 , thel;·i:1.Y u .... 
- .. .,.,._.-

4,., .. a;'] .:. :, • ' . I giving him t,', -, '0 t .. 1Ju. t it s o '-'.V to 1; :) , 
.,. ----'._-_ ... - -.--. .. ,,_. .. .. -. "-_.- - --.-- ,--- -_ ... ; .... 

where we .go1;,:.d Get some woney. 
... : .. -- a .block Amo!] 

-.. 
-- the C8r I grabbed J.m')s's 2rtlsan:d heIr] him i.lnd Terry told him :AJ be 'F,ii:t. L- .. ----. - .",. . .' -.' -.. --.-.. ---I Terry then went .into Amos I s pockets and tpok out Ilis wallet. Then tf;e 

-------'---.---______ . ____ _ 
3 of us all to';; out the' car,. then \vevlalk'ed .Down the street .. · \ie both held 

1--_-0-----·-----·--------·------'----,···---·-----------·---
Amos by h.is arms as \\'a walked hiI!l. walked. to the cerr,etqry to 'tyhur-e th.e.'.r.; 

---_ .. . . , more i.:·f ll,S. -'citer "mas got on the grou.nd'·Terry wenttack to the 'e'lr c;.r,c 

r---gc.-lVe DU a;3ocliet wrench. I tolil 'i'erry, let's get __ e 

-.- 11 Tn rry) ] c t ) t on t oi' 

.. 1 PJ1Q" I t{'.11==, .. j,.' r.': ::';11' [.i-f! .1e.:.e f ci.J,.J.. ,,<:.Lt <. .... <.. "''1-.' ',._'., .I,.: •••• .l Cl • •• v 
L. ___________________ _________________ --.--______ __ --________ 

75·,B3A /./' )C . 
/7v .. • • ) ••.• -;C'/:',,'( 
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,- IIlVESTIGATIO;;-;rOOflVIEW RECORD 
, CO H T IN U !.T i 0 H S .'i:..:E::J,:::'=' 

CITY OF P:HILAQELPHIA 
POI-Iel!: bEPAR,..Mr::NT 

-'r NAME.' :-:-: ",r'" .•• ,: •• " '.. ..••. -...• -,... i "'c-"-,,-' -.,.-, .....,-,:..:-.. "' ... -;.-.-0-, '-'. -. .....j 
OI"'a'pc r I 

.car and get. out of here,- v{e can. a,itch .the cart 'but, . .p .. me 

to wait a mint1te, he started to get angry·YI;i.th me •. Terry kept ffieLl i.n 

me tha t '1eknew ':rha t he wamloing, Just to fallow liin:. Then 'ferry stC!J:·te; 

hitting AQoswi.th ".;he thing he had in .his hand; tl1e ·.thing tb"t look 

lil<e s. tire iron. J said "no Terry, no you: :sire going to kill 

mah" then said for me to shut up, ,he knew what he vn::!sdoine, 

then he. told me I h.-l.j to bt the lllil.n ,to;':6r'he was€;oing·.· to hit me. 

Then I hit the 1'Oan, ]; hit. hi.ill like 1.0 times,. I wasno'b 

Then we both draggedilmos, we dragged him over- lik.e be.tween these two 

to ,'"b-- "Ie 'el"t '" t 1 ih 'r t -... 1 0t ' ..!.... - .. lcrry coe me 1011j.!: .... ..... , ;.en _. ,my cO.r .. 
I---. ___ __ .....c... _________ ..• . . ._ ...••.. ___ ._. 

lVent to work. I wox:Y mi.c;iligh t k 6 :00.'\.),; • .•.. '""t .:,,-. ;.,,-?,tn .. .. 
6 :OOi.\m ;)1' 7 ;OOAM '\"Ihen T I [.old-·r,:.,!: I I 

.. _. '-". . .. ...... . . .' '-' -_. 

J....--._- . 
I \.'l8nted tc. geT:f:10me sleei):>- to c,.:tl}.,'me :latoT" in the day. I \ 

shollld. ;:'.·:Je'sgO"i.hg to worl(' thaI; 'night, Terr:.', .. 

. tr.ere in car 8J!d Vlllell.1 got to.work, it "/io!:ld b2 aroll.mi 11 

te ,:n:1stalking to:':l8 in front of my V1Ql'}{ \'1138 yiio.rrie-n,. .he tv 

know if I cleaned all my pri'ilts, he \'I'3S also \·torriedabol).t any priI1t!J 
-;·,_-m-o-G .... .. -. j .. 

",'la"' "lor"" E>rl ...... ..1 Y' _"" '" '- ,.,..", l. .\, i ... '-' ... .!.. •• _ ,. 

t"5l? body. 1 asked ai1'·5-he'"t:cJ"Iii;aa· -:.')t 

g83 anG tc.rcned ""the man. Retolo 111e he ,almO"Sl; ... trYllig. t::;o 

/ .. :nos, t, 8"n he' snowed Dle how bow he -31mo-,·;t b:Jrnf;J·;. 

\V.1.2n we leI t VJOr:J.{ me J.eT.8.r In ds.y, 

-.-.-.-------------.--.--.--. . .. --.. -----
l':':l:-:\ c:,r::, C'llt,. 'Ne in the bJ.U8 cart }\;niJ::' ,) C.3r.. ':1e __ --: . ___ . _________ ___ __ ..J 

C/) f;.tl.J L- c)\ -C/v!f/ .. , 
75.dB3 A 
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. '':.;,' 
',".:": .. '." 

had left the stuff me got fraT!! '<r:iOS in t!le -"arking lot on Ivy.Hill 

tb;;' t; 'lIGS in the Glove C0IJ11"lrtrnent. ',;'(3 threw thatstuff tn a J.i ttle 

trash een there, we kept the wallet. See Viii kept the wallet, l:is 

later on and there was a gold c8,:::-d, that. hael ·li,:fCf'r greek le.tters 'on it • 
. -----.. . . - .. '---

took all this stul! to some guys hall se. . He ···vrcl.s a friend of r:iC., f ,J , 

2nd he called /1).m Hon, he liVeG on some little street neDr 
.. --

ca.cle· out [fno got in t},ie cf the Ceil'., 1 vV[:IS iri· the fl·ont 

:fOD. :r. gave him ·the· 
. ... .... .... ---..... 

tqla i{qn .te- 'see if 'h!:e!!f;! ?.ri:/'.,:Y10l',e ;i1oney .cor. .... 
.., ....... ,.:::.: . -----------_.--'_._--'--- --' -'--""'--

i'ns"idG:" t·;.;.:':: by. ne j':.>.::fic ;.;'., i.). I 
-.- . .. - ...... --'--------- .. -. __ _ .. -._-' ',_.'-' 

., 1/ rl"gh t ;','e' co;· j1 .. - •• - ,( :.J. •.• < 

get seDe more money out of it, in the 
._. -' 

_______ whe .. __ __ __ de_. 

storeD, stores' in .9 w/i·ite neighborI1coa.,'".on elso :::aid we cODI!) 
________ c .. ':'" _____ ______ .. _ .. ___ . 

go to Atlrmtic City in tbeCa::;:i.nn's an'd get money_ T8)TY said ).,;"'':) 
------.--,,-.-.-.. -.---- ---.------.. --". ---I 

Bbn !)tl to, 
I, ' 

;:e 
-------

went t(j AC we v'jent to "Ballyt.s 3nd to Co in f:lnd?::d·: fC:'r 
... ------'-

cnn we. take monev cut of .. . . ' .. ---- _._--_.------" --.. _----_.----... _--------- ---''----
Bally's and could not find it and wben I out told I cDuld 

notfind it, .iton came in and sai.d they had .re-arranged ,the place. I .. 
had some of my own. f,lon;:Y wi ttl me and r;f:!1t 'tothe table::; a'cG I /',a$ 

mor;p."y. - -le-]c-r"t t' to the next Ca th;'j t 
.. - ----_. __ .... _._._._,- ....... ""- -.-_.---.. _ .. -_ ... -.---_ .. _ ... _--_. __ .. __ ._----------------

. -.'iou.ld be lint!. a !.Hutter cf .LBC-t i L it:; the (·rH.: -,,','f.(:n 

.. ----" --- ---.- .... --... :.-----' .. __________ c .... ______ .-Jt:,>-l".QP.i?'ij-' .... -------;--:-
vO'; ::-0 J,Q 01'[ the I.:c:t! :-=:-:V8 to cet on ;':f1 1'10 
" . "'" ", '/Y;[) 

. 

'/.'9 (" ·.··/,flfl ..... .• f 
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! mn:RVIEl¥ RECORD 
.... ' GO.'fTftlJ.1AT.lO.'..! SHEET 

CfTY OF PHILADELPl;rA 

POLICJ!I: 

jir9.})8r--·-·-·· ... .. 

It ., t b b I at Sllre. :'11gn t"'l '.> J']nd ut Terry one, me e ," s emn 
---'-'--'-" 

and Ron -N:l i ted outside. r:te wa,i t 

found Terry playing [1 t one of t" e tables. saiJ ao did no!; C·-,t· 
-

nOr.J..oney. lion triecf the Trop wi 
--

no m0112.ir eithe:::-. '.'1 i:' ecame onck f 

Vie \'/en t to a lry s to re dOVln arou.nd 13th &.'·y;talh!.lt . 1 }:now j_ t 
. . -' . ,--

waG near 13th & iValnut and . ,the F ideE t;)' 1]:3n)(, .. see Ma'sterchs 
._---/ 

C8 rd with from Fideli to'. Terr,;' '.'ent· in \ there and.:fle \-"3 (,[7 !':".> 
.' .. <;..- ..... 

--- .. _-_.----------
t • I 'was wondering what \'.'f.tS hi.l1l so long.. I went in the 

Gtore the.n. I heJd a wstch On -1 I 'ankecJ the 'behind the counter a.G.;' 
-_. -- .. -." -

1" r· if h.:: coLtld repa·Lr a watch. .. gu,;"" salrl he 
- -. toE' .s r-" . -C'-. "[--': 1'-' t=·- ;:. -.::-r -. --b-.-e-d -· -s-h-o-v.-'e-o:--' -in-, -:")-0-, --'-S-h-O t- ---1 

---" Itv;«:} skinny herrir'GbQne, ,,122.11, it waG like r:l 16 inc!, eh<li!'l, 

. r-.----..,----,:-----::-:--.-- ---I 
t was in a small brown enve.lope. ; Vie wentto nnothor ,iew·"lr:i [,tore 

but I said lett·,s get out of :;1:Jp -,.;2 
f-------------,-----------,------.---------------'-.---. ----

baok my houaB. 

:--,:--:--- .. ------.. -----use to go tiC 

A. 
:.' 

r·--:---------- -.-----------. ------- --------------' -----1 

r-----·----- --.. ,.----.--. -------.--------.. -- .. 
... ·: ........ 0'" Tl ..... , ........ l {"IJ.. i10 '"!.r""l",1- .t.1"'1:"\("'[' 1,0 ,c,',nL'd r. ... f'. 1<-1')""".1. •. n'.' .. ::.: .1_ 11 • ...... ..1 __ ')\1". nc . .[' ... .. r ,';.. . ...... t ... i.. 1 __ 
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I --
HIVESTIGATJ01t INTHl VIEil Rl.:C01!!J CI'rY of , 

" '. ... '. O:r::;P.A,,"t.·:rM t! N.? .' .. -, - ., . 'cON 'nNUA T!llN SHEET .' ; I PAG? I CASE 
NO • 

t .!\'1':l I'O })rarer 
'" . . . I Q. .Did anyone ever switch the .license plate on limos' C8 

,. Yef:: I Terry told me on the night 0:(' the killing, . I "vent j.. .. , .wor!::; .c. ...,. . . 

he net me in the morniflg , that he hAil gone SDrnB'Ilhe re in "lihe 

nort"e8 Eit and he took a ·tag. At first we kept Amos .tag i.n the ·tru'nk 

the ,1 he PLlt in inside the car, in the pa sse·!1.g.-8 si.ce:, under the m.at ... 

As OJ matter of fact he 'gct 2. scare we went to·.get ·the CB:!'" wa 
.Gl"!q forgot abQLlt toe tag being unde'r the rna t and he was a.f:rz id S\')38:..... 

floulB s"" lor wnen t6.ey Vlere cleaning the .. 

.. 
1----.--- --- -- ---_ ... 

• ·"!:.3 t all was taken from the body of AFiOS Nox'll/ood? '" ! 

h1.::· af£,' and t.ied: h.i.G y:):t!! the 'so 
-'/-- .. ,---.. .. .. ---- -- '-.'- .. - .-. ... ---'---l 

not 

Terr-:/ pulled'off his pan.ts ,'::Iud tied .iir,los':-J l:'r 

tl1em and I got hie 8!1:1 tied, I 8n .... not sur·?! if it rlis s;'lir 
!-."--'-.- .-----------

bi..it I h:'::: arf,u:: his back nnd nsed to in. 
----_ .. _---------. 

his couth 80 he cOllidnot· dcrasm.· I put i tin his:11outh out 

I remeDber It W!JS .. took a off hiG finger.: 

1-____ --,.,-['-"=. = 
t.l. ',/()sllf:r6f; v,reE.lring a watch'? -:7 / , ------_._-_. --------------------_._-_. ---._. 

:Jot tlet I know of. 

,J. .ihtlt .did you take from Amos's oar?· 
.. -

A. \',e took the tools; Terry took a bl:.!c· .i·3ckot a torn por,J",t 

--.-------.----- -.----- -'-'-'- .--.. ----.. --. -'-"'-- -----.----.--.---. 

i--o---------.-. --.-.. - --. - .. ------.. - ----------.--- --... ------

A 
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mVEST:n.HIO:-l INT"flV1El1 m',;:'J''{;) 
COIITINUATION SHb'3 i" 

NM.tE IJ8'?C , .. lrapcr 

Q. Who hOD the jaoket now? 

A. Terry took thej2cket 

. , 

. " ., -' , .' 
'.: :.;' 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 

'P"6L;IC:r=: 

.1 CA>E "0, 

pock-=t, do you !'ecognize this jackttt? 

YeB, thnt is the jc.lf'ket Terry got from tbc trun,k • 
.... 

'Ne vyen t ·to 
, 

t ,"c, •• so_, ··Terry ·-Tt·' uP" ihto- .. :ft· .. 

-d rl'V inC;, 1),::; t u tTL -\.l'ae 'd] ."._. m), n' : ot
I
, .'. .. ,. _. .. ... ,ll 

lItle li'.l.tpt 0.::<1:'0. ·&on be ,Y " d ,t.:I': lJ : 01: .... ,-, ....... . 

.... ----:"''1['''C,"a-rea tt1e Aj};·,'.'l· cardali.d-f1E7- kept st:lying he warlteCi 

.... -.-________ ----' _____ ., 1 
Q... \·ihen din .. ,{ou. first meet HOl1'?' j 

.il. cay VIe went ·there with -!::{-]e cards. 

______ . ___ __ ,.-'-----. " 
Q. Dj,d eii;;::n' of you abm;t; to __ . __ 

te fl- 'tim and don t >:no\'l if IL1errj r1id + I 

q- How man:! tilJ)e!". did ,Terry hit the man, 'with:t.iJl!l!!e'---lt,,;iLir['e;L'_Li..;:Y:J,'C;J,Dl.?£.. ___ ------1 

A- I ,1on't knoVI but. it. was <3 lot. l--'-.. .....:.::.-===-----:='----".---=-::O 
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PHILADELPHIA COUNTY 
.Y FELONY P /H 

MISDEMEANOR TL 
DIVERSION CASE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA VS. ANDRE PETERSON 

M.C.#: D.C.#: 84-14-36100 

I, the undersigned, do hereby state under oath or affirmatcion: 

(1) My name is: CHARLES W. SWEENEY, Assistant District Attorney.-

(2) I accuse ANDRE PETERSON, N/M, date of birth: 11/21/65, who lives at ADDRESS 
UNKNOWN, with violating the penal laws of Pennsylvania. 

(3) The day and date when the accused committed the offense was on or about: 
Wednesday, June 13, 1984. 

(4) The offense was committed in the County of Philadelphia. 

(5) The acts committed by the accused were: on above date defendant did, use a 
credit card belonging to Amos Norwood to purchase two gold chains (value: 
$74.00) at Walnut Solid Gold Jewelry Store, 1312 Walnut Street, without the 
permission or consent of Amos Norwood. Defendant also signed Mr. Norwood's nam, 
to the sales receipt. The sales person who sold the chains to defendant was 
Maceo Waring, in violation of Pa. Penal Laws, Section(s) and Title(s): 4101 
Forg F3; 3925 RSP M2; 4106 Credit Cards M2; 3922 Theft by Deception M2, all of 
which is against the peace and dignity of the Commonwealth. 

(6) I ask -that a warrant of arrest or a-- summons be issued and that the accused, 
be required to answer the charges I have made. 

(7) I swear to or affirm the complaint upon my knowledge, information ane 
belief, and sign it on Cha/?--y' before Philadelphia Municipal Court Judge 

7 I 

On June 30, 1984, the above named affiant swore or affirmed that the facts set 
forth- in the complaint were true and correct to the best of his/her knowledge, 
information and belief, and signed it in my presence. I believe the within 
affiant to be a responsible person and that there is obable cause for the 
issuance of process. 

WAIVER: On --===:::-==:-r.==---;:-' 19 , who read the above complalnt to me and 
waived preliminary hearing and consent 

__________ 
I ui Authority 
I appeared before Judge 
explained its contents, and 
to be bound over to Court. 

I hereby 

!., ITl-l'nPITY r,-,PY 
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WARRANT OF ' A,RREST 
COMMONWEAL TH OF PENNSYLVANIA ,1

55
• 

COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA J No.128679 

To t - *q",9' ,or any other authorized 
(Serving Ol/icer) 

person, in the name of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, you are commanded to take into custody 

?eTElU.Oo--J 
(Name) (11 unknown, descrip-tion) 

u...lV''''. 
(Address) 

if "'- e- be found in the said Commonwealth, and bring t.. l t:J before us at 
.\ (he. they) (him. them 

'D tfZ.-ft<=-E' (2.11 I () "-I to answer the Commonwealth upon the complaint or 
o "7" q I po K... ". IA 

citation of A Has. <) rb.!l;.:> a t">D • charging "I H with . 
ro(Lb· 4/D/ F3, (Z·sf" t,cp .. 5 'M-'2., Cr2.cD(r c0-rz.D 4/0 t; H'L .- ----- -- J 

TtfEFilb'l Qe-e'EP' 392..2 H-Z ,andfurthertobedealtwith 

according to law, and , ses this be YO&,\ sufficient warranhWitness the hand 

and official seal of --- V • I, this date L..." U 19 ti. 7' 71 (Judge) 7 , 

Bail to be demanded: $ I 
C.C. No; 

____ I I , I, > (Judge) 'e 
j) 

rOI, SEAL 

! 
30-155 (Rev. 8/76) 

"', 
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r--{ J?/!:/ +,-,,,°74.1 (1 /a TP-- <zY<';I 'J0- 5<z?Y/;/ .. (?/ t"'QJ i 
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INVESTIGATION INTERVIEW RECORD POLIC!t DI!PARTMI!NT 
HOMICIDE OJ 'IlSION 

tATE. OP" pLAHNLO YACA nONS 

AT" 01' PLANNc;/;:"NUO T ..... 

.l1041: 0'" CLoaC"1[: nVIE 

HAl 

ItWRft.---·------
(1) ill 
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o No 
ay 

AP ..... TJooII[NT NO. 

DIlPAftTNIlNT 
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(3) (5) (6) 

PHON. NO. 

soc. SEC. NO. 
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PHON It. N'O. 
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CITY OF PHll.A.DE;l.PHIA. 

POLICK O.PAftTIIi.NT 
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, 'i--" = . , .. - .. ---' . . . ..•.• - .... 
CODE \ ;:OOliIlUBU¥'-51 l 

It: 1 o Ad-dHioM-l lnro. OLSTJUNIT r enoE , PREPARING (II-m , 
0\ o Court Disposit1on HOm. ' 75 , 

--;;;s5iFICf. rlON r eaOE PLACS OF OCCURRENCE r J.A,D.INVESTIGATIONS (JJ) Juvenile 
(U-Ill 

\-lILlfVL KILLING : 115 l. 0 Male 2. 0 Female 3. 0 OtJeodcrs 
CCMPLAINANT (Uu /i,m nom'-) (J(,·51) rr • RACE (81) rEX (8J) !ADDRESS PHONE 

NORwOOD, Amos 
(56}) 2·8" 1. Ow 3. C 

4.0 PR 1. M 
5.00 2. f 336 i,., • Mt. AirY Avenue 

TypE OF I DATE AND TIME REPORTED ! REPORTED BY -r ADDRESS ?RE:MJSES I i)_Jj) 

DATE OF 0cCURRENCE (56-61) -r0AY CODE'r1"J'''1E (61-61) I?FOUNoED (66) UNIT r STATUS j. 0 Active 3. 0 Arrest· cleared 1 (61) , 
DYes 0110 (67) 2. 0 Inactive - not cleared 4. 0 Exceptionally demd , 

. r PROPERTY VALUE RECOVEREO VALUE INSURED OCCURRENCE (79) 
STOLEN 1. 0 Currency, Bonds, etc. 4.0 Jewell)', PreciDus Metals 7.0 Au;os A.O Furs (69-73) (71-78) 

2.0 T.V., Radio, Stereo 5.0 Household Items (FumitUle, Waslrers) B. 0 Clothing B.O Misc. : DYes o Inside 

o . 0 Uve IS S (68) 

C. 

J. 0 Oflice Equipment 6.0 Consumer Items (UQuer, Cigarettes, etc.) 9. Firearms C. Stt ON, o Out 

(Continued) :D/?J 
'/ , . Operations and Supervision, ( Continued) I 

On June 16, 19154, Detective Francis Margerum #,}69, Homicide Division, receives 
from Maceo Waring, employee of Walnut Solid Gold, that one (1) negro 

r,!ale used Amos NOrwood's credit ,...,. ..... ...:1 en JU.i'1.6 
.,. ...... rlo., 

""'a ... u. ..L.;rr ..l704 • 

On June 17, 1984, decedent's auto recovered by Police Officer Murphy #5560, 
ll+th District, at rear of 422 W. Upsal street. 

On June 19,. 1984, above auto processed by Detective Daniel Bennett #'}068, 
Homicide Division, along with Hobile Grime .Detection unit - superglued - f:lnger-
printed. 

On June 19, 1984,. Maceo Waring makes a possible identification of Andre 
p"terson , PP#624853, as possible user of credit card. 

On June 20 . , 1984, Detective Raymond Dougherty Homicide Division, shows 
photos to waring, who says it is possible that Peterson is the person who used 
C;lrd. 

Investigation into phone number left on slaes slip at time gold necklace was 
purchased. 

Investigation in.to l'atch nf 0')cedsnL 

('Jomposite set up by Waring (Detective RaY!J1Ond Dougherty #604, Hontl.cid"!. Divi.-
0::.;':0>->. \ __ .............. , oa 

Composite shown to members of church - same lOok alikes only (Detective 
Frank Division). 

Decedent linked to possible homosexual activities (Detective Daniel Bennett 
#'}06$, Homicide Division)· 

On June %3, .L984, Jesse Lofton, Medical Examiner's Office, identified compo-
51·ue and photo of Peterson as possible negro male wh0 decedent assisted in September, 
19(31. 

Lt. James McCowan #187 

\ 


